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'Εάν fjg φιλομαθές έσει πολυμαθής. Ά μέν έπίστασαι, ταύτα 
διαφόλαττε ταϊς μελεταις, ά δέ μη μεμάθηκας, προσλάμβανε ταϊς 
έπιστημαις· Ομοίως γάρ αισχρόν άκσύσαντα χρήσιμον λόγον μη μαθεϊν 
καί διδόμενόν u αγαθόν παρά των φίλων μη λαβεϊν. Κααανάλισκε την 
εν τψ βίφ σχολήν είς την των λόγων φιληκοίαν ούτω γάρ τα τοϊς 
άλλοις χαλεπώς εόρτμένα συμβησεταί σοι βαδίως μανθανειν.
' Ηγού των ακουσμάτων πολλά πολλών είναι χρτμάτων κρείττω· 
τά μέν γάρ ταχέως απολείπει, τά δέ πάντα τόν χρόνον παραμένει· σοφία 
γάρ μόνον των κτημάτων αθάνατον.
Isocrates, Ad Demonicus, 18.1-15.1
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PREFACE
The present work deals with the evaluation of the J-Integral, as well as the 
other integrals that appear and are useful in fracture mechanics of gradient 
elastic materials (J2, L-Integrals). The analysis pertains to simple linear elastic 
strain gradient materials. We succeeded in expressing the J-Integral, as the 
energy release rate of a quasi-statically advancing crack-tip. The importance of 
results of this work is the close form relations between the J-Integral and the 
amplitudes of the expansions of the local deformation and stress fields that are 
closest to the crack-tip. In this way, it is possible to connect the macroscopic far- 
field loading, geometry and material properties with the strength of the material, 
as it manifests with the amplitudes of the singular terms of stress and 
deformation.
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INTRODUCTION
mode I mode II mode III
mode II (in-plane sliding)
mode III (anti-plane shear or tearing)
y-axis
Mode I, plane strain, asymptotic behaviour of tyy near the crack-tip (singularity of tyy traction)
For the plane problem, the leading terms for mode I stresses in Cartesian 
coordinates are [Williams, M.L., (1957)]:
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σζζ=ν ΐ(<Τχχ+<*„) = νΐ(ση·+σθθ)
σιζ —■ σνζ — urz — σ& — 0
(3)
(4)
The corresponding displacements are [Williams, M.L., (1957)]:
_*/ r
2E\2n
(l + v) (2/r-l)cos 



































,v{ = 0,v2-v (8)
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and, for plane strain,
k = (3-4v), vx =0, v2 =y (9)
The term K, is the so-called stress intensity factor, which incorporates the 
boundary conditions of the cracked body and is a function of loading, crack 
length and geometry. For plane problems, it is independent of the elastic 
constants (E, elastic modulus, v, Poisson’s ratio).
For the plane strain problem, the displacement uy on the left of the crack- 
tip can be simplified using equations (5), (9), taking into account that θ=π. The 
following expression is obtained: [sin(m/2)=1, sin(3m /2)=-1]
(l + v)[(2(3-4,) + l)xl-(-l)]} =





K\ for plane strain, where g is the energy release rate (not
the shear modulus)









2 \1ϊπ (g Ί
U/J i
because r=-x, x<0 (the negative semi-axis x is situated on the left of the crack-
4 r-
tip). The above expression for uy is of the form Q = —7= ■ where
λ/2τγ
Q
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and is plotted as illustrated below:
It should be noted that both metrics are dimensionless.




















The metrics are again non-dimensional.
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(--------——)(K,« / ο
As we will show later [Sifnaiou M., (2006)], the new, non classical solution 
for the displacement uy is given by:
uv = -(15/2)r3/2[(17A - 83B) sin(3<9/2) + 25(A + 5B) sin(£/2)]
For θ=π, r= -x :
uv = -(15/2)r3/2 [(17A - 83B) (-1)+ 25(A + 5B) (1)]=> 
uv =-(15/2)r3/2(8A + 208B) => uy(8A + 208B)2 = -(15/2)r3/2 (8A + 208B)3 =>
uy (8 A + 208B)2 = -(15/2) [r ((8 A + 208B)2)
-.3/2
u^, (8A + 208B)2 = -(15/2) Γ-χ ((8 A + 208B)2)
3/2
Plot of uy(8A+208B)2 vs (-x(8A+208B)2)3/2
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The total traction tyy ahead of the crack-tip, and more specifically along the 
straight line y=0 which bisects the angle of the crack, has an asymptotic 
behaviour, given by the following equation [Sifnaiou M., (2006)]:
tyy (x>0, y=0) = tyy (r, θ=0) =2ομΓω'3 ω(ω2-1) (ω-2) (A-\ + A2 + Βϊ + B2)
For plane strain, the coefficients Ai, A2 , Bi , B2 are related as given
below:
A2 = - 125Ai , B2 = -625Bi , Ai = A, B·, =B
Note that the gradient elasticity requires two constants (A, B) to describe the 
local fields, contrary to the classic case that requires one.
The coefficient ω emerges from the boundary conditions for mode I, which lead 
to an eigenvalue problem. The value that produces the greatest singularity of the
E v
tyy traction is ω=3/2. Denoting by A = ----- y the shear modulus and by c the
characteristic length of the body (e.g. grainsize etc), we have [Sifnaiou M., 
(2006)]:
= 2ομΐω^ω[ω2-ΐ)(ω-2)(Α, +A2+B,+B2) =
(A - 125A+B - 625B)
1-3 3 i
■ 2cμχ2 —
(3Ϋ ,1 f 3 n)
- -1
UJ J U J
■ /ίομχ 3/2 3 i5l r_n











ομχ~νι (3 ΙΑ + 156B) 
05^
μ v2y
-3/2 c2/3 (31A + 156B)23
-.3/2
i15l
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(I«r»l/W
(x/c"!(31A+156B)!'5)'5'’
Plot of (| tyy 1/μ) vs [x/c2/3(3 1A+156B)2/3]’3/2 
The asymptotic displacement fields are then calculated to be:
ux — -(5/2)r3/2 [(49A - 25IB) cos(30/2) + 75(A + 5B) cos(0/2)]
uy = -(15/2)r3/2 [(17A - 83B) sin(3#/2) + 25(A + 5B) sin(0/2)]
The existence of a crack presupposes that the maximum principal strain is
tensile, i.e. 1ενν>0| ahead of the crack-tip, and additionally: |uv >0.
The expressions for syy and are, respectively:
= ( + 15/4) r1/2 [ 25(A + 5B)cos(3#/2) - (101A + B)cos(#/2)J
uv= -(15/2)r3/2 [(17A - 83B) sin(3<9/2) + 25(A + 5B) sin(0/2)] 
The first expression for θ=0 gives:
and:
Syy = ( + 15/4) r1/2 [ 25(A + 5B)cos0-(101A + B)cos0] = 
= ( + 15/4) r1/2 [ 25(A + 5B) -(101A + B)] =
= ( + 15/4) r1/2 [ 25A + 125B-101A-B] =
= ( + 15/4) r1/2 [ -76A + 124B] =
= ( + 15) r1/2 (-19A + 31B)
επ= ( + 15) r1/2 (-19A + 31B)>0;
-19A + 31B >0
The second expression for θ=π gives:
=-(15/2)r372 [(17A-83B)sin(3^/2) + 25(A + 5B) sin(;r/2)] =
= -(15/2)r3/2 [(17A - 83B)(-1) + 25(A + 5B) (+1)] =
= -(15/2)r3/2 [-17A + 83B + 25A + 125B] =
= -(15/2)r3/2 [8A + 208B]
uy =-(15/2)r372 [8A + 208B]>0^
8A + 208B<0 =>
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A + 26B<0
By solvinq the resulting system of inequalities, the following are obtained:
A < 0, 19A/31 < B < -A/26
This can be plotted in the A-B plane (2-D) as shown bellow. The restriction 
A<0 gives to A negative values, thus values situated on the left of the vertical 
axis. By the second restriction, we obtain for B values between the lines 19A/31 
< B < -A/26.
B
A




156_ < 156B< -156—-=>
31 26
19A A








=> — c//r~3/2 (31A+156B)< 0
V 2 )
^<0
The last inequality means that the traction / is always compressive!
This result is in agreement with finite element calculations [Amanatidou, E. and 
Aravas, N. (2002)], [Wei, Y., (2006)]
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CHAPTER 1
THE ^-INTEGRAL
Presentation of the J-Integra I
J is actually the Ji-lntegral. Physically, Ji shows the propensity of the 
crack-tip to advance forward, thus it is exactly equal to the energy release rate:
Ji = $-
For plane-strain problems, the ^-Integral is a contour integral given by the 
expression [Georgiadis H.G., Grentzelou C.G., (2006)]:
rL
dua






where Γ is a closed integration curve lying in the Cartesian (x,y)=(xi,X2) plane 
and encircling the crack-tip.
The ^-Integral is path independent [Georgiadis H.G., Grentzelou C.G., (2006)]. 
Therefore, any closed curve can be chosen as an integration curve. As it can be 
observed, all terms are functions of r and Θ. Consequently, those terms whose 
order of r will be greater than zero, after the integration, then in the limit r—>0, 
they will actually be zero (terms that vanish at crack-tip)!
W is the strain energy density, uq are the components of the displacement field 
(ux, uy), Pq is the total stress traction and Rz the dipolar stress traction.
The aforementioned metrics are defined as follows:
W is defined as:
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W = (λ!2)[ε„ +ε^)\μ(εΙ+2εχν+ε2π) + (.lc/2)








ί δε 'Ι ( δε
ν & j








(λ/2){ε^ + ε^2 is the hydrostatic strain energy density, 




+ dexx , d£yy
dy dy
is the gradient hydrostatic strain
energy density,
λ,μ are the Lame constants, satisfying the relations:
A _ 2v 
μ \-2v 1 A
E
2(1 + v)'





















the gradient strain energy density.
Along Γ, where Γ is any internal or external boundary of the body,
pq = (rpq - drmrpq) - Dp( nrmrpq) + (ϋ,η,) n,.npmrpq 
τpq, mrpq are the Cauchy and dipolar stresses, respectively.
R z= nrnpmrpz along Γ,
Dp() = dr() - npD() is the surface gradient operator, ( 3^ )= 3()/ dxr; r=1,2 ) 
D() =r\r dr() is the normal gradient operator,
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np is the unit outward normal vector of Γ, 
dV=rd6.
Repeated indices imply summation from 1 to 2.
We will use the asymptotic results that are summarized in Appendix 1. 
Intermediate results are shown in Appendices 2 to 3.
1.1 Terms W in J1
W is:
Calculation of terms W


























where the strains are:
ε„ = (-15/4) r1/2 [ 25(A + 5B)cos(30/2) + (99A-B)cos(0/2)] 
exy= (-15/4) r1/2 [ 25(A + 5B)sin(30/2) + (A + B)sin(0/2)] 
Syy= ( + 15/4) r1/2 [ 25(A + 5B)cos(30/2) - (1O1A + B)cos(0/2)]
For practical reasons we name the terms consisting W as seen below, 
following their order of appearance in the above expression.
- Term W'\: the term whose multiplying factor is (λ/2) (Note that the respective 
multiplying factors are not included. All results will be then multiplied by their 
appropriate coefficient.)
- Term 1/1/2: the term whose multiplying factor is μ
- Term W3\ the term whose multiplying factor is (Ac/2)
- Term 1/1/4: the term whose multiplying factor is μο.
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Term W3(b): ' , d£yy



















(without the coefficient 2)
δεyy
dy
In the expressions of the strains εχχ,επ, r is of order 14. Consequently, the
expressions {λ/Τ^ίε^+ε^Λ and μ[ε\χ+2ε χγ+ε\Λ (terms W1 and IW2,
respectively) are of order 1. When multiplied by: #y=ni dV= cos# dV= cos# r dd= 
r cos# ##, r should become of order 2. So integrated along a curve Γ, which is 
chosen to be a circle of radius r, then in the limit r—>0, the integral itself will tend 
toO!
Each of the rest terms will be calculated separately and then integrated (so as to 
form the integral \wdy)
The transformation of the derivative from (x,y) Cartesian coordinates to (r,#) polar 








d ί χ sin# d ( ^ 
ddy '
d / s. cos# d / s. 
dr r 5#
Calculation of Term W3(a) 'te,, | d£yy'·
dx dx ,
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yy , it is easier to calculate
f d ^
As already said, the transformation of the derivative from (x,y) Cartesian 
coordinates to (r,0) polar coordinates follows the rule:
A() =cosg l().“n£ ±o 
dxK ’ dr' r '
dyy ’ dr' r S#V '
It is calculated that
(ε^+Syy) = (-750A) rl/2 cos(#/2)
and
~c
ΰ-(ε„+ε„)= (-375A)r 1[ cos(#/2)]
By taking the square of it:
fp. βε \2
** + 39 =140625A2 r'1 cos2(#/2)
dx dx y
Calculation of Term l/l/3(b)
This term will be calculated as the previous one.
d_
dy
(εχχ+ε„)= (-375A) r"2 sin(#/2)
the square of which is:
Ρε-+ε^
= 140625 A2 r'1 sin2(#/2)
It is remarkable to notice that the term W2 converts into:
ds„ dsyy
dx dx
+ ds„ ds- + - yy
dy dy
= 140625A2 Γ cos2(#/2) + 140625 A2 r’1 sin2(#/2) =
= 140625A2 r'1 (cos2(#/2) + sin2(6>/2)) = 140625A2 r'1. 1=>
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■ = (~ )r'1/2co s(0 / 2) [50 (A + 5B) (co s Θ - cos(2 θ)) +124 (A+B)]
Calculation of Term WMb):
dx
The simplified expression for is:
dx
Calculation of Term H/4(c): Ubyy 
V 5x J
de*y_ f 15^1
dx l 8 J
r‘1/2co s(0 / 2) [50 (A + 5B) (co s Θ - cos(2 θ)) + (-76A+124B)]
f Λ






r"1/2 sin(<9 / 2) [-50 (A + 5B) (cos Θ + cos(2<9)) + (24A-376B)]
Calculation of Term W4(e): r<K'
v % j
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= (-15)r'1/2cos(#/2)^50(A + 5B)(-cos0 + cos(2θ)) + (76A+376 B)]
f δε Ϋ
Calculation of Term W4(f): ——
l to )
dsyy = f15l r-1/2sin(^/2)r-50(A + 5B)(cos^ + cos(2^)) + (-176A-376B)]
dy \ 8) L
1.2 Terms Rq in J1




The term R„ D
\dx j
can be expanded in the following way:




Consequently, these are the terms that should be calculated:
RX,D(to,} , R , D
(duy\
l dx )
’ y ’ J
These are their definitions:
Rx = nrnpmrpx =
nxnpmxpx + nynpmypx =
_ ΜχϊΙχΜχχχ + Μχ Myfflxyx "t" ttynxWlyxx Π yTl y17l ^ χ
D (to,Ί = η d = n, 3V (to,} + n <9„
l dx J l dx J l dx ) y y l dx J
d2ux d2ux Q d2ux . Q d2ur 
= n„—f + n„----- = cos0—r^ + sinfc/-
2 y dx2dx dxdy
(given that nx =cos0 and ny=sin0)
dxdy
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and
R v = nrnpmrpy =
= nxnpmxpy + η n my p ypy
= nxnm+nxnm + nnxm +nnmyyy




+ n„ 5„ \duA





~dxr + Tly dxdy
v d2uv d2uv
— = cos<9—A + sin <9----- —
dx2 dxdy
The dipolar stresses, needed to form the terms Rv ,RV are defined as [Sifnaiou 
M., (2006)]:
mxxx - (+15/4) c r'1/2 [25/r(A + 5B)cos(56>/2) - (lOOA/l+149A// + 249B/r)cos(0/2)] 
mxxy=mxyx = (+l5/4)cMr-V2 [ 25(A + 5B)sin(5£/2) - (49A + 249B)sin(0/2)] 
mxyy=(- 15/4)cr'l/2 [ 25/r(A + 5B)cos(5£/2) + (100A2 + 51A//-249B//)cos(^/2)] 
myxx =(+15/4) cr'1/2 [25//(A + 5B)sin(5^/2) - (1ΟΟΑ/1 + 49Α//-251Β/φϊη(0/2)] 
myyx = myxy=(-15/4)cMfm [ 25(A + 5B)cos(5#/2) + (51A+251B)cos(<9/2)] 
mm = (-15/4) cr'm [ 25//(A + 5B)sin(5£/2) + (lOOAA + 151A// + 251B//)sin(0/2)]
(du λ
Calculation of the subterms that compose the term R D —-
CALCULATION OF R
R x=nxnxmxxx + nxnymxyx + nynxmyxx + η n my y yyx
=cos‘ Θ + cos Θ sin Θ + sin Θ cos Θ myxx + sin2 Θ m
Finally, Rvis:
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R, =+(15/4) c r'l/2cos(# / 2) (-2)[(13A+63B) μ + (50A2 + 49A// - Βμ)cos θ] 
=> R, = (-15/2) c r"l/2cos(# / 2)[(13A+63B) μ+(50Αλ + 49Αμ - Βμ)cos0]
CALCULATION OF R,
R y=nxnxmxxy +nxnymxyy + η n my x yxy + η n m =I IfylfyllVyyy
=cos29mxxy + cos9sin9mxyy +sin#cos 9myxy + sin 19myyy = 
=cos2 θηι^ +cos<9sin(9 + ww) + sin29m„yyy
The final form for R„is:
R v =(-15/2)c r'1/2sin(0 / 2) {50A/1 + 63 (Αμ + Βμ) + (50A2 + 51A// + B//)cos0}
Calculation of the partial derivatives of the displacements
Before continuing, it is presupposed to determine the following partial derivatives:
dux d2ux d2ux du d2u d2u
x x x and 7 7 7
dx ’ dx2 ’ dxdy dx ’ dx2 ’ dxdy
CALCULATION OF THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
dux d\ d\ and duy d2uy d2uy
dx ’ dx2 ’ dxdy dx ’ dx2 ’ dxdy
DEFINITIONS OF u and u.
ux = (-5/2)r3/2 [(49A-251 B)cos(3 Θ/2) + 75(A + 5B)cos(0/2)] 
uy = (-15/2)r3/2 [(17A-83B)sin(3 Θ/2) + 25(A + 5B)sin(<9/2)]
(K
dx
= (—) r1/2 cos(0 / 2) Γ (49 A-251 B)+2 5 (A + 5 B)(2 cos Θ+1 )1 
dx 4
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dx2
o
(- y) r'1/2 cos(# / 2) {(49A-251 B)+25(A + 5B) [3 + 2 cos Θ - 2cos(2 0)]}
3. d\
dxdy






















—A + n„---- :
dx2 y dxdy
Q d2u . ad2ur 
= cos#—A + sin#-
dx dxdy
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d2uv d2u. d2u. d2u„
= ηχ—τ- + ην------ = cos#—^-fsin#- y










= (-—)r"1/2sin(# / 2) {(13 A -187B)+25(A + 5B)cos£}
At this point, each one of the terns RX,D 
calculated. The next step is to estimate the products:
R D
Calculation of the product: Rv D
(du } (duA, R , L) y
l dx J ’ y ’ l& J has been
(du ) (duA^ .Y , R, D y







(481 A2 +1512AB - 3969B2) μ +
+[(l 850A2 - 3150AB) λ + (2138A2 +76AB + 7938B2)μ] cos6> - 
+25^50(A2 +5AB)T + (49A2 +244AB-5B2)//Jcos2 Θ
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(650A2 - 9350AB)2 + (819A2 -10962AB -11781B2)μ + 
+[(l900A2 - 31OOAB)λ + (2238A2 - 74AB+7688B2)μJ cos# 
+[(l250A2 +6250AB)A + (l275A2 +6400AB + 125B2)//
+
cos2#
1.3 Terms Pz in Ji















P- = np (Tpz - drmrpz) ~ Dp( «r^pz) + (Djnj)
= np*pz-npdrmrpz ~ Dp( «r™rpz) + (Djnj) nrnPm,
m —p"'rpz
CALCULATION OF Pv
_ mp rpxP* = npTpX-npdrmrPx ~ Dp( ”rm,px) + (Dj”j) nr”
= npTpx-npdrmrpx - Dp[ nrmrpx) + (Djitj) Rx =
= nSxx-nxdrmrxx ~ Dx( nrmrxx) + (Ο,η, ) Rx +
nyTyx ~ «jA'V ~ Dy ( «,·%* )
= (nxTxx + nyTyx)-[nxdrmrxx + nydrmiyx)- Dx( nrmrxx)+ Dy ( nrmryx) + (£>/?,) R,
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= («Λ* + nyTy*) - ) - [ A ( ()+ Dy{n/nvt)^ + (DJnJ) Rv-
"(«A"V + "A"V ) - [ A ( «y"V ) + Dy ( nymm )] =>
(ητνν + w r ) —
nxdxmxxx +nydxmxyx + A( η^+η^„) +
—\ x xx y yx J +nxdymyxx+nydymyyx + A ( nxmxyx+nymm)
+(Aa)r*
For practical reasons, the first set of terms wil be referred to as Subterm A of Px, 
the second as Subterm B etc, following their order of appearance in the above 
expression.
The full term Pv, consisting of the Subterms A, B, C, D, is going to be multiplied
du
by the derivative of the appropriate displacement (either by —- for the Jr
dx
3u
Integral or by —- for the J2-lntegral).
dy
Its component + nyTyx) (Subterm A) is ~ rV2.
'Λ
The product (nxr +n τ )—*-ί/Γ ~ r'/2 rvl rάθ ~r2 —> 0 for r—>0.
v ’ox
Consequently, this Subterm’s integral will be 0!
CALCULATION OF SUBTERM B:
+nxdymyxx+nydymyyx
nxdxmm + riyd.m^ + nxdymyxx + nydymyyx =
= COS#
n d sin# d
cos #— mrxx---------------mr
dr ” r dB






. _ d cos# d 
smB-m^+———myxx + sin#
. _ d cos# d
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2/, δ cos#sin# d . „ „ d sin # δ
= cos#—m„x- 
dr
mxxx + sin(9cos#—~----- m__ +
r δθ 5r ^ r 5# ^
„ . n d cos2# δ . 2n 5 cos#sin# δ
+cos#sin# — +---------------m„r+ sin #—m„4---------------- =
r δθ ^ dr m r δθ m
.2,5
: cos # — wvvr + sin#cos#^ XXXdr
δ d cos#sin# d d
drmxyx + dr"lyxx _ r δθ “ demyyx _
sin"# δ cos2# δ . 2,5
-------------- /W™. 4--------------- -/w„vv+sin # — w
r δθ ^ r δθ yxx dr m
Finally,
Subterm B of Px =(+15/8)c// r'3/2cos(#/2)[200(A + 5B)]
CALCULATION OF SUBTERM C:
Dx( nxmxxx+nymyxx) + 
+ Dy( nxmxyx+nymyyx)
Subterm C can be decomposed in two parts : Dx[ n/n^ + ) and
Dy( nxmxy*+nymyyx).
Fir.st part: Dx ( nxmxxx + nymyxx)
D'( n m +n m'*x"*xxx y yxx )-
= dx ( + nymyxx )~n*D(




nxmxxx + η/Πγη ) =
nxmxxx + nymyxx
n m +n mx xxx *y yxx
H 5*( nxmxxx + nymyxx ) + nydy( nxmxxx+nymyxx)
n m +n mx xxx y yxx )-nxnydy[ nxmxxx +nymyxx ) =
= 01 - nx )15* ( nxm*xx + nymyxx ) " nxnydy (ηχ™χχχ + nymyxx ) =
= (l - cos2 #) dx ( nx+ nymyxx) - cos # sin # dy ( + nymyxx) =>
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=> Dx( nxmxxx+nymyxx) =
= sin26*3x(cosθπι^ + sin cos# s,\r\6dy (cos#/?^ + sin#tf7>xt j
Second part: Dy ( nxmxyx + nymyyx) 
Dy ( nxmxyx+nymyyx) =
= dy ( +nymyyx)-nyD(
= d>(
n m +n mx *xyx y yyx j
- η η δ Iy r r \ x xyx y yyx J
— ηΛ, n d 1 n m 4 n m 1y x x \ x xyx y yyx j
-ηΛ, η δ ( nm„,v +nmx\-y X X \ x xyx y yyx)
= (\-ny2)dy( «xm^ + nymm)-nynxdx[ nxm^ + nymm) =
= (l - sin2 #)dy ( ηχπι^ +nymm)~ sin # cos # dx ( njn^ + ηγτη^χ):
=> Dy ( nxmxyx+nymyyx) =
= cos2 # dy (cos # m^ + sin θπι^ ) - sin # cos # dx (cos # m^ + sin 0mm)
Finally, Subterm C of Pv in its most compact form becomes:
Subterm C of Pc = (+15/8) c r'3/2 cos(# / 2) <
100A/L(-l + cos#) +
+Αμ (-174 + 98 cos Θ) + 
+B/i (-3 74 - 2 cos Θ)
>
CALCULATION OF SUBTERM D: (Djnj)Rx
{Djnj)Rx={ °Λ + Dyny) R v
Each one of Dxitx,D nvm\\ be estimated separately.
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D*nx = 5x («χ ) ~ n*D{n* ) =A (Ό ~ n*nrdr (»x ) =
=dx inx) - n* [«A («x)+«Α A)] =
=5χ K) - «x A («χ) - «χ«Α K)=
=f1 - A )5χ («χ) - «x«A K)=
= (l-cos 2Θ^ΘΧ (cos#)-cos# sin #5^ (cos#)=> 
=> Dxnx = sin2 # dx (cos#)-cos# sin #5 (cos#)
In the same manner,
Dyny =dy(ny)~ nyD(ny) = 3y ("y ) ~ «,«A ("y ) = 
= dy(ny)~ny ["χ5χ (ny) + nydy ("y )] =
= dy(ny)~ nyn*d* ('ny) “ n?dy ('ny) =
= (\-ny2)dy(ny)-nynxdx(ny) =
= (l-sin2 #)S^ (sini’j-sin^cos^S^ (sin#) =>
=> Dyny =cos2 Θ dy(s\ne)-sm9cos,edx (sin#)
Dyny
cos2 Θ
The sum {Djrij) = Dxnx + Dyny leads to:
{Djnj)= Dxnx + Dyny =




Eventually, Subterm D of Pv takes the form:
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[DjUj) Rx = [Dxnx + Dyny) R
Having estimated all Subterms of Px, its full form can be acquired. First, the sum: 
Subterm B+ Subterm C will be calculated.
Then, Pt= -( Subterm B+ Subterm C) + Subterm D.
CALCULATION OF SUM: SUBTERM B+ SUBTERM C 
Subterm B+ Subterm C=
= (+15/8) c r"3/2 cos(<9/2)<
1OOA/1(-1 + cos0) + 
+A//(26 + 98 cos + >
+B//(626-2cos6))
CALCULATION OF SUM: -(SUBTERM B+ SUBTERM C1+ SUBTERM D
Now,
-(Subterm B of Pr+ Subterm C of Px) + Subterm D of Px =
=>-(Subterm B of Px+ Subterm C of PJ + Subterm D of Px =
f-100 AJ, + 78Au + 878B// + 1
=(-15/8) cr cos(g/2)|+(3(|0A^ + 294A/<_6B/|)cosg|
It should be reminded that Pt also contains the term +nyTyxy The full form 
for Pt is:
Px=(nxTxx+”yTyt) +
[ -100 A/l + 7 8 A// + 678B// + 1
+(-15/8) cos(^ / 2) |+(3oo aA + 294A// - 6Βμ) cos 0 J
(du ^ / \
The product PY —- should now be estimated. The component [n^ + n τ )
ydx)
of Pc will not be included in this estimation of the product (since this term, after 
being integrated, vanishes for r-»0).
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(-15/8) c r'3/2 cos(# / 2)
f-lOOAA + 78Aμ + 878B// + 
j+(300A/l + 294A//-6B//)cos#




(+225/32) cr'1 cos2 (0/2)·
(-7400A2 +12600AB) λ + (5772A2 + 55144AB -110628B2) μ 
+[(l 7200A2 - 62800AB) A + (25656A2 + 25912AB + 220256B2)//]cos Θ + 
+ 15000(A2 +5B)A + (l4700A2 +73200AB-1500B2) /zjcos2 Θ
! +
CALCULATION OF P,
P, = npTpy-npdrmrpy - Dp( nrmrpy ) + (Djnj) ”r”p™rpy
= npTpy ~npdrmrpy - Dp ( nrmrpy) + (DJnj) Ry =
= nSxy-nxdrmrxy ~ A ( nrmrxy) + ( Djnj) R> +
nyTyy-nydrmryy ~ Dy( nrmryy) =
= [ηχτν + ηγτπ) ~{nxdrmrxy + ηγ3νπι^) - >( nrmrXy) + A nrmryy) +(°λ) R,=
= [nJxy + nyTyy) -[nxdx + nydxmxyy) - A n,m^y )+DA' n*mxyy)}+(°Λ)R,-
- (nx3„m+ n„3„m„„,) - Dx ) + D, nxmxnn, ]=>\ x y yxy y y yyy J X y yxy ! y ^ y yyy) J
\ημ„, + η„τ, | —
nxdxmxXy+nydxmxyy+~ X nxmxxy+nymyxy) +
\ x xy y yy I _+nxdymyXy +nydymyyy_
+D, ( njn^+riymyyy)
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The process followed for the calculation of Pv will be performed for the 
calculation of Pv, too.
The term (nxTxy +nyTyy) (Subterm A') is ~ r1'2.
The product + nyTyy^-^LdY~rvlrvlrd6~r2-»0 for 0.
Consequently, this Subterm does not contribute to the final result.
CALCULATION OF SUBTERM B’:
n*dxmxxy +nydxmxyy +
+nxdymyxy+nydymm
nx^xmxxy + nydxmm, + nxdymyxy + nydymm
J n d sin# d
= cos^ cosθ—m^----- -l-sin#




. _ d cos# d
smee;m’*+-reem”
+ sin#
. _ d cos# d
2n d cos#sin# d . n n d sin2# d
= cos ---------—-—mv+smee0Se-mvr- — -m„ +
„ . „ 5 cos2# d . 2n 8 cos#sin# d
+cos# sin#—/m , --------------- + sin # — m,„„, H------------------------— m
dr •yxy r 9# w dr yyy 5# yyy
nxdxmxxy + nydxmxyy + "xd ymyxy + nyd ^ yyy =
9 O
■ cos #—m +sin#cos# 
dr




sin2# d cos2# d
-m„„ +-
r a# w r a# w
• 2/3 5+sin #—m
dr yyy
Subterm B’ of Pj, = (+15/8)c//r3/2sin(#/2)[200(A + 5B)
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CALCULATION OF SUBTERM C’:
A( nxmxxy + nymm,)+
+ Dy( +
The decomposition of this Subterm in 2 parts gives: Dx[ nxmxxy + rivmvxy) and
A( ^xyy+nymm).
Eirst Part: A ( )
A( ^xxy+^yxy)^
= A ( nx™xxy + nymyxy )~ Πχϋ( Wxxy + nymyxy ) =
= A ( nxmxxy + nymyxy A ( ) =
= A ( n*mxxy + nymyxy ) ~ A ( ”x™xxy +nymy*y) + ny ^y ( ”x™xxy + "yMyxy )] =
= A ( nxmxxy + nymyxy ) ~ nxdx ( nxmxxy + ny™yxy ) ~ "*«A ( + nymyxy ) =
= (1_n* ) A ( + «vmw) -njiydy ( njn^ + nymw) =
= (l - cos2 θ)θχ ( njn^ + ηγπι^) - cos Θ sin Θ dy ( ηjm^ + ηγπι^) =>
^>Dx{nxmxxy+nymyxy) =
= sin2 Θ dx ( njn^ + nymyxy ) - cos £ sin Θ dy ( nx+ nymyxy)
Second part: Dy ( nxmxyy + nymyyy)
Dy( nxmxyy+nymm) =
= dy(n'xmxyy + nymm)~nyD( nxmxyy+nymyyy)
"dy( nxmxyy+‘
-η n d ( + ) =y r r \ x xyy y yyy 1
-ηΛ, nx dry X X \ x xyy y yyy J
-ηΛ) nr dr ( nm^ni + nm\-y X X \ x xyy y yyy 1 nxmxyy+nymyyy) =
= [\~ny2)dy[ + nymm)-nynxdx( nxmw + nymyyy) =
= (l “ Sin2 θ) 3y ( nxmxyy + nymyyy ) “ sin ^ C0S θ dx ( + ny™yyy ) =>
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=> Dy ( nxmxyy+nymyyy) =
= cos2 Θ dy ( ηχηι^ + nymm) - sin Θ cos Θ dx ( nx+ nymm)
Having calculated the partial derivatives of suml’ and sum 2’ with respect to x 
and y, the full form of Subterm C’ of Pv can be reached.
Finally, Subterm C’ of P in its most compact form is:
Subterm C’ of P = (+15/8)cr sin(#/2)
100A/1 cos <9 +
+ (-74 + 102 cos θ) Αμ + 
+ (-374 + 2 cos θ)Βμ
It should also be reminded that Pv has a component {nj^+riyTy^. This
component’s order of r, after the integration, is greater than zero, which means that 
this term does not contribute to the final result for the Jrlntegral.
CALCULATION OF SUBTERM D: (DjHj)Ry 
It has already been shown, while calculating the Subterm D of Pt that the operator
(Djnj) is:
(DJnj) = Dxnx+Dyny =
sin2 Θ cos2 θ 1=-------+--------= —=>
r r r
In virtue of this, Subterm D’ of Pv is:
Subterm D’
With all 4 Subterms of Pv estimated, the full form of Pt can be acquired. First, the 
Subterms B’ and C’ will be summed. Then, Pv=-(Subterm B’+Subterm C’)+ 
Subterm D’.
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CALCULATION OF SUM: SUBTERM B’+ SUBTERM C’
Subterm B’+ Subterm C-
=(+15/8)c//r3/2sin(#/2)[200(A + 5B) ] +
+(+15/8)c r'3/2 sin(6» / 2)
100A/1 cos# +
+ (-74 +102 cos θ) Αμ 
+(-374 + 2 cos θ)Βμ
+
100 Αλ cos Θ +
Subterm B’+ Subterm C’=(+15/8)cr"3/2sin(#/2) +(126 + 102 cos<9)A// + 
+(626 + 2cos0)B//
CALCULATION OF SUM: -(SUBTERM B’+ SUBTERM C’)+ SUBTERM D’
Subterm D’ is: where Ris:
r
R;, =(-15/2)c r'1/2sin(# / 2) {50A/1 + 63 (Αμ + Βμ) + [50ΑΛ + 51 Αμ + Βμ] cos θ]
Then, -(SUBTERM B’+ SUBTERM C’)+ SUBTERM D’, which is:
(-15/8)c r'3/2 sin(6> / 2) +
100A/L cos0 +
+ (126 + 102cosf?)A// +
+ (626 + 2cos<9)B//
+(-15/2)cr'3/2sin(<9/ 2)(50A/l + 63(Αμ + Βμ) + [50ΑΛ. + 5 \Αμ + B//]cos#j =
4·50ΑΛ + (ΐ26 + 4·63)Α// + (626 + 4·63)Βμ +
+ [(l00 + 4-50)A2 + (l02 + 4-51)A// + (2 + 4)B//]cos<9 
ί200Α/1 + 378Αμ + 878Βμ + 1
(-15/8)c r3/2 sin(6> / 2)
: (-15/8)c r'3/2 sin(# / 2)
+ (300A2. + 306Αμ + 6B//)cos^|
=>-(Subterm B’ of Pv + Subterm C’ of Pv) + Subterm D’ of Pv =
=(-15/8)cr-3/2sin(6»/2)
j 200A/l + 378Αμ + 878Βμ + 
j+(300A/l + 306Αμ + 6B//)cos<9
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Py includes the component ( 1, so the final expression for Pv is:
) +(-15/8)c r'3/2 sin(# / 2)
200Ayl + 3 78A// + 878B// + 
+(300AA + 306A// + 6B//)cos<9
The component’s {ηχτ^ + ηγτ}^ order of r, after the integration, is greater than
zero, which means that this term does not contribute to the final result for the 
Ji-lntegral.
Omitting + nyryy\, the remaining Pv is:
?y= (-15/8)c r'3/2 sin(<9/2)[(200A2+378A// + 878Βμ) + (300A/L + 306A// + 6B//)cosθ]
du v
P will be multiplied by —-,
This product is:
= (-15/8)c r'3/2 sin(5 / 2)[(200ΑΛ+378Αμ + 8785//) + (300ΑΛ + 306A// + 6B//)cos θ\ ·
dx
-A = (-Η)γ·/2 sin(<9 / 2) |~3( 17A-83B)+25(A + 5B) (2 cos Θ-1)1 
ox 4 L J
= (-—)r1/2 sin(6> / 2) [(26A-374B)+50(A + 5B) cos Θ]
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■p„
f du% Λ 
v dx j
= (+225/32)c r" sin (<9/2)
(5200Α2-74800ΑΒ)/ί +
+ (9828A2 -1 18544AB-328372B2)//
+
. +(17800A2 -62200AB)/l
+ (26856A2 + 24112AB + 217256B2)// 
(15000A2 +75000AB)/1 +
+ (l 5300A2 + 76800AB// +1500B2) μ
COS0 +
cos2 Θ
1.4 Integrations in J1
The Ji-lntegral can now be formulated, by integrating its parts in the interval 
[-π, π].
Integration of Wterms in Ji
Term W1
This integral is zero, due to the order of r (vanishes at crack-tip).
Term W2
This integral is zero, too, for the same reason.
Term W3
Bearing in mind that: dy=n-i dT = cos0 dl~= cos0 r d0= r cos0 d0, the value of the 
definite integral is: (in the interval [-π,π])
Γ ds„ dsyydx dx + ds„ ds- + - yydy dy dy=f (140625A2 r’^rcos^d# ^
= 140625A2 Jf cos# d# = 140625A2 [sin^]^ = 140625A2 [sin;r-sin(-;r)] = 
= 140625A2 [0-0] = 0 =>
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= Γ f (' Y)r’,/2c0 s(<9'2) [5°(■A +5B) (co;s ■Θ - cos(2 θ)) +124(A+B) r cos#d#:
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£[(-— r1/2sin(672)[-5O(A + 5B)(cos6> + cos(20)) + (24A-376B)] r costed#;
Term W4(e)
2
dy=(* f d£xy 
J-π dy
















dy=-------- (151 A+251B)“ π
128
By summing the results of the integrations of the W terms, we get:
f Wdy= f W r cos(9d# =
J-π J-π
=0+0+0+
+ —(ΐ49Α+249Β)2Λ- + 2ί-—(49Α+249Β)2λ-1 + ^^(17Α-83Β)2^ + 
128 ( 128 ) 128
( 225 / ^ 225 / . ...ny ( 225
-------- (49A-251B) π +2------ (51A+251B) π +
128 ) 128 128
(151A+251B)2 π
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Wdy=0
This means that W does not contribute to Ji. Furthermore, we notice that, when 
integrating the squares of the strains’ gradient, we obtain 6 non-zero terms, 
whose sum, though, is zero!








(481A2 +1512ΑΒ-3969Β2)μ + 
(l850A2-3150AB)/l + 








^ du ) , 5625=> 1 R xd d+=------ C7T 124( A2+B)/t+ (173A2+368A - 5B2)//J-π * {dx) 16 L V ) \
and additionally,
Γ R D fduy]dr= Γ Rv D
fduy2





+ (2238A2 -74AB+7688B2)// 
(l250A2+6250AB)l +
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£ryD ^br=-^-^c^-[l245B2//-A2(26A + 27//) + AB(374/l + 618//)]:
16
ρπ f du ^ 1T, 5625
I R. D dl =------- c π f
l dx 7 16 LV
(26A2 -374AB)/l + (27A2 -618AB-1245B2) μ
Integration of terms in Ji
r άθ =
& „ (du ^ ρπ (du λ
f PJ * 3Γ= f PT X
J-* \ dx J Ιπ x l dx )
Γ (+225/32)cr-'cos2(0/2)y~n +
+
(-7400A2 +12600AB) 4 +
+ (5772A2 + 55144AB -110628B2) μ 
(l 7200A2 - 62800ABj 71 +














ip 5625dr^ ------- ζπ
16
(l 74A2 + 374AB) /l + (519A2 + 2094AB - 25B2) μ\
and also




+ (9828A2 -118544AB - 328372B2) μ
+
p7l (17800A2 -62200AB)/1 +
f (+225/32)c r' sin2(#/2)< + V IJ-π + (26856A2 + 24112AB + 217256B2) μ
(15000A2 +75000AB)/l +
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[ Pv dr=^^c^[-8725B2// + A2(76/l + 81//)-4AB(3U + 461//)
rx (du λ 5625
P y αΓ=-------cn (76A2 -124ABU + f81 A2 -1844AB - 8725B2)μJ-* y l ^ J 16 |_v ) \ r J
The total sum for Ji is:
du„




= JwdH ρ·^Γ+ρ.'% -|R>D
(dii } (duv)
f R D dT + R ,D y drJ
Γ { dx J







C7T [(l 74A2 + 374AB) 1 + (519A2 + 2094AB-25B2)// + 








(26A2 - 374AB) /l + (27A2 - 618AB -1245B2) μ
■Jx =-140625c^-[-25BV + A2(A + 2//)] =
= -140625c;r AvL + (2A2-25B2)//
A2—+(2A2 -25B2) 
μ \ /
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CHAPTER 2
THE J2-INTEGRAL
Presentation of the J2-lntegral
Another path independent integral is J2. J2 is defined in this way:
f Wrur/Γ- P dUq dT - R D
du.
dT =>J
Γ 2 q J
du (du Λ
-
j2 = I Wsin^i/Γ- P q dT - R7D dT2 Jr q dy j
Physically, this indicates the propensity of the crack-tip to shift parallel to the 
crack. J2 is also a path independent integral [Georgiadis H.G., Grentzelou C.G., 
(2006)].
2.1 Terms W in J2
Calculation of terms W
W is the same for Ji and J2. The only difference is that W is multiplied by cos0 
in Ji and by sin0 in J2.
2.2 Terms Rq in J2









f du λ (duAX + R. D
Ιφ; { 'dy )
The terms R v ,R v are identical for Ji and J2.
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= n d„ = nv dx ( dux Ί + n dv
\8ηΛ
{fyj J J y y l J
= n
d2ux d2ux
















{dy j l %) {dy j y y l8y J
d2u„









These two expressions can be estimated only after calculating the partial
d2ur d2ur
derivatives (for D
(du Ί d2uv d2uv (du)
) and------ , —f (for D y
dxdy dy2 Jdxdy ’ dy1






----- - has already been found to be:
dxdy
|| = (-y) r'1/2 sin(£ / 2) {(49A-25 IB) - 25(A + 5B)[l + 2cos0 + 2 cos(20)]}
2
• dy
ψ- = (-y )r1/2 sin(0/2)[-(49A-251B) + 25(A + 5B)(3+2cos0)]
p\2. Λ C _
yr =( + y) r"1/2 cos(0 / 2) [(49A-251B) + 25 (A + 5B) (-5+2cos Θ - 2cos(2 0))]
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This partial derivative has already been found to be:
d2uy _ ( 15^|
dxdy










Uf = (-y) r'1/2sin(0/2) [3(17A-83B) + 25 (A + 5B)(5+2cos0 + 2cos(2<9))]









δ2ζ<χ 52μλ δ2ι/ . δ2ι/ν= ην . . +n„^-A = cos# _ . +sin6l-











+ n„—r- = cos6*---- ^- + sin#-
dxdy ' dy dxdy
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'duA
D y =(l & J = (-^)r"1/2cos(0/2)[(63A+63B)-25(A + 5B)cos6>]
So far, all those terms which contribute to:
(duA
= R n (duxλ + R VD
(duA
{&) {dy j {dy)
R qD
















(l 69A2 + 4888AB+19719B2) μ
(650A2 +15650AB)/l +





Calculation of the product: R VDrdu^
\dy j
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= (h——)c r~‘sin(#/2)cos(#/2) 
8
3150(A2+AB)/l + 3969(A2+2AB+B)2 μ +
(l900A2 -3100AB)^ +
+ (l638A2 -6174AB-7812B2)/y 
-25^50(A2 + 5AB)/L + (51A2 + 256AB/y + 5B2) /^cos26>
COS0-
2.3 Terms Pz in J2
Calculation of terms P. Au ^
\A j
Au. Λ
can expanded in this manner 
P.
v ^ ,






[a J {A J y {A J
The components of Px, P^ that vanish at the crack-tip (r—>0), after being 
integrated, will not be included in the products Px ( duA and Pv
(duA
l A j y κ A J
Calculation of the product: P Au A
v A,
It has been calculated that:
= (-^-)r1/2 sin(^/2)[-(49A-251B) + 25(A + 5B)(3+2cos6,)J
or by performing some manipulations, one obtains this equivalent form:
^L = (-^)r,/2sin(^/2)[26A+626B + (50A + 250B)cos^]
Forming the product dux
v y
we acquire:




+(2028A2 + 71656AB + 549628B2 ) μ + 
(2800A2 +162800AB) 2, +
+ (l 1544A2 + 247288AB + 215744B2
15000(A2 +5AB)/l +




Calculation of the product: P
v % J
du













= (+~)c r'1 sin(#/2)cos(<?/2) +
+
2520θ(Α2 + AB)/l +
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2.4 Integrations in J2
J2 can now be calculated, by integrating its parts in the interval [-π, π].
Integration of Wterms in J?
The terms consisting W are multiplied by sin0.
Term W1
This integral is zero, due to the order of r (vanishes at crack-tip).
Term W2
This integral is zero, too, for the same reason.
Term W3
£ /dx dx δεπ.+ 9ε^dy dy sin#dr=J (140625A2 r'^rsinfM# =
= 140625A2 £ sinf? άθ = — 140625A2 [cos#]^ = — 140625A2 [cos;r-cos(-;r)] = 
















= £( (-—)r1/2cos(^/2)[50(A + 5B)(cos6»-cos(2^)) + 124(A+B)]j rsin0d0 = O








£l i ~ | r"1/2sin(# / 2) [-50 (A + 5B) (co s Θ + co s(2<9)) + (24A+124B)] | r sin θά Θ = 0
:π ( δε.τ ^ 2










r sin #d <9=0





Π I jr4/2 sin(6>/ 2)[-50(A + 5B)(cos Θ + cos(2#)) + (24A-376B)] r sin^d# = 0;
pr ( δε Ί
2








f((-^r-,/2cos(./2)[50(A + 5B)(-cos. + cos(2.)) + (76A+376 B)] r ύηθάθ = 0:
ρτ ( δε λ
2
r sin#d0=OΗ % J





fJ 158 „-l/2 sin(<9/2)[-50(A + 5B)(cos6> + cos(2£)) + (-176A-376B)] r sin6,d6, = 0:
Γπ ( δε w Ί 2yy r sin#d#=0
H dy )
We observe that W consists of zero terms.




f R, D faOdr= Γ R n ( dux λ
J-π x J J-π {dy j
Γ (+—)cr-'cos(6>/2)sin(0/2)
J-π 8
(l69A2 +4888ΑΒ+19719Β2)/2 + 
(650A2 +15650AB)/l +





r άθ - 0:
Γ R dr=0-?4
and
( duv) (du λ
f R, D y dr=f R D yJ-π y l dy) y l dy J
rd0 =
99 S
= Γ (h-------)c r 'sinfA' / 2) cos(<9/ 2)
J-π g
315θ(Α2+ΑΒ)Τ + 3969(Α2+2ΑΒ+Β)2/2 +
(1900A2 -3100ΑΒ)/ί +
+ (l638A2 -6174AB-7812B2)/i 
25[50(a3+5AB)/1 + (51A2 +256AB/2 + 5B2)/u]cos2^
cos#- r άθ - 0 :
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rn f du A
f R. D dr=0Ιπ y l & V
Integration of Pz terms in J?
(Λ. '\
Γρ, |dr=r p I ^








(2028A2 + 71656AB + 549628B2) μ + 
(2800A2 +162800AB)/l +
+(l 1544A2 +247288AB + 215744B2)//
15000 (A2 +5AB)A +
+ (l4700A2 +73200AB-1500B2)/;
COS0 + rd6» = 0:
cos2<9
(du λ
f Pr dr=01π * l Qy J
and finally,
(du λ rn ( du,. λ
f P, dr= Pv
y
J-π y l ty) \-π y l °y)
r άθ =






+(47628A2 +158256AB + 110628B2)// 
(27800A2 -12200AB)2 +
+ (l9656A2 -99088AB-218744B2)μ 
-1500θ(Α2 +5AB)/1- 
-(15300A2 +76800AB + 1500B2)//
0086* + rd<9 = 0:
cos20
«r (duv)f P . -41 or II o
y{dy J
Noticing these results, we see that all terms in J2 are zero! This means that 
there is no energy dissipation in the direction which is perpendicular to the 
direction of the crack advancement!
J2 = 0
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CHAPTER 3 
THE L-INTEGRAL
In general, there are 3 components of the L-Integral.
The L-Integral is defined this way:
Lk = f % \n,Wxj ~pr,llr,,,xj + p,uj ~RP)Xj + R,D{uj) -R„D, (u„)n, ]rfT,
Γ
where k=1,2,3, ekij is the alternating (Levi - Civita) tensor.
The L-Integral indicates the propensity of the in-plane turn of the crack-tip as it 
propagates. It is also path independent.
For mode I, k=3 only.
Therefore,
L3 = J e3y [nFXj - PnUn,iXj + PVj ~ RnD{Un,i )Xj + RP(Uj ) “ RA {Un K ]^Γ =
Γ
= J *31/ [PWXJ ~ RnUn>Xj + RV, - RP{Un> )Xt + (W; ) " RnDl («„ K ^ +
Γ
+ j*32, [n2WXJ - PnUn,2XJ + P2U j ~ RP{Un,2 ) */ + R2D{Uj ) “ RnDl (Un Η ]^Γ =
= J *311 [»Λ “ PnUn,lXl + PXlh ~ RnD(UnA )Xl+Rl & («1) ~ RA («η )^|}/Γ +
r""o
+ Je32, n2Wx] — p„un2xj + p2u\ — R„D{un2^xl+R2D(iil^ — R„D2 [un)«, Jc/Γ +
r
H\WX2 ~PnUn,\X2 P\U2 ~ RnP (W»,l )*2 Rp i}12) ~ Rp^ (Mn)^2 +





^ («Λ - «2*. ) - (W„,,*2 - V, ) + (P^2 - ^2W. ) ■ 
-Rn [d{k,.,)*2 - ] + R,D(u2)~R2D(u1 )
[A KK-A («-)«>]
- c/Γ =
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W(nxx2 - n2xx) - (uX]x2 - ul2xx) + P2 (u2Xx2 - u22xx)] +
+(l]u2-P2U\)-
-[^[DK0^_D(M1.2)Xi] + ^[D(“24)^2-D(Mm)-*.]_ 
+[RxD(u2)-R2D(u1)]~
-[i?, [ A (m,)n2 - A (w, )«,] + R2 [a (u2)n3 - D2 (ut )nx]]
+ dV
and
{nxx2-n2xx) = cosPrsmP- sin^rcos^=0!,
Px (uxxx2 -uX2xx} + P2(u2Xx2 -u22xM~ r3 +rl —» 0!,
(Pxu2 - P2ux) ~ r3 + P -» 0!,
Rx D(wu)x2 -D(uX2+ A D(u2x) x, - Z)[u22)xx J ~ r1 —> 0!, 
RXD(i/j) R^D(iix)] P —> 0!,
R1[Dx(u1)n2-D2(u1)nx^ + R2[Dl(u2)n2-D2(ux)n1]^~rl^0\ 
Consequently, (in the limit r—>0)
1-3 = 0
The physical meaning of this is that the mode I crack in strain-gradient 
elastic materials propagates on a straight line.
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CHAPTER 4
QUALITATIVE EXPERIMENTS WITH TEXTILE
MATERIALS
Qualitative experiments have been performed so as to make evident if the 
new predictions for the mechanical behaviour for materials with microstructure 
are valid. The textile material which has been used is a common textile, easy to 
find in the commerce, frequently used in military and other applications, used as 
cover against weather conditions etc. and is of polyesteric composition. Despite 
our efforts to collect more technical specifications about it, little information was 
obtained.
The material consisted of a hexagonal braided fiber textile net, wetted by a 
polymer marix.
The experiments have not been performed only once, but at least 3 to 4 
times each. Three types of cracked strip configurations were selected, as shown 
in the following figures. These are typical cracked configurations that are often 
encountered in the fracture analysis.
On the following pages, cracks have been created and each specimen 
was subjected to simple tensile load. For the specific material, cA ~ 1mm (internal 
microstructural length). The specimens had a uniform thickness of 0.5mm and 
were confined into transparent plexiglass plates to enforce plain strain conditions.
Note that the experiments indicate a cusp-type opening displacement near 
the crack-tip, as predicted by the asymptotic theory (see Introduction for the 
related shape of the opened crack).
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d = 10mm 
L ~ 30mm
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d ~ 10mm 
L = 16mm
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d ~ 8mm 
L~ 20mm
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The final result for the J-Hntegral is:
J, = -140625c;r A2A + (2A2 — 25B2) //
J, = -140625c^-/r A2—+(2A2 -25B2)]
μ v >\
In this form, cA is the internal length, λ and μ the Lame constants (μ is the shear 
modulus).








(l + v)(l-2v)_ 2v 
E ~(l-2v)
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Note that the present theory holds for E>0 and -1<v<]4. For the incompressible 
case (v=14), see the analysis of [Shi, M.X., et al (2000)]
We can observe that the limit v->14 does not exist, which means that v cannot 
obtain the value 14. Similarly, incompressibility cannot be achieved by using the 
equations applying for the compressible model and solely considering v=14
The ^-Integral is always greater than zero. Equivalently,













since: 2+ — >0 
μ J
/l
—- 2 H—< B \=> 
5 V A ' '
A 1 λ „ A L λ2 + — <B< 2+—
b 'v μ d 1v μ
But it has already been shown that: 19A/31 < B < -A/26, A<0. 
Additionally,
and at the same time:
1/26<1/5, -19/31 <-1/5 
This means that the inequality:
< B <
that determines the sign of J! is always correct, since 19A/31 < B < -A/26. 
In other words, the physical intuition that: ^>0 always! is correct!
The positive definiteness of the Ji-lntegral can also be proven as a result of the 
minimum potential energy theorem, which gives positive definite energy release 
rate [Giannakopoulos, A.E. et al, (2006)] and [Georgiadis H.G., Grentzelou C.G., 
(2006)].
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COD: crack opening displacement 
tyy: local normal tractions 
cA: characteristic internal material length
The related sizes stem from the numerical work by [Shi, M.X., et al 
(2000)].
Certain investigators seem to be perplexed with the result that the 
tractions close to the crack-tip are negative, suggesting an “unphysical” situation, 
and therefore are critical to the predictive capability of the model itself. We 
believe that the notion of “unphysical” should be elaborated and in any case it 
cannot be correlated with the negative traction in front of the crack-tip. Tractions 
are themselves a mathematical description of the mechanical behaviour.
We believe that the real quantities entering the discussion of strength and 
toughness are deformation and strain. These quantities are “physical” within the 
present formulation, because they do not contradict fundamental topological 
inequalities related to the crack-tip. Dilatation is physically the precursor of crack
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advancement. In addition, and as the present work clearly shows, the energy 
released from the crack-tip advancement is positive definite, as it should be from 
fundamental energy considerations. As crack advances, energy should be 
dissipated. We conclude that the present model seems to adequately predict the 
mechanics and physics of the crack-tip in materials that can be described in the 
context of simple strain-gradient elasticity (composites, textiles etc.).
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APPENDIX 1
ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS
Before performing all the calculations already presented, the results 
proposed by Sifnaiou in her Ph.D. Thesis were checked.
First, the eigenvalue problem from which the value ω=3/2 emerged was 
resolved. Next, beginning from the potentials ^and ψ ,a\\ relations used in this 
work (displacements, strains, stress) have been obtained and proved correct.
To cross-check the results, the relations containing ω, Ai, A2, B1t B2, 
which are also leading to the same expressions, were checked for consistency. 
These relations were also correct, except from some minor errors concerning 
signs.





τχχ - λ [εχχ+ Syy) + 2με^ 
Txy =
τyy ^ ^yy )
Dipolar stress
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δ /- a \ d d 
mm=mm =cM—(dyux+dxiiy) = c—zyx=c — Txy
0 3
mm =^[^A+^,) + 2fidyuy\ = c—Tyy
Displacements
8φ 9ψ dd> dw
u = — + —w = —---- —





The expressions containing ω, Ai, A2, B2 are (with ω=3/2, A2= -125Ai, Ai=A, 
B2= -625Bi, Βί=Β):
ιιχ(τ,θ) = Γω{[(ω + \)(Αλ +B]) + A1 - B2\cos[co0) + ω[Α2 + Z?2)cos[(iy-2)0]}
(r, 6>) = —[(<x> + l)(^i + Bx)~ A2 + Β2]ύη(ωθ) + ω(Α2 + Β2)ύη[(ω - 2)θ}}
εχχ ir’9) = r®~'<y[(ry -\){Α2 + Β2)cos[(g> - 3)6»] + (Α2 + Β2)cos[(cy -1)θ] +
+[(ty + l)(J41 +5,) + Α2 -52]cos[(ii>-l)^]]
{r, θ) = εγχ (r, θ) = -Γω~ιω\{ω -1 )(Α2 + Β2 )sin[(ry-3)6» +
+ (ry + l)(^, +5,)sin[(<y-l)^]]
s)y (r, Θ) = -r‘α~] ω[(ω -1) (Α2 + Β2) cos [(ω - 3) θ] - (Α2 + Β2) cos [(ω -1) θ] +
+[(ry + l)(4 +Β\)-Α2 + i?2 ] cos[(cy — 1) ^ ]]
rM(r,6») = 2r"~1&>[(£y-l)(242 + 52)cos[(ry-3)6»] +
+ μ{ω + \)(Α\ +Β] )cos[(ry-l)#] + 2(λ + μ)Α2 cos[(<z>-l)6»]
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(γ,Θ) = τ>χ (γ,Θ) = -2νωΑ μω[(ω -1 )(Α2 + Β2)sin[(a>- 3)0] +
+ (ώ) + ΐ)(Λ, + 5,)sin[(iy-l)0]]
Tyy [γ,Θ) = -2τω~λω[μ{ω -1 )(Α2 + Β2 )cos[(e> -3)0] +
+ μ(ω + \ )(Λ, + 5,)cos[(iy-l)0]-2(/l + //)/i2cos[(£y-l)<9]]
mxxx (r’θ) ~ Ir^cco(ω -\)[μ(ω - 2)(Α2 + Β2)cos[(ry - 4)θ] +
+[(2λ + 3 μ)Α2+μΒ2 + μ(ω + 1)(Λ, + 0])]cos[(fl>-2)0]
mxxy (r, 0) = mxyx (r’θ)= ~2.Γω~2ομω(ω -\)[(ω-2)(Α2 + Β2) sin[(ry -4)0] + 
+[(ω +1)(4 + 5,) + (A2 + B2 )]sin[(fi> - 2) 0]
™*yy (>Vθ) = -Ir^cco(ω-1)[μ(ω-2)(A2 + B2)<cos[(ry-4)0] - 
-[(2λ + μ)Α2 -μΒ2 -μ(ω + 1 )(Α} + 5l)]cos[(ry-2)0]]
myxx(r,0) = -2ra> 2αω(ω-ΐ)[μ(ω-2)(Α2 + 02)sin[(iy-4)0] + 
+[(2λ + μ) Α2 -μΒ2 + μ(ω + \)(Αι + 51)]sin[(<y-2)0]]
myyx (r,0) = (γ,Θ) = -2Γω 2ομω(ω - 1)[(ω - 2)(Α2 + Β2 )cos[(fi) -4)0]-
-[A,* Β2-(ω + \)(Α\+ Β\)\οοξ,[(ω-2)θ]}
mm (r, θ) - -2Γω~2οω(ω -1)[-μ(ω - 2)(Α2 + Β2)sin[(ry - 4)θ] +
+[(2/1 + 3μ)Α2 + μΒ2 - μ(ω + \)(Α] + 0l)]sin[((y-2)0]]
The asymptotic analysis is based on the expansion of the displacement field. 
Note that not all of the singular terms obey the boundary conditions at the crack 
face [Mindlin, R.D., (1964)].
For example, mm (0 = oj -» 0, but mm [θ = oj + 0.
Also- (yy (θ,Ζί) 0· but l*y (θ=οπ) * 0 ·
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This, however, does not invalid the J-Integral calculations. The actual 
boundary conditions require more terms in the expansion, a feature that is 
characteristic for materials that have internal length scales.
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APPENDIX 2
EXPLICIT CALCULATIONS FOR THE Ji-INTEGRAL
1.1 Terms W in J1
VK is:
Calculation of terms W





' δε „ δε
- + - yy
dy dy
μο
















where the strains are:
εχχ= (-15/4) r1/2 [ 25(A + 5B)cos(3£/2) + (99A-B)cos(0/2)] 
εν= (-15/4) r1/2 [ 25(A + 5B)sin(3£/2) + (A + B)sin(0/2)] 
ε„= ( + 15/4) r1/2 [ 25(A + 5B)cos(3<9/2) - (1O1A + B)cos(0/2)]
For practical reasons we name the terms consisting 14/ as seen below, 
following their order of appearance in the above expression.
- Term 14/1: the term whose multiplying factor is (λ/2) (Note that the respective 
multiplying factors are not included. All results will be then multiplied by their 
appropriate coefficient.)
- Term 14/2: the term whose multiplying factor is μ
- Term 14/3: the term whose multiplying factor is (Kcl2)
- Term 14/4: the term whose multiplying factor is μο.
Further, in the same manner, term 14/3, consists of the terms:
Term W3(a): δεχχ [ δεκ 
, δχ δχ
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dy\ "S J 
■*,fde„λ2
dy
(without the coefficient 2)
(δεyy
dy
In the expressions of the strains εχχ,ε)γ, r is of order Vz. Consequently, the
expressions (λ^ίε^+ε^) and μίε^ +2εν+ε^) (terms W1 and 1/1/2,
respectively) are of order 1. When multiplied by: dy=ni dV= cos# dV= cos# r d6- 
r cos# dQ, r should become of order 2. So integrated along a curve Γ, which is 
chosen to be a circle of radius r, then in the limit r—>0, the integral itself will tend 
toO!
Each of the rest terms will be calculated separately and then integrated (so as to 
form the integral jl/l/cfy)
The transformation of the derivative from (x,y) Cartesian coordinates to (r,#) polar 
coordinates follows the rule:
i-() = cosi) A(). ±1)
dxX ’ drK ’ r δθΧ ’
δ t \ ■ η δ , \ cos 6· d / x
dyK ' dry ’ r δθ{ ’
Term 1/1/3
Calculation of Term l/l/3(a) ' fa„ | 5gy;
Sx dx
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, it is easier to calculate
δχ
As already said, the transformation of the derivative from (x,y) Cartesian 
coordinates to (χ,θ) polar coordinates follows the rule:
A() = coss A(). “Hi «()
δχν ’ dry ' x δ#ν ’
δ , \ . η δ , s cos# δ , χ
dyK ’ δΛ ’ χ δθΧ ’
(ε„+ε„) = {-\5/4) r1/2 [ 25(A + 5B)cos(3#/2) + (99A-B)cos(#/2)] +
+ ( + 15/4) r1/2 [ 25(A + 5B)cos(3#/2)-(101A + B)cos(#/2)] = 
= (-15/4) rl/2 [25 (A + 5B) cos(3#/2) + (99A-B)cos(#/2) -
- 25(A + 5B)cos(3#/2) + (101A + B)cos(#/2)] =
= (-15/4) r1/2 [0+ (99A-B)cos(#/2) + (101A + B)cos(#/2) ] = 
= (-15/4) rl/2 cos(#/2) [99A-B +101A+B] =
= (-15/4) r1/2 cos(#/2) [200A] =>
(ε„+εχ/) = (-750A) r1/2 cos(#/2)
(*»+ε„) = (-750A) r1/2 cos(#/2)
£(^+^) = cos#|-[(-750A)rl/2cos(#/2)]- ^^[(-750A)r1/2cos(#/2)] =
= cos # (-750A) I r"l/2 cos(#/2) - — (-750A) r1/2 [-sin(#/2)] - =
2 r 2
= (-375A)r'l/2 cos#cos(#/2) - (+375A)r'1/2 sin# sin(#/2) =
= (-375A)r“l/2 [ cos# cos(#/2) + sin# sin(#/2) ]
and by making use of the identity 
cosacosb + sina sinb = cos(a-b) 
we get for a=0, b= Θ12 :
cos# cos(#/2) + sin# sin(#/2) = cos[#-(#/2)] = cos(#/2),
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So,
J^+^) = (-375A) r [cos(# / 2)]
By taking the square of it:
f rs pip
οεχχ , yy _o-7c2 A 2 _-i___ 2tm^\ .
V OX OX J
=>
/ _ p, \ 2
— ΗΠ6°5Λ2 r"1 cnr2(t1 I i v/UXi Ji V. 1 vvb ^ (// y
[ & & j
Calculation of Term W3(b)
2
This term will be calculated as the previous one.
^-{ε„+ε„) = sin# J:[(-750A) r1/2cos(#/2)]+^ J^[(-750A) r1/2cos(#/2)]
= sin#(-750A)- r1/2cos(#/2) + ·^- (-750A) r1/2 [-sin(#/2)] - = 
2 r 2
= (-375A)r'l/2 sin# cos(#/2) + (375A)r'1,2 cos#sin(#/2) =
= (-375A) r‘l/2 [sin# cos(#/2) - cos# sin(#/2)]
In this case, we use the identity: sina cosb - cosasinb = sin(a-b) [for a-θ, 
b= Θ 12]:
sin# cos(#/2) - cos# sin(#/2) = sin[# - #/2] = sin(#/2)
Substitution of this into the expression under examination, gives
d
dy
(ε„+ε„)= (-375A) r 2 sin(#/2) ,
the square of which is:
λ V
—(£„ +0 =140625 A2 r'1 sin2(#/2)
dy y
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+ de„ dev■ + -
dy dy
= 140625A2 r'1 cos2(0/2) + 140625 A2 r'1 sin2(6»/2) =
= 140625A2 r'1 (cos2(0/2) + sin2(0/2)) = 140625A2 r' • 1:




- + - yy
dy dy
= 140625A r2 -I
Term W4




(-—) r1/2 [25(A + 5B)cos(3£/2) + (99A-B)cos(£/2)]
a 5-COSO — 
dr
(-—) r1/2 [25(A + 5B)cos(30/2) + (99A-B)cos(0/2)]
sin# d
”T" a#
(-—) r1/2 [25 (A + 5B)cos(3#/ 2) + (99A-B)cos(#/ 2)]
λ/ 15- 1 -1/2cos#(---- ) - r
4 2
[25 (A + 5B)cos(3# / 2) + (99A-B)cos(#/ 2)] -
sin^(_ 15) r,/2 25 (A + 5B) [- sin(3# / 2)] | +(99A-B)[-sin(# / 2)] i
cos# j (-y )r',/2 [ 25 (A + 5B) co s(3# / 2) + (99A-B)cos(# / 2)] +
+sin 6^<j )r’1/2 [75 (A + 5B) sin(3# / 2) + (99A-B)sin(# / 2) J
15 x -1/2)r
8
cos#[ 25(A + 5B)cos(3#/2) + (99A-B)cos(#/2)] 
+sin#[75(A + 5B)sin(3#/2) + (99A-B)sin(#/2)
d£x* _/ 15 x-1/2 
θχ 8
cos# [ 25 (A + 5B) co s(3# / 2) + (99A-B)cos(# / 2)] + 
+sin# [75(A + 5B)sin(3#/2) + (99A-B)sin(#/2)]
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=> r'12 (cosi'C, + sin#CA
ΟΧ V 8 ;
where the coefficients Ci, C2 are defined as described below:
This expression for —— can be further simplified if we perform some algebraic
ox
manipulations on the term in brackets.
cos0[ 25(A + 5B)cos(36>/2) + (99A-B)cos(£/2)] +
+sintf[75(A + 5B)sin(3£/2) + (99A-B)sin(0/2)] =
= 25 (A + 5B) [cos(9co s(3<9 / 2) + 3sin#sin(3<9 / 2)] +
+ (99A-B) [cos^co s(<9 / 2) + sin<9sin(# / 2)] =
= 25 (A + 5B) [cos (7co s(3<9 / 2) + sin^sin^# / 2) + 2sin #sin(3# / 2)] + 
+ (99A-B)co s(912) =
= 25 (A + 5B) [co s (Θ / 2) + 2sin0sin(30 / 2)] + (99A-B) co s(6 / 2) =
sin0sin(36>/2) 2sin(6>/2) co^7lTsin(36»/2) . .
--------7arr\ =-------------- ------------- = 2sin^' 2)sin(3(912)cos(6'/2) co^9ii)
= 2sin(#/2)(sin0cos(6,/2) + cos#sin((9/2)) =
= 2[sin6lcos(£/2)sin(#/2) + cos#sin2((9/2)) =
C, = 25(A + 5B)cos(36,/2) + (99A-B)cos(0/2) 
C2 = 75(A + 5B)sin(3#/2) + (99A-B)sin(<9/2)
cos(6>/2) 25(A + 5B) 1 + 2
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11 a l + cos(260
2 2 2





By virtue of this, the previous expression turns into:
cos(0/2)[25(A + 5B)(l + 2(cos£-cos(2£))) + (99A-B)]
so as to make :
^L=(-^)r-1/2cos(6>/2)[25(A + 5B)(l + 2(cos6»-cos(2^))) + (99A-B)]
or
^ = y)r'1/2cos^ / 2) [50 (A + 5B) (co s Θ- cos(2 θ)) +124 (A+B)]
Calculation of Term l/V4(b):
v dx j
foxy _ d 
dx dx
(~)r1/2 [ 25(A + 5B)sin(3<9/2) + (A + B)sin(6>/2)]
= cos Θ---
dr




(~)r1/2 [ 25(A + 5B)sin(3£/2) + (A + B)sin(0/2)]
= cosfl(-—) - r-|/2[ 25(A + 5B)sin(3<9/2) + (A + B)sin(0/2)]
4 ' 2 
( 15,sin# ,15, m
25(A + 5B)[cos(3#/2)]| + (A + B)[cos(0/2)]-
2 2
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= cos#j(-y)r-|/2[ 25(A + 5B)sin(3#/2) + (A+B)sin(#/2)] 
-sin#j(-y)r-'/2[75(A + 5B)cos(3#/2) + (A+B)cos(#/2)]
:(--)r-1/2
8
cos#[ 25(A + 5B)sin(3#/2) + (A+B)sin(#/2)]- 
-sin# [75 (A + 5B)cos(3# / 2) + (A+B)cos(# / 2)]
δε (_ 13 r.1/2
dx v 8 J
cos#■ [ 25(A + 5B)sin(3#/2) + (A+B)sin(#/2)]- 





-= — r '/2(cos#C3 - sin#C4)
V 8 7
where
C3 = 25(A + 5B)sin(3#/2) + (A+B)sin(#/2) 
C4 = 75 (A + 5B) co s(3# / 2) + (A+B)cos(# / 2)
The form <
cos# [ 25(A + 5B) sin(3# / 2) + (A+B)sin(# / 2)] - 
-sin#[75(A + 5B)cos(3#/2) + (A+B)cos(#/2)]
can be simplified.
cos#[ 25(A + 5B)sin(3#/2) + (A+B)sin(#/2)J- 
-sin#[75(A + 5B)cos(3#/2) + (A+B)cos(#/2)] =
=25 (A + 5B) [cos# sin(3# / 2) - 3sin#cos(3# / 2)] + 
+ (A+B)[cos#sin(#/2) -sin#cos(#/2)] =
=25 (A + 5B) [cos# sin(3# 12)- sin#cos(3# 12)- 2sin#cos(3# / 2)] + 
+ (A+B) [cos# sin(# / 2) - sin#cos(# / 2)] =
=25 (A + 5B) [sin(#/ 2) - 2sin#cos(3# / 2)] + 
+(A+B)[-sin(#/2)] =
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, χ sin#cos(3#/2)The factor--------- ^------' becomes:
sin(#/2)
sin#cos(3#/2) _ 2 s^^cosC# / 2)cos(3# / 2) 
sin(#/2) sin(^T
= 2cos(# / 2) (co s #co s(# / 2) - sin # sin(# / 2)) = 





=X COS# , ,
\ it
= cos# + cos(2#)
—7 sin # sin # = co s # + co s2 # - sin2 # =
Thus, the aforementioned set of brackets is:
sin(#/2)[25(A + 5B)(l-2( cos# + co s(20)))-(A+B)]
δε











r'l/2sin(#/2)[-50(A + 5B)(cos# + cos(2#)) + (24A+124B)]










(+ y) r1/2 [25 (A + 5B) cos(3#/ 2) + (-101 A-B)cos(#/ 2)]
(+y) rl/2 [25(A + 5B)cos(3#/2) + (-101 A-B)cos(#/2)]
= cos#(+y) ~ r',/2[25(A + 5B)cos(3#/2) + (-101A-B)cos(#/2)]
4 2
sin6> (+15) ri/2 
r 4
25 (A + 5B)[-sin(3# / 2)]| + (-101 A-B)[-sin(# / 2)] i
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= cos^|(+y)r-,/2[25(A + 5B)cos(3^/2) + (-101A-B)cos(^/2)]j + 
+sin ΘI (+ y )r'l/2 [75 (A + 5B) sin(36» / 2) + (-101 A-B)sin(<9 / 2)]| =
=(+—)r‘1/2
8
cos Θ [25 (A + 5B) co s(3# / 2) + (-101 A-B)cos(<9 / 2)] 
+sin<9 [75 (A + 5B) sin(3<9 / 2) + (-101 A-B)sin(0 / 2)]
+
( 15^-I------ r-m.
cos# [25 (A + 5B) co s(3# / 2) + (-101 A-B)cos(# / 2)] +





' 15' +— r‘l,2(cos#C5 +sin#C6)
C5 = 25(A + 5B)cos(30/2) + (-101A-B)cos(#/2) 
C6 = 75(A + 5B)sin(36l/2) + (-!OlA-B)sin(0/2)
By manipulating
cos0[25(A + 5B)cos(30/2) + (-1O1A-B)cos(6>/2)] + 
+sin0[75(A + 5B)sin(30/2) + (-lOlA-B)sin(0/2)]
one can get:
cos0[25(A + 5B)cos(3£/2) + (-1O1A-B)cos(0/2)] + 
+sin^[75(A + 5B)sin(3^/2) + (-lOlA-B)sin(0/2)] =
= 25 (A + 5B)[cos<9cos(30/2) + 3sin(9sin(3#/2)] + 
+ (-101A-B) [cos <9co s(6 / 2) + sin# sin(<9 / 2)] =
= 25 (A + 5B)[cos#cos(3#/2) + sin#sin(3#/2) + 2sin#sin(3#/2)] + 
+(-101A-B)cos(#/2) =
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= 25(A + 5B)[cos(#/2) + 2sinf?sin(3#/2)] + 
+(-1O1A-B)cos(0/2) =
= cos(#/2) 25(A + 5B) 1 + 2
sin<9sin(3#/2) (-101A-B)
cos(0/2)
= cos(£/2)[25(A + 5B)(l + 2(cos#-cos(2#))) + (-101A-B)]
ds










yy _ ( 15^+ -
V 0 y
r"l/2co s(0 / 2) [25 (A + 5B) (l + 2co s Θ- 2cos(2 6»)) + (-101A-B)]
or
deyy _ f 15^1
dx l
r‘1/2cos(6'/2)[50(A + 5B)(cos^-cos(26')) + (-76A+124B)]




(—)r1/2 [25(A + 5B)cos(3£/2) + (99A-B)cos(£/2)]
= sin<9
dr
(~)r1/2[25(A + 5B)cos(36'/2) + (99A-B)cos(£/2)] +
+ cos Θ d 
r δθ 
15, 1
(~)r1/2[25(A + 5B)cos(30/2) + (99A-B)cos(<9/2)]
= sin0(-—) - r-'/2[25(A + 5B)cos(3^/2) + (99A-B)cos(0/2)]
+
4 2
cos6* 15, wo 
-------(--r)r
+
25 (A + 5B) [- sin(3£ / 2)]| + (99A-B)[-sin(0 / 2)] i
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= sin#j(-y)r-1/2[25(A + 5B)cos(3#/2) + (99A-B)cos(#/2)] 
-cos#j(-y)r-|/2[75(A + 5B)sin(3#/2) + (99A-B)sin(#/2)]1=
= (-—)r"1/2 
8
sin#[25(A + 5B)cos(3#/2) + (99A-B)cos(#/2)]- 
-cos#[75(A + 5B)sin(3#/2) + (99A-B)sin(#/2)]
i 15^ Ml
sin#[25(A + 5B)cos(3#/2) + (99A-B)cos(#/2)]-
v 8,
I





r'l/2 (sin#C, - cos#C2)
Further simplification of —— leads to:
dy
sin# [25 (A + 5B) co s(3# / 2) + (99A-B) cos(# / 2)] - 
-cos#[75(A + 5B)sin(3#/2) +(99A-B)sin(#/2)J =
= 25 (A + 5B) [sin#co s(3# / 2) - 3cos# sin(3# / 2)] +
+ (99A-B)[sin#cos(# / 2) - cos# sin(# / 2)] =
= 25 (A + 5B) [sin#co s(3# / 2) - cos# sin(3# / 2) - 2cos# sin(3# / 2)] + 
+ (99A-B)sin(#/2) =
= 25 (A + 5B)[-sin(# / 2) - 2cos#sin(3# / 2)] +
+ (99A-B)sin(#/2) =




A more compact formula is obtained this way:
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sin(0 / 2) sin(30 / 2) =
= [sin0cos(0/2) + cos0sin(0/2)][sin0cos(0/2)-cos0sin(0/2)] = 
= sin2 0cos2(^/2)-^in^cos(^2^)«os#stfi(F72j +
+ cos^in(^i2)etrr#c^s(F72y-cos2 0sin2(0/2) =
= sin2 Θcos2(Θ/2)-cos2 0sin2(0/2) =
_l-cos(20) l + cos0 l + cos(20) l-cos0_
" 2 2 2 2 ~
= ^-(/ + cos0-cos(20)- co§i2^c5s^- / + cos^-cos(2^)+= 
= -ί (2 cos Θ - 2 cos(20)) = (cos Θ - cos(20)) =>
=> sin(0/2)sin(30/2) = ^(cos0 - cos(20))
This identity also gives:
sin(0 / 2) sin(30 / 2) = ^ (cos 0 - cos(20))
sin(3<9/2) _ 1 (cos <9- 008(26»)) 
sin(0/2) 2 sin2 (0/2)
sin(30/2) _ 1 cos (9 cos(20) _ 1 l-2sin2(0/2) cos20-sin20












1 0 1 -4sin2(0/2) + 4sin4(0/2) , ,
• 7 ,s> : ->, „__ I- 4sin (0/2) sin (6* / 2)
cos2 (0/2)
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■ ^[ηηΛ ~2~ + 4-4sin2((9/2) + 4cos2(6,/2)
βΐίτ(θ / 2) sifr (θ / 2)
= -^-[2 - 4 sin2 (# / 2) + 4 cos2 (θ / 2) J = [2 + 4 cos 6?] = 1 + 2 cos 0;
sin(3#/2)
—--------- = l + 2cos<9
sin(#/ 2)
1/ „ . sin(3<9/2)
- = 14-2cos6/
Substituting:
sin(#/2)sin(3#/2) = -i-(cos#-cos(2#)) and 
into
cMg«n(3g/2) = (l-2»i°,(g/2)H3g/2)_,in(M/2)_ 
sin(0/2) sin(<9/2) sin(0/2)
= 1 + 2 cos # - 2 —(cos 6* - cos(20)) = 1 + cos Θ + cos(2$) =>
cos(9sin(3<9/2) „
----------- --------- = 1 + cos Θ + cos(26>)
sin(<9/2) V 7
After these manipulations:
sin(#/2) 25 (A + 5B) i-1 - 2 COs6Sm(3° 7 2) 1 + (99A-B)
V '[ sin(0/2) j V ’
= sin(<9 / 2) [25 (A + 5B)(-1 - 2 (1 + cos Θ + cos(20))) + (99A-B)] =
= sin(0 / 2) [25 (A + 5B)(-1 - 2 - 2 cos Θ - 2 cos(20)) + (99A-B)] =
= sin(0 / 2) [-25 (A + 5B) (3 + 2 cos Θ + 2 cos(2 θ)) + (99A-B)]
ds







r1/2 sin(£ / 2) [-25 (A + 5B) (3 + 2 cos Θ + 2 cos(2<9)) + (99A-B)
_ CD II (-fjr"l/2 sin(6,/2)[-50(A + 5B)(cos# + cos(2<9)) + (24A-376B)]
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Calculation of Term l/V4(e):
d£xy _ d
dy dry




(-—) rl/2 [25 (A + 5B) sin(3# / 2) + (A + B)sin(#/2)] 
(-y)r1/2[25(A + 5B)sin(3#/2) + (A + B)sin(#/2)] 
(.11) r 1/2 [25 (A + 5B)sin(3# / 2) + (A + B) sin(# / 2)]
= sin#(-—) - r-1/2[25(A + 5B)sin(3#/2) + (A + B)sin(#/2)] +
+ ■cos#, 15
4 2
(~)rl/2 25 (A + 5B) co s(3# / 2)| + (A + B)cos(# / 2) 1
= sin#|(-y)r-1/2[25(A + 5B)sin(3#/2) + (A+B)sin(#/2)]j 
- cos# I (-y )r'l/2 [75 (A + 5B)co s(3# / 2) + (A+B)cos(# / 2)] 1 =+ <
15 v _i/2)r
8
sin # [25 (A + 5B) sin(3# / 2) + (A+B)sin(# / 2)] + ' 




= ( ir)r -1/2
sin#[25(A + 5B)sin(3#/2) + (A+B)sin(#/2)] + 
+cos# [75 (A + 5B) co s(3# / 2) + (A+B)cos(# / 2)]
Analyzing the bracket:
sin# [25 (A + 5B)sin(3# / 2) + (A+B)sin(# / 2)] + 
+cos# [75 (A + 5B) co s(3# / 2) + (A+B)cos(# / 2)] =
=25 (A + 5B)[sin#sin(3#/2) + 3cos#cos(3#/2)] + 
+ (A+B)[sin#sin(#/2) + cos#cos(#/2)] =
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=25 (A + 5B) [sin 0 sin(30 / 2) + cos 0co s(30 / 2) + 2cos 0co s(30 / 2)] + 
+ (A+B)cos(0/2) =
=25 (A + 5B) [cos(0 / 2) + 2cos 0co s(30 / 2)] + (A+B) co s(0 / 2) =
=25 (A + 5B) [cos(0 / 2) + 2cos 0co s(30 / 2)] + (A+B) co s(0 / 2) =
=cos(0/2) 25(A + 5B) 1 + 2 cos0cos(30/2)
cos(0/2)
+ (A+B)
The decomposition of cos0cos(30/2).
cos(0/ 2)
is:




= cos(0 / 2)co s(30 / 2)
sin2(0/2)cos(30/2)
cos(0/2)
The forms C°S^//'^ and cos(0/2)cos(30/2) will be simplified.
> cos(30/2) _ 
cos(0/2)
_ co s 0cos(0 / 2) - sin 0 sin(0 / 2) _ ^ sin 0 sin(0 / 2)
cos(0/2) cos(0/2)
= cos0-
2 sin2 (0 / 2)co$(£irf
= cos0-2sin2(0/2) =
= cosΘ-Ϊ
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= -cos2 (θ / 2) + 2co s #cos2 (Θ / 2) =
1 + cos# v A+cos# 11 n , ^ , 2/3---------------h/cos#---- 7— =--------- co s o'+ co s + cos # =
2 / 2 2
1 1 „ l+cos(20) 1/ „= — +—0056* +-------- -—2-_(cos^ + cos(2^))=>
22 2 2V ’
=> cos(#/ 2)co s(36 / 2) = (co s Θ + cos(2θ)')
Thus, cos^co s(36/2) 
cos(#/2)
= [cos2(»/2)-sin!(i/2)]^^) =
= cos(# / 2)co s(3# / 2) -
cos(#/2) 
sin2 (# / 2)co s(3<9 / 2) 
cos(#/2)
= — (co s 0 + cos(2 0)) - sin2 (0 / 2) (-1 + 2co s θ') =
= ^-(cos# + cos(26')) + sin2(6'/2)-2sin2(#/2)cos6' =
1 /j ,1 l-cos<9 vl-cos^ _= -cos6> + -cos(2#) +---------------/----- -7—cos<9 =
2 2 2 /
= ^pers6^ +—cos(26,) + ^--^peTs^-cos6l + cos2 Θ =








cos(#/2) 25(A + 5B) I t ^cos6)cos(36l/2) 
cos(#/2)
+ (A+B)
=cos(0/2)[25(A + 5B)[l + 2(l-cos0 + cos(26>))] + (A+B)
<9^ 15
df = (-γ )r_1/2cos(^ / 2) [25 (A + 5B) [ 1 + 2 (1-co s Θ + cos(2 0))] + (A+B)]
or
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^ = (-~) r'1/2cos(<9 / 2)[50(A + 5B) (-co s Θ + cos(2θ)) + (76A+376 B)]





dy dy [_ 4
(+y) r1/2 [25 (A + 5B)co s(36» / 2) - (101A + B)cos(<9 / 2)]





(y) r1/2 [25 (A + 5B)co s(3<9/ 2) - (101A + B)cos(<9 / 2)]
= sin(9(15/4) - r'1/2[25(A + 5B)cos(30/2) - (1O1A + B)cos(0/2)]-
+ cos0 15 r,/2
sin#<! (—)r'1/2 [25 (A + 5B) co s(3£ / 2)+(-l 01 A-B)cos(0 / 2)] [ -
25(A + 5B)[-sin(30/2)](101 A+B)[-sin(0/2)]|
■cos Θ \ (— )r'1/2 [75 (A + 5B) sin(30 / 2)+(-101 A-B)sin(£ / 2)] U
:(-)r-1/2
8
sin <9 [25 (A + 5B) co s(3<9 / 2)+(-101 A-B)cos(6> / 2)] - 









r"12 (sinf? C5 - cos# C6)
The simplification of
sin#[25(A + 5B)cos(3#/2)+(-101A-B)cos(#/2)]- 
-cos# [75 (A + 5B) sin(3# / 2)+(-101 A-B)sin(# / 2)]
leads to:
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sin6^25(A + 5B)cos(3#/2)+(-101A-B)cos(#/2)]- 
-cos0[75(A + 5B)sin(3<9/2)+(-lOlA-B)sin(0/2)] =
=25(A + 5B)[sin#cos(3#/2)-3cos#sin(36,/2)] +
+(-101A-B) [sin#co s(#12)- cos# sin(/9 / 2)] =
=25 (A + 5B)[sin#cos(3#/2) -cos#sin(3#/2)-2cos#sin(3#/2)] + 
+(-lOlA-B)sin(0/2) =
=25(A + 5B)[-sin(#/2)-2cos#sin(3#/2)] +
+ (-101A-B)sin(#/2) =
=sin(#/2) 25(A + 5B) -1-2 cos#sin(3#/2)
sin(#/2)
+ (-101A-B)




which allows the expression
= l + cos# + cos(2#),
sin(#/2) 25(A + 5B) -1-2 cos#sin(3#/2)
sin(#/2)
+ (-101A-B)
to be rewritten as:
sin(#/ 2)[25(A + 5B)(-1 - 2(1 + cos# + cos(2#))) + (-101 A-B) 
= sin(#/2)[25(A + 5B)(-3-2cos#-2cos(2#)) + (-101A-B)







r-,/2sin(#/2)[25(A + 5B)(-3-2cos#-2cos(2#)) + (-101A-B)
de ( IS''
dy o y r-|/2sin(#/2)[-50(A + 5B)(cos# + cos(2#)) + (-176A-376B)
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1.2 Terms Rq in J1








can be expanded in the following way:
R^
f duv Ί= R D νΐΑχ + R n1 9x J { dx ) y l& J







These are their definitions:
R — η n rn —AVJC ,lrllp"lrpx
η n m*x p xpx + η n uiylplypx
■ nxnjnm + nxnymxyx + nynxmyxx + nvnvmyyx
D Γ 'dO = n d (to,} = n 9T rao + nv9vl δχ J { dx J l dx J l dx J
d2ux d2ux nd2ux ■ ad2ux
n.—7Γ + nv------ = cos# —+ sinΘ
dx2 ' dxdy dx2 dxdy
(given that nx =cos0 and ny=sin0) 
and
R y = nrnpmrpy =
= nxnpmxpy + nynpmyPy
: nxnxmxxy + nxnymxyy + + nynymyyy
D
raw i faO (duvλ f du ]= n a = n dr y + n al5x J l& j { cjx J
d2uv d2u d2uv . d2u
= η , —γ- + n —= cos Θ —-y- + sin Θ —r- 
5x“ J <9x(?y 9x2 9x9y
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The dipolar stresses, needed to form the terms RV,RV are defined as [Sifnaiou 
M., (2006)]:
mxxx = (+15/4) c r'1/2 [ 25//(A + 5B)cos(5#/2) - (lOOAzl+149A// + 249B//)cos(0/2)] 
'nxxy=mxyx=(+ 15/4)C/ur1/2 [ 25(A + 5B)sin(56>/2) - (49A + 249B)sin(6>/2)] 
mxxy = (-15/4) cr'1/2 [ 25//(A + 5B)cos(56>/2) + (100A/l + 51A//-249B//)cos(<9/2)] 
myxx = (+15/4) cr'l/2 [ 25//(A + 5B)sin(50/2) - (100AA + 49A//-251B//)sin(^/2)]
=(-15/4) c// fm [ 25(A + 5B)cos(50/2) + (51A+251B)cos(6>/2)] 
mm - (-15/4) cr'l/2 [ 25//(A + 5B)sin(5£/2) + (100AA + 151A// + 251B//)sin(^/2)]
f du λ
Calculation of the subterms that compose the term R„ D —-
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- q dxV υΛ )
CALCULATION OF Rt
R x=nxnxmm +njiymm + nynxmyxx + nynymm =
=cos26mxxx +cos9sm6mxyx + sin0cos 0myxx+ sin 20myyx =
= cos2 θ (15/4) c fV2 [25μ(A + 5B) cos(5£ / 2) - (100A/L+149A// + 249B//)cos(0 / 2)] +
+ cos#sim9 (15/4) ζμ r"'/2[25(A + 5B)sin(56,/2)-(49A + 249B)sin(0/2)] +
+ sin Θ cos θ (15/4) c r‘1/2 [ΐ5μ (A + 5B) sin(56> / 2) - (100ΑΛ. + 49 Αμ - 25 lB//)sin(0 / 2)] + 
+ sin2 θ(-15/4) c μ r’1/2 [25(A + 5B)cos(5£ / 2) + (51A+25 lB)cos(£ / 2)] =
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\= (15/4) c r'l/2 25//(A + 5B)
cos2 # cos(5#/2) + 
+ cos # sin # sin(5# / 2) + 
+ sin # cos # sin(5# / 2) - 
-sin2 #cos(5#/2)
- (100Α4+149Αμ + 249B//) cos2 6'cos(6>/2) -
/ in - (49A + 249Bki cos#sin#sin(#/2)-
+ (15/4) c r
- (100 AT + 49A// - 25 ΙΒμ) sin # cos #sin(# 12) — 
-(51A+251B)// sin2#cos(#/2)
The terms in the first set of brackets yield to:
= cos2 # cos(5#/2) + cos#sin#sin(5#/2) + sin#cos#sin(5#/2) -sin2 #cos(5#/2) =
= cos2 # cos(5#/2) + 2cos#sin#sin(5#/2)-sin2 #cos(5#/2) =
= cos(5#/2)(cos2 #-sin2 # ) + sin(2#) sin(5#/2) =
= cos(5# / 2) cos(2#) + sin(2#) sin(5# / 2) =
SO
= cos(—- 2Θ) = cos(# / 2)
while those in the second one:
-(100ΑΤ+149Αμ + 249Βμ) cos2 #cos(#/2) - 
- (49Α + 249Β)μ cos#sin#sin(#/2)- 
-(1 OOA/t + 49Αμ - 25 IB//) sin #cos #sin(#12)- 
-(51A+251B)/i sin2#cos(#/2) =
= -(100AT)( cos2 #cos(#/2) + sin#cos#sin(#/2)) +
+ A//(-149 cos2 #cos(#/2) -49cos#sin#sin(#/2) -49sin #cos#sin(#/2) - 51 sin2 #cos(#/2)) + 
+ Βμ (-249 cos2 //cos/#/2) - 249cos#sin #sin(#/2) + 251 sin #cos#sin(#/ 2) - 251 sin2 #cos(#/2))
= -(100A/1) cos # (cos # cos(# / 2) + sin # sin(# / 2)) +
+ Αμ(-149 cos2 #cos(#/2)-98cos#sin#sin(#/2)-5lsin2 #cos(#/2)) + 
+B,w(-249cos#(cos#cos(#/2)+sin#sin(#/2)) +251sin#(cos#sin(#/2)-sin#cos(#/2))) =
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= - (100 AA) cos 0cos(0 / 2) +
+Αμ [-98 cos2 Θ cos(0 / 2) - 51 cos2 Θ cos(0 / 2) - 98 cos Θ sin Θ sin (0/ 2) - 51 sin2 0 cos (0 / 2) j + 
+Βμ [-249 cos 0cos(0 /2) + 251 sin 0(-sin(0 / 2))] =
= -(100ΑΑ) cos 0cos(0 / 2) +
+A/i^-98cos0(cos0cos(0/2) + sin0sin(0/2))-51cos(0/2)[cos2 0 + sin2 0)J +
+Βμ [-249 cos 0cos(0/2) + 251 sin 0(-sin(0 / 2))] =
= -(100ΑΑ) cos 0cos(0 / 2) +
+Αμ [-98 cos 0cos(0 / 2) - 51 cos(0 / 2)] +
+Βμ [-249 cos 0cos(0 / 2) - 251 sin 0sin(0 / 2)] =
= -(100 AA) cos 0cos (0 / 2) +
+Αμ [-98 cos 0cos(0 / 2) - 51 cos(0 / 2)] +
+Βμ [-249 cos 0cos(0 / 2) - 249 sin 0sin(0 / 2) - 2 sin 0sin(0 / 2)] =
= -(100 AA) cos 0cos(0 / 2) +
+Αμ [-98 cos 0cos(0 / 2) - 51 cos(0 / 2)] +
+B/i[-249(cos0cos(0/2) + sin 0sin(0/2))-2sin0sin(0/2)] =
= -(100 AA) cos 0cos(0 / 2) +
+A// [-98 cos 0cos(0 / 2) - 51 cos((9 / 2)] +
+Βμ [-249cos(0 / 2) - 2 sin 0sin(0 / 2)] =
= -(100 AA) cos 0cos(0 12)-
- A/2cos(0 / 2) [98 cos 0 + 51]-
- Βμ [249cos(0 / 2) + 2 sin 0sin(0 / 2)]
By combining the first and second set of terms, one gets:
R,=
= (15/4) c r'l/225/i(A + 5B)[cos(0/2)] +
+ (15/4) cr-1/2
- (100ΑΑ) cos 0cos(012)- 
- A/2Cos(0 / 2) [98 cos 0 + 51 ] - 
-B/2 [249cos(0/2) + 2sin 0sin(0/ 2)]
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= + (15/4) c Γ1/2
25//(A + 5B)[cos(<9/2)] - 
- (100 Αλ) cos #cos (Θ12)- 
- A//cos(# / 2) [98 cos Θ + 51 ] - 
-B//[249cos(<9/2) + 2sin #sin(#/2)]
+ (15/4) c r'l/2cos(0/2)
25//(A + 5B)- 
-(lOOA/Bcos#- 
- A//[98cos# + 51 ]- 
-B// [249 + 2 sin Θ tan (<9 / 2)]
But since:
sin 0 tan(0 / 2) = sin 0 ---n(6>/2) = 2 sin(0 / 2) cgstftf#-S-m(^/2j, = 2 sin2 (0 / 2) = 1 - cos 0, 
cos(0/2) c^eri)
R t = + (15/4) c r'l/2cos(# / 2)
25//(A + 5B)- 
-(100A2.) cos^- 
- Αμ [98cos<9 + 51 ]- 
-Βμ [249 + 2(1- cos θ)\
The term
25//(A + 5B)- 
- (100ΑΤ) cos # - 
- A//[98cos# + 51 ]- 
-B//[249 + 2(l-cos6»)]
becomes:
25 A//+125B//- (1 OOA/l) cos 6» - 98 A//cos 6» - 51 A//- B//[249 + 2 - 2 cos 6>] = 
= A//(25 - 51) + B//(l 25-251)- cos #(l OOAT + 98A// - 2B//) =
= -26A//-126B//-cos/?(l00A2 + 98A//-2B//) =
= -2(13A+63B)μ - 2 cos Θ(50A/L + 49Αμ -Βμ) =
= -2[(13A+63B)μ + (50AT + 49A// - Βμ) cos 6»]
Finally, R Js:
Rt = + (15/4) c r-|/2cos(0/2)(-2)[(13A+63B)μ + (50ΑΛ + 49A// - B//)cosΘ
RT =(-15/2) c r'l/2cos(#/2) (13A+63B)//+(50A/l + 49A//-B//)cos<9
CALCULATION OF R,
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R = + nxnvmxyy + nynxmyxy
=cos2 9mxxy + cos#sin#mw + sin# cos 9mvxy 
=cos2θηχ^, + cos#sin# + mw)
+ η n m =' *y"*yyy
+ sin2#™^ = 
+ sin2
The sum m„„, + m will be estimated first, before proceeding with the rest ofAX' /Λ/
the calculations.
mxyy +
= (-15/4) c r-1/2 [25//(A + 5B)cos(5# / 2) + (100\λ + 51 Αμ - 249B//)cos(# / 2)] 
+ (-15/4)c//r'1/2[25(A + 5B)cos(5#/2) + (51A+251B)cos(#/2)] = 
cos(5#/2)[25//(A + 5B) + 25//(A + 5B)J




= (-15/4) c r'l/2 [50//(A + 5B)cos(5#/ 2)+(100ΑΛ +102A//+2B//)cos(# / 2)]
By substituting the result of this sum into the expression for Rv, these are 
obtained:
Rv = cos2Θmxxy + cos # sin # (mw + myxy) + sin20myyy =
= cos2#(+15/4) c// r'1/2[ 25(A + 5B)sin(5#/2) - (49A + 249B)sin(#/2)] +
+ cos#sin# (-15/4) cr'1/2 [50//(A + 5B)cos(5#/2) + (100A/l + 102A//+2B//)cos(#/2)J + 
+ sin2 # (-15/4) cr'l/2 [25//(A + 5B)sin(5#/2) + (100Αλ +151A// + 25lB//)sin(#/2)] =
= (+15/4) cr'1/2 25//(A + 5B)
cos2#sin(5#/2)- 
-2 cos # sin # cos(5# / 2) -
-sin2 #sin(5#/2)
+(+15/4)cr -1/2
- (49A// + 249B//)cos2# sin(#/2)-
- (100A/1 +102A//+2B//) cos # sin # cos(# / 2) · 
-(100A/1 +151 Αμ + 25 IB//)sin2 # sin(#/2)
The terms enclosed in the first set of brackets give:
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= cos2 #sin(50/ 2) - 2cos0sin#cos(50/2)-sin2 Θ sin(5#/ 2) = 
= sin(5#/2)[cos2 f^-sin2 ^J-2cos6)sin6,cos(5^/2) =
: sin(5#/2)cos(2#)-sin(2#)cos(5#/2) =
= sin 5Θ -2Θ = sin(<9/2)
whereas the terms enclosed in the second ones are:
- 49A//cos2 Θ sin(#/2)-249B//cos2 Θ sin(#/ 2)-
-100 Αλ cos Θ sin Θ cos(# / 2) -102 A μ cos Θ sin Θ cos(0/ 2) - 2 B// cos Θ sin Θ cos (Θ12)- 
-100A2sin2Θ sin(^/2)-151A//sin26l sin(6)/2)-251B//sin2^ sin(#/2) =
= (-lOOAA)sin0[cos6/ cos(#/2) + sin# sin(0/2)]~
-Αμ[ 49cos2<9 sin(6,/2) + 102A//cos6^sin6)cos(^/2) + 151sin2Θ sin(#/2)j + 
+Βμ|^-249cos2 Θ sin(0/2)-2cos6,sin6)cos(6)/2)-251 sin2 Θ sin(0/2)J =
Noticing the last representation, its first line becomes:
(-lOOAA)sin0[cos(9 cos(6>/2) + sin^ sin(0/2)] =
= (-100A/l)sin(9cos(<9/2) =
= (-100Α2) 2sin(0 / 2)cos(<9 / 2)cos(0 / 2) =
= (-100ΑΛ) sin(0 / 2) x 2cos2 (0 / 2) =
= (-lOOAA)sin(0/2)(l + cos(0)
its second one:
—A//49cos2 Θ sin(<9/2) + lO2cos0sin(9cos(0/2) +151 sin2 Θ sin(0/2)J =
= -Αμ
49cos2 Θ sin((9 / 2) +102 cos Θsin Θcos(0/ 2) + 
+49sin2 Θ sin(0/2) + lO2sin2 Θ sin (<9/2)
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= -Αμ
49 sin(6* / 2) (cos2 θ + sin2 θ) +
+102 sin Θ (cos 6*cos(Θ / 2) + sin Θ sin(6* / 2))
= -Αμ [ 49 sin(6* / 2) +102 sin 0cos{9 / 2)] =
= -Αμ [ 49 sin(6* / 2) +102 x 2sin(0 / 2)cos(<9 / 2)cos(<9 / 2)] =
= -A// [ 49 sin(<9 / 2) +102 x 2sin(0 / 2)cos2 (Θ / 2)] =
= - A// sin(<9 / 2) [ 49 +102 x 2cos2(Θ/ 2)] =
= -Ay/sin(0/2)[ 49 +102(1 + cos0)] 
and finally its third one:
+Bμ [(-249cos2 Θ sin(6* / 2) - 2 cos Θ sin Θ 008(6* / 2) - 251 sin2 Θ sin(6* / 2)J =
= By/
-249 cos2 6* sin((9 / 2) - 2cos 6* sin6* cos(<9/ 2) - 
-249 sin2 Θ sin(6* / 2) - 2 sin2 Θ sin(# / 2)
= By/ j-249sin(6l / 2) [cos2 0 + sin2 Θ J - 2sin6* [cos Θ cos(6* / 2) + sin Θ sin(# / 2)]| = 
= By/[-249sin(#/2)-2sin6*cos(6*/ 2)] =
= By/ [-249sin(6* / 2) - 2 x 2sin(£ / 2)cos(0 / 2)cos(6* / 2)] =
= By/ [-249 - 2sin(6* / 2) x 2cos2 (0 / 2)] =
= By/ sin(6> / 2) [-249 - 2 (1 + cos0)]
After having performed these simplifications, the expression
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(-100AA)sin#[cos# cos(<9/2) + sin# sin(0/2)]-
-Αμ[^ 49 cos2 Θ sin(61/ 2) + 102A//cos6lsin#cos((9/2) +151 sin2 Θ sin(#/2)J + 
+B//[^—249 cos2 Θ sin(^/2)-2cos6lsini?cos(^/2)-251 sin2 Θ sin(0/ 2)J
becomes:
(-1 OOA/l) sin(# / 2) (l + cos(0) - 
-A//sin(#/2)[ 49 +102(1 + cos<9)]
+Βμ sin(#/2)[-249-2(l+ cos#)]
Finally, the full expression for R( is:
= (+15/4) c r'1/2 25μ (A + 5B) sin(6> / 2) +
+(+15/4) cr"1/2
(-100A/1) sin(# / 2) (1 + cos(0) - 
-A//sin(0/2)[ 49 +102(l + cos£)] 
+Βμ sin(#/ 2) [-249-2(1 + cos#)
=(+15/4) cr‘1/2 sin(<9/2)·
25//(A + 5B) + 
+(-100A/L)(l + cos(61)- 
-Αμ [ 49 +102(1 + cos#)] 
-B//[249 + 2(l + cos<9)]
The term in brackets is:
25//(A + 5B)-lOOAA(l + cos(0)-A// [ 49 +lO2(l + cos0)]-B//[249 + 2(l + cos<9)] 
= -100A2 + A//[25-49-102] + Βμ[ΐ25 -249-2]- 
- cos/?[l 00A2 +102A// + 2Βμ] =
= -1 OOA/t -126 Αμ -126B// - cos<9 [l 00A2 +102 Αμ + 2B//] =
= -2 {50A/1 + 63 (Αμ + Βμ) + cos^[50A2 + 5\Αμ + Βμ]}
The final form for Rvis:
Rv=(+15/4) cr'l/2 sin(0/2)·
■ (-2) {50A2 + 63 (Αμ + Βμ) + cos<9 [50A/L + 5\Αμ + B//]} =>
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Rv=(-15/2)c rl/2sin(# / 2) {50A/1 + 63 (A// + Βμ) + (50AA + 5\Αμ + B/^cos^j
Calculation of the partial derivatives of the displacements
Before continuing, it is presupposed to determine the following partial derivatives:
dux d\ d\ gnd duy d2uy d\
dx ’ ox2 ’ dxdy dx ’ dx2 ’dxdy
CALCULATION OF THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
dux d\ d\ gnd duy d\ d\
dx ’ dx2 ’dxdy dx ’ dx2 ’dxdy
dx
DEFINITIONS OF ux and u
ux = (-5/2)r3/2 [(49A-251 B)cos(3 Θ/2) + 75(A + 5B)cos(0/2)] 
Uy = (-15/2)r3/2 [(17A-83B)sin(3 Θ/2) + 25(A + 5B)sin(6>/2)]
dux n d I \ sin# d , λ
— cosΘ —— [U )------------ --------- [ur) =
dx dr'' ' r d9'




(- ~)1-3/2 [(49A-251 B)cos(3 Θ/2) + 75(A + 5B)cos(#/2)] 
(-|) r3/2 [(49A-25 lB)cos(3 Θ/2) + 75(A + 5B)cos(#/2)]
5,3
cos Θ (--)-r1/2 [(49A-251 B)cos(3 ΘΙ2) + 75(A + 5B)cos(#/2)] -
2'2 
.sin£(_5)r3/2 
r 2 (49A-251 B)(-l)sin(3# / 2) | + 75(A + 5B) (-1) sin(# / 2) -2 2
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=> = (-—)cos<9 r1/2 [(49A-251 B)cos(3 Θ/2) + 75(A + 5B)cos(0/2)] +
+ (-y)sin6>r1/2[(49A-251B)sin(3£/2) + 25(A + 5B)sin(#/2)] =
cos θ [(49A-251 B)cos(3 ΘΙ2) + 75(A + 5B)cos(£/2)] + 
+sin θ [(49A-251B) sin(3£ / 2) + 25( A + 5 B) sin(6> / 2)]
By further expansion of the term in brackets, we obtain:
cos6»[(49A-251B)cos(30/2) + 75(A + 5B)cos(0/2) 
+sin0[(49A-251B)sin(30/2) + 25(A + 5B)sin(0/2)
= (49A-251B)[cos0cos(30/2)+sin0sin(30 / 2)] +
+ 25(A + 5B)[3cos 0cos(0/2)+sin0sin(0 / 2)] =
= (49A-251B)[cos(#/2)] +
+25(A + 5B)[2cos 0cos(0/2)-fcos 0cos(0/2)+sin0sin(0 / 2)] =
[since: cos 0cos(0/2)+sin0sin(0 / 2) = cos(#----) = cos(# / 2)]
= (49A-251B)[cos(0/2)] +
+25(A + 5B)[2cos 0cos(0/2)-f cos {Θ / 2)] =
= cos(0/2)[(49A-251B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0+l)]
After this simplification, the term —-is defined as:
dx
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d ux 
dx~
— cos Θ af'&0 sin# a (duA
dr v dx J r a# { dx )
a d = cos# — 
dr




: cos θ(-—) r1/2 cos(6> / 2) [(49A-251 B)+25(A + 5B)(2 cos Θ+1)] - 
8
sin#. 15. in
-------- (“T )rr 4
- sin(# / 2) i [(49A-251 B)+25(A + 5B)(2 cos Θ+1)] + 
+cos(# / 2) [0 + 25(A + 5B)(-2sin#+0)]
15= (-—) i"1/2 cos Θ cos(# / 2) [(49A-251 B)+25(A + 5B)(2 cos Θ+1)] +
+(+—)r'1/2sini? 
V 4 7
sin(#/2)[(49A-251B)+25(A + 5B)(2 cos#+l)] ■ 
-50(A + 5B) cos(# / 2)sin#
15
(-—) r'1/2 cos Θ cos (Θ / 2) [(49A-251 B)+25(A + 5B)(2 cos Θ+1)] +
+(-—)r1/2sin# 
8
sin(# / 2) [(49A-251 B)+25(A + 5B)(2 cos Θ+1)] 
+100(A + 5B) cos(# / 2)sin#
(- — )τΛ'2 
v 8 ’
cos#cos(#/2)[(49A-251B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos#+l)] + 
+sin0sin(0/2)[(49A-251B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos#+l)j + 
+ 100(A + 5B)sin2# cos(# / 2)
(- —)r'1/2 
V 8 '
[(49A-251B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos#+l)][cos0cos(0/2) + sin6>sin(#/2)] + 
+ 100(A + 5B)sin2#cos(# / 2)
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15 _m J[(49A-251B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0+l)]cos(0/2) + 
1 8 ^ j+lOO(A + 5B)sin20cos(0/2)
= (-—)r-|/2cos(6»/2) 
8
J [(49A-251 B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0+l)] 





= (~) r'1/2 cos(0 / 2) {(49A-251 B)+25(A + 5B)(2 cos 0+1 +4sin20)}
Also:
2cos0+l+4sin20 = 2 cos 0+1+4-—C°S(2A) _
= 2 cos 0+1+2 — 2cos(20) = 3 + 2 cos Θ — 2cos(20)
d\
dx2
= (— )r1/2 cos(0/2) {(49A-251 B)+25(A + 5B)[3 + 2cos0 - 2cos(20)]}
3. ϋ
dxdy
d2ux d (dux> -sin0 ^ ^ dux ) cos0 d faO
dxdy dy l ;
— o111(7
dr V dx ) ' r 00 l dx J
= sin0(-y)r'1/2
COS0 , 15. 1/2
+------- (—)rr 8
[ cos 0 [(49 A-251 B)cos(3 0/2) + 75( A + 5B)cos( 0/2)] + 
[+sin0 [(49A-251B) sin(30 / 2) + 25(A + 5B) sin(0 / 2)] 
[- cos 0 [(49A-25 lB)sin(3 0/2) + 25(A + 5B)sin(0/2)] + 




f sin0 cos 0 [(49 A-251 B)cos(3 0/2) + 75(A + 5B)cos( 0/2)] + 
j+sin20[(49A-25 IB) sin(30/ 2) + 25(A + 5B) sin(0 / 2)]
, 15. in+ (---- )r
8
i-cos2 0 [(49A-251B)sin(30 / 2) + 25(A + 5B) sin(0 / 2)] + 
[+sin0 cos 0 [(49A-251 B)cos(30 / 2) -125( A + 5B)cos(0 / 2)]
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15 ,, (sin2# - cos2 #) [(49Α-251Β) sin(3# / 2) + 25(Α + 5Β) sin(# / 2)] +
( 8 )Γ +sin#cos#[2(49A-251B)cos(3#/2)-50(A + 5B)cos(#/2)]
15 ( ί J(-cos(2#))[(49A-251B)sin(3#/2) + 25(A + 5B)sin(#/2)] +
^"~8~)Γ I +sin(2 #) [(49A-251 B)cos(3 #/2) - 25(A + 5B)cos(#/2)]
= (- —)r'^2 
V 8 ’
-(49A-251B)cos(2#)sin(3#/2) - 25(A + 5B)cos(2#)sin(#/2) + 
+(49A-251B)sin(2#)cos(3#/2) - 25(A + 5B)sin(2#)cos(#/2)
= (- —)r'1/2 
v 8 ’
(49A-251B)[-cos(2#)sin(3# /2) + sin(2#)cos(3#/2)] — 
—25(A + 5B)[cos(2#)sin(#/2) + sin(2#)cos(#/2)]
but since:
"5 n
[- cos(2#) sin(3# / 2) + sin(2 #)cos(3 #/2)] = sin(2 # - —) = sin(# / 2)
[cos(2#) sin(# / 2) + sin(2 #)cos( #/2)] = sin(2 # + ^) = sin(5# / 2)
=* 2J± = (-—)r'l/2 {(49A-251B) sin(# / 2) - 25(A + 5B)sin(5# /2)} 
oxoy 8 ;
If we choose to make the term sin(#/2) common multiplier, the division
sin(#/2)
yields to:
sin(5# 12) _ sin(2#) cos(# / 2) + cos(2#)sin(#/ 2) _ 
sin(#/2) sin(#/2)
_ sin(2#)cos(#/2) (Off)- ^sin<9cos<9 cos(<9 / 2) 
sin(#/2) sin(#/2)
_ 2-2sin(#/2)cos(#/2)cos#cos(#/2) r
· ~7~r\ / \ " COSiZV) —
+ cos(2#) =
= 4cos2(#/2)cos# + cos(2#) = 4 ^+ C0S^ cos# + cos(2#) =
= 2cos# + 2cos2 # + cos(2#) = 2cos# + [1 + cos(2#)] + cos(2#) = 
= 1 + 2cos # + 2 cos(2#)
Finally, we get:
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dxdy





—— = cos _ 
dx dr
Θ ——(u ) aA >Ί
sin# d 
r 5#





(-—)r3/2 [(17A-83B)sin(3 #/2) + 25(A + 5B)sin(#/2)]
15
(-—)r3/2 [(17A-83B)sin(3 #/2) + 25(A + 5B)sin(#/2)]
15,3= cos # (-—)-rl/2 [(17A-83B)sin(3 #/2) + 25(A + 5B)sin(#/2)]
2 2
sin# , 15, 7/,
-------('^r)rr 2
(17A-83B)cos(3# / 2) j+ 25(A + 5B)cos(# / 2) A
=> = cos#(~)r1/23[(17A-83B)sin(3#/2) + 25(A + 5B)sin(#/2)] +
+ — (+γ)Γ3/2 [3(17A-83B)cos(3# / 2) + 25(A + 5B)cos(# / 2)] =
cos #[3(17A-83B)sin(3 #/2) + 75(A + 5B)sin(#/2)] - 
-sin# [3( 17A-83B)cos(3# / 2) + 25(A + 5B)cos(# / 2)]
The term in brackets can be simplified by performing these manipulations:
cos #[3( 17A-83B)sin(3 #/2) + 75(A + 5B)sin(#/2)] - 
-sin#[3(17A-83B)cos(3#/2) + 25(A + 5B)cos(#/2)] =
= 3( 17A-83B)[cos#sin(3#/2)-sin#cos(3#/2)] + 
+ 25(A + 5B)[3cos#sin(#/2)-sin#cos(#/ 2)] =
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= 3(17A-83B)[sin(0/2)] + 25(A + 5B)[2cos0sin(0/2)+cos6lsin(6>/2)-sin6>cos(0 / 2)] =
θ Θ
[but: cos#sin(0/2)-sin0cos(# / 2) = sin(-----Θ) — — sin(—)]
2 2
= 3(17A-83B)sin(0/2) + 25(A + 5B) [2 cos 0sin(0/2)-sin(0 / 2)] =
[because: cos 0sin(30/2)-sin0cos(30 / 2) = sin(——
= 3(17A-83B)sin(#/2) + 25(A + 5B)sin(#/2)[2cos#-l]
= sin(#/2)[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos#-l)] 
du
Having performed the above, —- becomes:
dx










d fdu^ sin# d fao





sin# d if 15^
r 5# v ^ y
sin(# / 2) [3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B) (2 cos#-l)]|- 
rl/2 sin(# / 2) [3( 17A-83B)+25(A + 5B) (2 cos#-l)] 1
At this point, the following partial derivatives will be estimated and then 








r1/2sin(#/2)[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos#-l)]| 
rl/2 sin(#/2)[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos#-l)]
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• Estimation of: — ·
dr
15)
r1/2 sin(0 / 2) [3( 17A-83B)+25( A + 5B) (2 cos Θ-1)
d
dr




-r'1/2 sin(0/2)[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2 cos#-l)J =
r'1/2sin(0/2)[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2 cos#-l)J
• Estimation of:
5Θ





r1/2 sin(0 / 2) [3( 17A-83B)+25(A + 5B) (2 cos Θ-1)] =
f 155
V " 4 y
ri/2.
cos(0/2)-[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0-l)] +
+sin(0/2).-^(3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0-l))
( 15" r1/2.
cos(0/2)i[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0-l)] +
[ 4 j +sin(0/2)[25(A + 5B)(-2sin0)]
' 155 rl/2.
cos(0/2)^[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0-l)] +
V 4 , +sin(0/2)[-5O(A + 5B)sin0]













cos(0/2)i[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0-l)] + 
+sin(0/2) [-5O(A + 5B)sin0]
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sin(#/2)[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos#-l)] +





cos 0 sin(# / 2) [3( 17A-83B)+25(A + 5B) (2 cos 1)] - 
■ -sin# cos(# / 2) [3( 17A-83B)+25(A + 5B) (2 cos Θ-1)] + 




[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B) (2 cos 0-1)] cos0sin(0/2) — sin0cos(0 / 2) 
+ 100(A + 5B)sin20sin(0 / 2)
= — sin(0 / 2)
+
since: cos 0 sin(0 / 2) — sin0 cos(0 / 2) = sin | — — 0
' 15' r‘1/2
[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0-l)][-sin(0/2)] +'
, 8 ,
I




J[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos#-l)]- 
}-100(A + 5B)sin2#
f 15^ ,,, Λ Γ3( 17A-83B)+50(A + 5B)cos# - 25(A + 5B) -
+— r sm(0/2)
l 8 J ’ [-100(A + 5B)sin2#
By further analyzing the term
3(17A-83B)+50(A + 5B) cos θ - 25(A + 5B) - 
— 100(A + 5B)sin2#
the following representation derives:
3( 17A-83B)+50(A + 5B)cos θ - 25(A + 5B) - 
-100(A + 5B)sin2# =
= 3(17A-83B)+50( A + 5B) cos θ - 25(A + 5B) - 
-100(A + 5B)!^p^ =
= 3(17A-83 B)+25(A + 5B) (2 cos θ -1 - 2 + 2 cos(2#)) = 
= 3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B) (-3+2 cos Θ + 2 cos(2#))
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Eventually is calculated to be:
d2uv f 151
dx2 8 J




The partial derivative has already been calculated to be:
dx
du.






dxdy dy {dx J dill w dr {dxJ r 50 [dx)
= sin0|-j(-^)r1/2sin(0/2)[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0-l)]j + 
+ cos^^f (_^)rl/2 sin(<9; 2) [*3(17A_83 β)+25(Α + 5β)(2 c°s 6»-i)] J
The aforementioned expression includes the term
-JU(- — )r1/2 sin(0 / 2)[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2 cos 0-1) 
υθ [ 4
that has been estimated previously to be:
A|(.Ji)r>/2sin(^/2)[3(i7A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0-l)]
(_15> r1/2.
cos(0 / 2) - [3(17 A-83 B)+25(A + 5B) (2 cos 0-1)] +
v 4 j +sin(0/2)[-5O(A + 5B)sin0]
cos(0 / 2) [3( 17 A-83 B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0-l)]- 
-lOO(A + 5B)sin0sin(0/2)
This way
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d2uy
dxdy
= sin0 — ]r-1/2sin(^/2)[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos^-l)
+ -COS0 f 15λ
v ° j
m jcos(0/2)[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0-l 




sin0sin(0/2)[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0-l)] + 
+cos0cos(0 / 2) [3( 17A-83B)+25(A + 5B) (2 cos 0-1)] - 
-100(A + 5B)cos<9sin0sin(0 / 2)
f 15Λ
v ° /
,1/2 |[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0-l)][sin0sin(0/2) + cos0cos(0/2)]· 
{-100( A + 5 B)cos 0sin 0s in (Θ / 2)
( Q
sin 0sin (Θ / 2) + cos Θ cos(<9 / 2) = cos (Θ - —) = cos(0 / 2) 
cos0sin0 = -^-sin(20)
cos0sin$sin(<9/2) = cos# 2sin(0/2) cos(0/2) sin(0/2) = 2cos0cos(0/2)sin2(0/2)






[3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos0-l)]cos(0/2) 





r'1^2 cos(0 / 2)
3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B) (2 cos 0-1) 





-1/2 cos(0/2){3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)[2cos0-l-8cos0sin2(0/2)]}
but:
2 cos 0-l-8cos0sin2(0 / 2) = 2 cos 0 [l — 4sin2(0 / 2)] — 1 = 
1 — cos 0= 2 cos 0 1-4- 1 = 2 cos 0 [l — 2 + 2 cos 0] — 1
= — 2cos# + 4cos2 θ — 1 = — 2cos# + 4 ^ -1
= —2 cos 0 + 2 + 2 cos(20) — 1 = 1 — 2 cos 0 + 2 cos(20)




-1/2 cos(<9/2){3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)[l -2 cos # + 2cos(2#)]j




, ■ + π,, 
dx2 y
d2u„ , d2ur d2ii
= cos#—A + sin$- 
dxdy dx2 dxdy
r.( dufa d2i ix d2ux ndlux ■ o^UxD\ —- = nv—A + n„------ = cos#—^- + sin#-—- =
[ dx ) ' dx' ' dxdy dx2 dxdy
cos 0(-y ) Γι/2 cos(# / 2) {(49A-251 B)+25(A + 5B) [3 + 2 cos Θ - 2cos(2 0)]}
15
+
+ sin #(-—) xm sin(# / 2) {(49A-251B) - 25(A + 5B)[l + 2cos# + 2cos(2#)]} =
15. -1/2)r
8
(49A-251B) [cos Θ cos(# / 2) + sin Θ sin(# / 2)] +
cos Θ cos(# / 2) [3 + 2 cos Θ - 2cos(2 #)] - 





+25(A + 5B) ·
3cos# cos(# / 2) + 2cos2# cos (Θ / 2) - 2cos# cos(# / 2)cos(2#) - 
-sin # sin(# / 2) - 2 sin Θ sin(# / 2) cos # - 2 sin Θ sin(# / 2)cos(2#)
8
(49A-251B) cos(# / 2) +
+25(A + 5B)x
2cos#cos(#/2) + cos#cos(#/2) +
+2cos Θ [cos# cos(# /2)-sin#sin(#/2)]- 
-sin#sin(#/2)-2cos(2#)[cos#cos(#/2)-sin#sin(#/2)]
(49A-251B)cos(#/2) +
(- —)r"1/2 · 
v 8 7
2cos# cos(# / 2) + cos(3# / 2) + 2cos# cos(3# / 2) —
+25(A + 5B)
—2cos(2$) cos(# / 2)
The parenthesis multiplying the term 2-5(A + 5B) becomes:
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2cos0 cos(0 / 2) + cos(30 / 2 + 2cos0 cos(30 / 2) — 2cos(20) cos(0 / 2) 
= 2cos0 [cos(0 / 2) + cos (30 / 2)] +
+cos0cos(0 / 2) -sin0sin(0 / 2)-cos(20)cos(0/2)-cos(20)cos(0 / 2)
Also,
cos(0 /2) + cos (30 /2) =
= cos0 cos(0 / 2) + sin0sin(0 / 2) + 
-fcos0cos(0 /2) — sin0sin(0 /2) = 
= 2cos0cos(0 / 2)
so
= 2cos0 [2cos0 cos(0 / 2)] +
+ cos (0 / 2) jcos0 -cos (20)] - 
—sin0sin(0 / 2) — cos (20) cos(0 / 2) =
= 2cos0 [2cos0 cos(0 / 2)] +
4-cos (0 / 2) |cos0 - 2cos20 + 1 
-2sin2(0 / 2)cos(0 /2) — cos(20)cos(0 /2) =
= cos(0 / 2) 4cos20 + cos0- 2cos20 +1 — 2sin2(0 / 2) — cos(20) 
= cos(0 /2) 2cos20 + cos0 + 1 — / -—— cos (20)
— cos(0 / 2)
*
% ^ c°s(^) -f- cos0 -f 1 — 1 + cos0 — cos(20)
Ά
= cos(0 /2)|l + cxjsffif) + 2cos0 — =
= cos(0 / 2) (l + 2cos0)




d2ux d2ux nd2ux . nd2uv 
= n,^-^ + n„- / =cos6)^-^L + sin^-
dx2 dxdy dx2 dxdy
is
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= (--)r‘1/2 
V 8 ’
= (- — )r-1/2
= (- —)r4/2
= (- — )r'1/2 
v 8 ;
(49A-251B)cos(0/2) +
+25( A + 5B) cos(0 / 2)(1 + 2cos0)
cos(0 / 2) {(49A-251B) + 25(A + 5B)(l + 2cos0)} =
cos(0 /2) {(74A-126B) + 50(A + 5B)cos0} =




























r'1/2sin(0 / 2) [3(17A-83B)+25( A + 5B) (-3+2 cos 0 + 2 cos(20)) 
r‘1/2 cos(0 / 2) {3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B) [l - 2 cos Θ + 2 cos(20)]} =
= (~)r
15, .1/2
3(17A-83B)[—cos0sin(0 /2) + sin Θ cos(0 / 2)] +
(3 — 2 cos Θ — 2 cos(20)) cos0sin(0 / 2) + 
+ [l — 2 cos 0 + 2 cos (20)] sin 0 cos(0 / 2)
+25(A + 5B)
15, -1/2(- —)r 
v 8 ’
3(17A-83B)sin(0/2) +
3cos0sin(0 / 2) — 2cos20sin(0 / 2) —
—2 cos 0 cos(20)sin(0 / 2) +
+25(A + 5B) + sin0cos(0 /2) —
—2 cos 0 sin 0 cos (0 /2) +
+2 cos(0 / 2) cos(20) sin 0
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3(17A-83B)sin(0 / 2) +
+25(A + 5B)
2cos0sin(0 / 2) + cos0sin(0 / 2) —
—2cos0 [cos0sin(0 / 2) + sin 0 cos(0 / 2)] +
8
+sin0cos(0 /2) —




2cos0sin(0 / 2) + sin(30 / 2) —
+25(A + 5B)




2cos0sin(0 / 2) + sin(30 / 2)
+25(A + 5B)
—2cos0sin(30 /2) + 2cos(20)sin(0 /2)
The factor
2cos0sin(0 / 2) + sin(30 / 2) — 2cos0sin(30 / 2) + 2 cos(20) sin(0 / 2)
can be rewritten in this manner:
2cos0sin(0 / 2) + sin(30 / 2) — 2cos0sin(30 / 2) + 2 cos (20) sin(0 / 2) = 
= 2cos0 [sin(0 / 2) — sin(30 / 2)] + sin0cos(0 / 2) + cos0 sin(0 / 2) +
+ cos (20) sin (0 /2) + cos (20) sin (0 / 2)
The subtraction sin(0 / 2) - sin(30 / 2) gives:
sin(0 / 2) — sin(30 / 2) =
= sin0cos(0 / 2) — cos0 sin(0 / 2)- [sin0cos(0 / 2) + cos0 sin(0 / 2)] =
= sin0cos(0 / 2) — cos0 sin(0 / 2) — sin0cos(0 / 2) — cos0 sin(0 / 2) =
= — 2cos0sin(0 / 2)
By replacing it in the aforementioned expression, this is reached:
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= 2cos# [—2cos# sin(# / 2)] + sin#cos(# / 2) Τ­
Α sin (#/2) [cos# + cos(2#)[ + + cos(2#)sin(# /2) =
= 2cos#[—2cos#sin(#/2)] + 2sin(# / 2)cos2(# /2) +
+ sin(# / 2) [cos# + 2cos2# — l] + cos(2#)sin(# /2) =
= sin(#/2){-4cos2# + 2cos2(# /2) + cos# + 2cos2# — 1 + cos(2#)} =
= sin(# / 2) —2cos2# + % ^ ^°k ^ + cos# — 1 + cos(2#)
A
= sin(# / 2) |—X + / + cos# + cos# — / + cos(2#)
= sin(# / 2) {— 1 — cos (2#) + 2cos# + cos (2#)} =









takes the more simple form:
15 \ -1/2




+25(A + 5B)sin(# /2)(— 1 + 2cos#)
(. _)r-1/2sin(#/2){3(17A-83B)+25(A + 5B)(-1 + 2cos#)} =
= ) r'1/2sin(# / 2)|(51A-25A-249B-125B) + 50(A + 5B)cos#} =





: (—) r l/2sin(6»/2) {(13A -187B)+25(A + 5B)cos0}






calculated. The next step is to estimate the products:
R n
7 5m > r&O,R. D
l dx ) l& J
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= (-15/2) c r'1/2cos(#/ 2)[(13A+63B) μ + (50ΑΛ + 49A// - Βμ) cos Θ




+(13A+63B) μ25(Α + 5B)cos Θ + 
+(50A/l + 49 Αμ - B//)cos#(37A-63B)+ 
+(50A/l + 49Αμ - B//) 25(A + 5B) cos2 Θ
= (—)c r'lcos2(^/2) 
8
(l 3A+63B) (37A-63B)// +
(13A+63B) 25(A + 5B)//+
+(50A/l + 49A// - B//) (37A-63B)
[(50 A/l + 49A// - B//)25(A + 5B)] cos2 6*
i- COS0 +
+
In order to make the manipulations easier, each one of the 3 sub-terms (the first 
is the one not containing cos0, the second one is the one multiplied by cos0 and 




= (l3 · 37A2 -13 · 63AB +63 · 37AB - 632B2)μ =
= (481 A2 + 1512AB - 3969Β2)μ
Second sub-term (multiplied by cos0)
(13A+63B)25(A + 5Β)μ+(50Αλ + 49Αμ - Βμ)(37Α-63Β) =
= (l3 · 25A2+13 · 125AB + 63 · 25AB+63 · 125Β2)μ +
+50 ■ 37Α2Λ - 50 · 63ΑΒΛ + 49 · 37Α2μ - 49 · 63ΑΒμ - 37ΑΒμ + 63Β2μ = 
= (325Α2+3200ΑΒ + 7875Β2)μ +
+ (1850Α2 - 3200ΑΒ) Λ + (1813Α2 - 3087ΑΒ - 37Β2) μ =
= (2138Α2+76ΑΒ + 7938Β2)μ + (1850Α2 - 3150ΑΒ)Λ
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Third sub-term (multiplied by cos20)
(50ΑΛ + 49A/J - Βμ)25(Α + 5B)=
=25(50A2A + 250ABA + 49Α2μ + 49 · 5ΑΒ/ί - ΑΒμ - 5Β2μ) = 
=25 [(50A2 + 250AB) A + (49A2 + 244AB - 5B2) μ] =
=25 [50 (A2 + 5AB) λ + (49A2 + 244AB - 5B2) μ]
By combining these 3 sub-terms, the following representation emerges for
R D
dx






+[(ΐ850Α2-3150ΑΒ)Α + (2138Α2+76ΑΒ + 7938Β2)μ 
+25 Γ50 (A2 + 5AB) λ + (49A2 + 244AB - 5B2) μ]cos2 Θ
COS0 +
Calculation of the product: Rv D
duy
dx )
= (-^■)cr"l/2sin(6,/2)|50A/l + 63(A^ + B^) + [50AA. + 51A^ + B^]cos6,| · 





63(Αμ + Βμ)( 13A -187Β)+63(Αμ + Βμ)25(Α + 5B)cos<9 + 
+ (50Α/1 + 51Αμ + Βμ)(13Α - 187B)cos<9 +
+25(50AA + 5 ΙΑμ + B//)cos20 + 50AA(13A -187B)+
+50A2.X 25(A + 5B)cos<9
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63(Αμ + Βμ)25(Α + 5Β) +
+ (50ΑΛ + 5ΐΑμ + Βμ)(13Α - 187Β) + 
+50ΑΛ χ 25(Α + 5Β)
cos# +
+ [25(50Αλ + 5ΐΑμ + Βμ)(Α + 5Β)] cos2#
Utilizing the same method as before, the 3 sub-terms are:
First sub-term
63(Αμ + Βμ)(13Α - 187Β)+50Αλ(13Α - 187B)=
= (63 ■ 13A2 - 63 · 187AB+63 · 13AB - 63 · 187AB - 63 · 187B2)μ + 
+(50 · 13A2 — 50 · 187ΑΒ)λ =
= |δ19Α2 — 10962ΑΒ— 11781Β2|μ + (650Α2 — 9350ΑΒ)Λ
Second sub-term (multiplied by cos#)
63 (Αμ + Βμ) 25(A + 5B) + (50AA + 5 ΙΑμ + Βμ)(13A -187B) + 
+50A/1 · 25(A + 5B)=
= (63 · 25A2 + 63 ■ 125AB+63 · 25AB+63 ■ 125B2) μ +
+50 · 13A2A - 50 · 187 ΑΒΑ + 5 Μ 3Α2μ - 51 · 187 ΑΒμ +
+ 13ΑΒμ-187Β2μ +
+1250Α2Α + 1250·5ΑΒΑ =
= (ΐ 575Α2 + 9450ΑΒ+7875Β2) μ +
+650Α2Α - 9350ΑΒΑ + 663Α2μ - 9537ΑΒμ +13ΑΒμ -187Β2μ 
+ 1250Α2Α + 6250ΑΒΑ =
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= (1575A2 + 9450ΑΒ+7875Β2)/ί +
+ (β50Α2 — 9350ΑΒ)Λ + (663Α2 — 9524ΑΒ — 187Β2)μ +
+ (ΐ250Α2 + 6250ΑΒ)λ =
= [(1575 + 663) Α2 + (9450 - 9524) ΑΒ+ (7875 - 187) Β2 J μ + 
+ [(650 + 1250) Α2 + (-9350 + 6250) ΑΒ] Λ =
= (1900Α2 - 3100ΑΒ)Λ + (2238Α2 - 74ΑΒ+7688Β2)/ί
Third sub-term (multiplied by cos20)
25(50ΑΛ + 51Αμ + B//)(A + 5B)=
=50 · 25Α2Λ + 50 · 125ΑΒΛ + 50 · 25A2//, + 51 · 125AB//, + 
+25ΑΒμ + 125Β2μ =
= (1250Α2 + 6250ΑΒ)Λ + (1275Α2 + 6400ΑΒ + 125Β2)μ
After all these manipulations,
(fa?R D y —l& J
(650A2 -9350AB)A+(819A2 -10962AB-11781Β2)μ +
= (225)cr-'sin2(6»/2) 
8
+[(l900A2 -3100AB)l + (2238A2 - 74AB+7688B2)/r]cos0 4- >
+ [(1250A2 +6250AB)/l + (l275A2 +6400AB + 125B2)// cos20
1.3 Terms Pz in J1




is expanded this way, following the summation convention:
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P- = «p(v - 5r"V ) - 7Λ( n<mrp:) + (^Λ ) WV =
= nPTpz ~ npdrmrp2 - Z),( /yii^) + (£>,«,)
CALCULATION OF P
P, - npTpx-npdrmrpx - Dp[nrmrpx) + (D/ι,) nrnpmrpx =
= nPTpx-npdrmrpx - Dp( nrmrpx) + (£>,.«,) R, =
= nxT„-nxdrmm - Dx(nrmrxx) + (£>/*,) Rv + 
η,Τ^-ηβ,ηι^ - Dy( nrmo,x)
= (nxTxx + nyTyx)-(nxdrmrxx+nydrmryx)-[Dx( nrmrxx)+ Dy ( λγιη^)] + (£>/!,) R.x
= ("A+VJ-(,!A'»J»+"A^)-[A( «*"**«) + βν( V”j9»)]+(7VI>) R*~
~ («A"V + "A"1»* ) - [■Dx ( nymyxx )+ Dy( nymyyx )] :
(WT +« Γ ) —
nxdxmxxx + nydxmxyx + Dx( nxmxxx+nymyxx) +—\ x xx yyx J +nxdymyxx+nydymyyx
+ Dy( nxmxyx + Hytri^)
+ (D,",)R,
For practical reasons, the first set of terms wil be referred to as Subterm A of Px, 
the second as Subterm B etc, following their order of appearance in the above 
expression.
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The full term Pt, consisting of the Subterms A, B, C, D, is going to be multiplied
3nby the derivative of the appropriate displacement (either by for the Jr
dx
0li
Integral or by —- for the J2-lntegral).
dy
Its component + nyr\ (Subterm A) is ~ rl/2.
The product + η τ Λ—^άΓ ~ rvl r'12 rc/θ-r1 -> 0 for r-> 0.
v ' ox
Consequently, this Subterm’s integral will be 0!
CALCULATION OF SUBTERM B:
nxdxmxxx+nydxmxyx +
+nxdymyxx+nydymyyx
nxdxmm + nydxmxyx + nxdymyxx + nydymm =
= cos#




„ d sin# d 
cost/ — m„„------------- m
dr xyx 3# xyx
+
-i-cos#
. „ d cos# d
sin#—m -I------------------ aw
dr y™ r d6 ^
+ sin#
. _ d cos# d
sin#—aw H--------------AW,„
dr m r d0 m
2 A d■ cos # — m
cos#sin# d . „ n d sin2# d
rrr---------------------—AW + Sin# COS#---- AAA-------------- — +
dr r 5# dr ^ r 5# ^
_ . „ d cos2# d . 2n d cos#sin# d
+cos#sin# — myxx + ———awiot +sin 0—m„x +---- --------=
3
■■ cos2#—Awvvv + sin#cos# 
5a-
3 3 cos#sin# d 3
drmxyx + dr'11yxx_ r 3# 3# m>vx
sin2# 3 cos2# 3 
-m„„ +- • 2/3 ^AAi ,.v +Sin #---AA7,.
r dO"'***' r d6 ryxx ....... 3a·
The partial derivatives contained in this expression are calculated first.
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-^"^ = (-15/8)cr-3/2
25//(A + 5B)cos(5#/2) - 
- (1ΟΟΑΛ.+149A// + 249B//)cos(# / 2)
= (-15/8) c μ Γ3/2 [25 (A + 5B) sin(5£ / 2) - (49A + 249B)sin(6> / 2)]
(-15/8) cr~3/2
25//(A + 5B)sin(5#/2) - 
- (1 ΟΟΑλ + 49 Αμ - 25 lB//)sin(0 / 2)
= (+15/4)cr'1/2
-25//(A + 5B)sin(50/2)| +
+(1OOAA+149 Αμ + 249B//)sin(<9 / 2) i
= (+15/8)cr'1/2
-125//(A + 5B)sin(50/2) +
+(1 OOA/l+149A// + 249B//)sin(£ / 2)
=(-15/4) cA r-1'2 
= (-15/8) c μ r'1/2
~*~^mxyx =(+15/4)c// r~l/2 
=(+15/8) c μ Γ1/2
-25 (A + 5B) sin(5<9 / 2) | - (51A+25 lB)sin(<9 / 2)| 
-125 (A + 5B) sin(50 / 2) - (51A+25 lB)sin(0 / 2)]
25 (A + 5 B) cos(56* / 2) | - (49 A+249B)cos(0 / 2) i 
[l 25 (A + 5B) cos(50 / 2) - (49A+249B) cos(0 / 2)]
~^^Qmyxx =(+15/4) cr'l/2 
= (+15/8) cr'1/2
25//(A + 5B)cos(50/2)|-
-(1 ΟΟΑλ + 49 A// - 25 lB//)cos(<9 / 2) i
125// (A + 5B) cos(56( 12)- 
-(1 OOA/l + 49Αμ - 25 lB//)cos(0 / 2)
= (15/8) c// r‘3/2 [25(A + 5B)cos(50/2) - (51A + 25 IB)cos(£/2)]
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Thus, the Subterm B of Pv is:
nxdxmxxx + ndxm +nxdm +nJm
= cos2#(-15/8) c r •3/2
25//(A + 5B)cos(5#/2) - 
- (100Α/ί+149Αμ + 249B//)cos(#/2)
+
+sin#cos#
( -15/8)cμ r"3/2 [25(A + 5B) sin(5# / 2) - (49A + 249B)sin(#/ 2)]
25//(A + 5B)sin(5#/2) - 




-125/2(A + 5B)sin(5#/2) +
+(100A/1+149 Αμ + 249B//)sin(# / 2)
-(-15/8) c// r'1/2 [-125(A + 5B)sin(5#/2)-(5 lA+251B)sin(#/2) j
sin2# (+15/8) c μ [l 25 (A + 5B) cos(5# / 2) - (49A+249B) cos(# / 2)] +
125//(A + 5B)cos(5#/2) - 
-(100A1 + 49Αμ - 2 51 B//)cos(# / 2)
COS2# , . . . _i/2+--------(+15/8) cr +
+sin2#(+l5/8) cμ xV2[25(A + 5B)cos(5#/2)-(51A + 25IB)cos(#/2)] =
= (-15/8)cos2# c r -3/2
25//(A + 5B)cos(5#/2) - 
- (100Azl+149A// + 249B//)cos(#/2)
+(-15/8)sin#cos#cr'3/2[50/r(A + 5B)sin(5#/2)-sin(#/2)(100A/l + 98A//-2B//)] 
-(+15/8)cr'3/2cos#sin#[-250/2(A + 5B)sin(5#/2) + sin(#/2)(l 00AT+98A/2 - 2Βμ)] -
-(+15/8) cμ r"3/2sin2# [l25(A + 5B)cos(5#/2)-(49A+249B)cos(#/2)] +
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+(15/8) cr'3/2cos26>
125//(A + 5B)cos(56*/2)- 
-(1 OOA/l + 49 A// - 25 lB//)cos(0 / 2)
+(15/8) cμ r"3/2sin2#^25 (A + 5B) cos(56*/ 2) - (51A + 25 IB) cos(6* / 2)J =
This form is composed of 6 terms, each occupying a line. If we combine the 
terms in the first with the fifth term, the second with the third and the fourth with 
the sixth, we obtain:
(+15/8)c r cos 6*
cos(5f?/2)[-25//(A + 5B) + 125//(A + 5B)]




+(-15/8 )c r'3/2sin 6*cos Θ
sin(5<9/2)[-250//(A + 5B)] +
Μ00ΑΛ-98Α// + 2Β//+λ 
+100A/1 + 98 A// — 2Βμ
+sin(6*/2)
+
+(+15/8) c// r sin 6*
cos(56»/2)[-125(A + 5B) + 25(A + 5B)]- 
+cos(6* / 2) (49A+249B+51A+25 IB)
= (+15/ 8)c r-3/2cos2<9 [l 00// (A + 5B) cos(56> / 2) - (-100) μ (A + 5B) cos(6> / 2)] + 
+( -15/8)c r'3/2sin0cos6*[2OO//(A + 5B)sin(5#/ 2) + θ] +
+(+15/8) ομ r3/2sin26*[-100(A + 5B)cos(56>/2) + 100(A + 5B)cos(6>/2)] =
= (+15/8)cr-3/2
100// (A + 5B) cos(5£ / 2) (cos26> - sin26>) 





Ί 00// (A + 5B) cos(5# / 2) cos(2£) +" 
+ 100//(A + 5B)cos(6*/2)x 1 +
+100// (A + 5B) sin(2$) sin(5# / 2)
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=(+15/8)c r'3/2
=(+15/8)c r'3/2
100/v(A + 5B)cos(—-26>) + 
+ 100//(A + 5B)cos(6>/2)
100//(A + 5B)cos(<9/2) +
+ lOO//(A + 5B)cos(0/2) ^
Subterm B of Pt =(+15/8)c// r-3/2cos(0/2)[2OO(A + 5B)]
CALCULATION OF SUBTERM C:
Dx[ nxmxxx+nymyxx) + 
+ Dy ( + nymyyx)
Subterm C can be decomposed in two parts : Dx[ + nymyxx) and
!\ { "xm.n*+nymyyz)·
First part: Dx ( n/n^ + nymyxx)
Dx{ nxmxxx+nymyxx) =
= 3,( nxmm + nymyxx)-nxD( + nymyxx)-
= dx ( + nymy~ ) - n* nr dr ( + «y"V ) =
= dx ( + nymyxx )~nx[nx dx ( nxmxxx + nymyxx) + ny dy ( nxmxxx + nymyxx)]
= dx ( njn^ + nymyxx) - nx2dx ( nxmxxx + nymyxx) - nxnydy ( nxmm + nymyxx) =
= (l - nx2) a, ( nxmxxx + nvmm) - nxnydy ( + nvmyxx) =
= (l-cos2#)ax( n^ + rtym^)-cos<9 sin# 5V( nxmm + nymyxx)^
=>DX( nxmxxx + nymyxx) =
= sin2 Θ dx (cos Θ mxxx + sin Θ myxx) - cos Θ sin Θ dy (cos Θ + sin Θ myxx J
Second part: Dy ( nxmxyx + nymyyx j
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Dy( nxm^+nymm) 
= dy( nxmxyx + nymyyx
= dy ( nxmxyx + nytri^
= d,( n*mxyx + nymyyx
= dy( ^xyx+^myyx
)~n yD{ nxmxyx + nymyyx ) =
)-nynrdr(nxmxyx+nymyyx) 





= (\-ny2)dy( n,+ nymm)-nynxdx( ηχτη^ + nymm)- 
= (l - sin2 Θ) dy ( + nym>yx) - sin Θ cos Θ dx ( njn^ + ηγηι^) =>
=>Dy( nxm3VIC + nymy)a) =
= cos2 Θ dy (cos Θ m^ + sin Orn^ j - sin Θ cos Θ dx (cos Θ m^ + sin θηι^)
The explicit calculation of each part can now be performed.
First part:
Dx( nxm*a+nymyxx) =
= sin2<9dx( cosOm^ + sin# w^j-cos# sin2 0dy( cos Θ + sin Θ )
First, these sums will be calculated: 
sum 1: (cos^w^ +sm9myxx j
sum 2: (cosOm^ + sin 6^ ^
Calculation of sum 1: (cos Om^ )
cos θηι^ +sin θηινχχ =
cos Θ ■ (+15/4)cr'l/2 [25// (A + 5B) cos(5# / 2) - (1 OOA/l+149A// + 249B//)cos(0 / 2)] + 
+ sin Θ · (15/4)c [25// (A + 5B) sin(5<9 / 2) - (1 00A1 + 49A// - 25 lB//)sin(0 / 2)] =
= (+15/4) c r'l/2<
25//(A + 5B)[cos<9cos(5/9/2) + sin#sin(5#/2)] - 
-(100 A/l+149A// + 249B//) cos £cos(<9 / 2) - 
-(1 OOA/t + 49A// - 251B//)sin#sin(<9/2)
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= (+15/4) c Γ1/2<
25//(A + 5B)cos(30/2)- 
_Ί00ΑΑ+49Α// -25IB//' 
v + 100A// + 500B//y
cos(9cos(#/2)-
-(1 OOA/l + 49A// - 25 IB//) sin Θ sin(f? / 2)
= (+15/4) c r"1/2<
25//(A + 5B)cos(3£/2)- 
-(100Azl+49A//-251B//)[cos6,cos(6,/2) + sin 
-(l00A// + 500B//)cos<9cos(6//2)
6^ sin(<9 / 2)] — >
= (+15/4) c r'1/2 ·
= (+15/4) c r"1/2
25//(A + 5B)cos(3<9/2)- 
- (100 A/L+49A// - 2 51B//) cos(0 / 2) -
-lOO//(A + 5B)cos6»cos(0/2)
25//(A + 5B)(cos(30/2)-4cos#cos(#/2))- 
-(100A/1+49A// - 25 lB//)cos(0 / 2)
( but since: cos^36l/--= -l+ 2Cos6>, as already shown while simplifying
cos(#/2)
= (+15/4) c r'l/2
foxy
dy
^25//(A + 5B)cos(6,/2)(-l+2cos#-4cos6,)-j 
I - (l 00A2+49A// - 251B//) cos(0/ 2)
the result for sum 1 is:
cos Θ m^ + sin Θ myxx = (15/4) c r'I/2 cos(<9/2)
i25/z(A + 5B)(-l-2cos0)- 
{-(100AA+49A//-251B//)
Calculation of sum 2: (cos^w^ + sin] 
Now, sum 2, icosf/m^ + sin ^):
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[cos0mxyx+smemyyx) =
= cos Θ · (+15/4)c// r'1/2 [25 (A + 5B) sin(5£ / 2) - (49A + 249B)sin(0 / 2)] + 
+sin Θ ■ (-15/4)c// [25 (A + 5B) cos(56> / 2) + (51A+25 lB)cos(0 / 2)] =
= (+15/4)c//r-1/2
25 (A + 5B)[sin(5# / 2) cos Θ - cos(5<9 / 2) sin 0] 





25 (A + 5B) sin(30 / 2) -
-(49A + 249B) [cos itein^ / 2) + sin #cos(# / 2)] 
- (2A+2B) sin #cos(f? / 2)
= (+15/4)c//r’1/2<
25 (A + 5B)sin(3#/2) - 
-(49A + 249B) sin(36* / 2) -
-2 (A+B) sin 6cos(6 / 2)
= (+15/4)c/2r'1/2
f-(24A + 124B)sin(30/2)- 
j-2 (A+B) sin <9cos(# / 2)
= (-15/4)c//r‘1/2
f(24A + 124B)sin(3£/2) +
[+2 (A+B) x 2 sin(# / 2)cos(£ / 2)cos(£ / 2)
(given that: lin^/2) = 1 + 2 cos <9 ) 
sin(6'/2)
the result for sum 2: {cosGm^ + sin<9m Ϊ is:
+ sin 0mm) = (-15/4 )c// r'l/2 sin(<9 / 2)
I (24A + 124B)(l + 2cos0) + 
|+4(A+B)cos2((9/2)
In order to assist estimate Subterm C of Pv, the partial derivatives of sum 1 and 
sum 2 with respect to x and y will first be calculated.
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(+15/4) c r'12 cos(0/2) 
(+15/4) c r'1/2cos(0/2)
r d6
25//(A + 5B)(-l-2cos0)- 
-(100A/1+49A// - 25 IB//)
25//(A + 5B)(-l-2cos0)~ 
-(100ΑΛ+49Α//-251Β//)
= (-15/8) c r'3/2 cos$cos(0/2)
,f 1Λ




25//(A + 5B)(-l-2cos0)- 
-(100A/1+49A// - 25 IB//)





= (-15/8) c r cos Θ cos(/9 / 2)
25//(A + 5B)(-l-2cos0)-' 
-(100A/1+49A// - 25 IB//)
(15/8) c r'3/2sin#·
-sin(0/2)




= (-15/8) c r ■3/2
25/z(A + 5B)(-l-2cos0)- 
-(100A/1+49A/2 - 25 IB//)
+ lOO//(A + 5B)sin20cos(0/2)
[cos<9cos(0/2)-sin<9sin(0/2)] +
= (-15/8) c r ■3/2
Ϊ 25μ(Α + 5B)(-1 -2cos0)-
cos(30/2) +
-(100A/L+49A/2 - 25 IB//)
+ 100//(A + 5B)sin2 0cos(0/2)
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. ,, . cos(3#/2) η .
(taking into account that------------- = -l + 2cos# )
cos(#/2)
= (-15/8) c r'3/2
25//(A + 5B)(-l-2cos#)-
(-1+2 cos#) +
cos(#/2)< -(100A/1+49A// - 25 IB//)
+100//(A + 5B)sin2#
= (-15/8) c r'3/2 cos(# / 2)
(25/z(A + 5B)[(-l -2cos#)(-l+2 cos#) + 4sin2 
[-(100A/1+49A// -251B//)(-l+2 cos#)
= (-15/8) c r"3/2 cos(# / 2)
25//(A + 5B)(l-4cos2 # + 4sin2 #)-
< ' >
- (100A/1+49A// - 25 IB//) (-1-+2 cos #)
- (-15/8) c r'3/2 cos(# / 2)
(25//(A + 5B)(l-4cos(2#))- 
-(100A;t+49A//-251B//)(-l+2cos#)J
fa (cos0mxxx+sm0myja) =
(l 00A/1+74A// -126B//)- 
-2 (100 ΑΛ+49 A// - 25 IB//) cos 0 - 
-100//(A + 5B)cos(2#)
(-15/8) c r'J/2cos(#/2)
Partial derivative of sum 1 with respect to v
d
dy
(cos # + sin # )
= sin θ -fr (cos 10 + sin 0 ) +
d
cos# 5





(+15/4) c r‘1/2 cos(#/2) 
(+15/4) c r'l/2 cos(#/2)
25//(A + 5B)(-l-2cos#)- 
-(100A/1+49A//-251B//)
25//(A + 5B)(-l-2cos#)- 
-(100 A/l+49 A// - 25 IB//)
> +
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= (-15/8) c r'32 sin6*cos(6,/2)




25//(A + 5B)(-l-2cos#)~ 
-(100ΑΛ+49Α//-251Β//)
25//(A + 5B)(-l-2cos0)- 




= (-15/8) c r‘3/2 sin#cos(#/2)
+(+15/8) c r'3/2 cos Θ
25//(A + 5B)(-l-2cos0)- 
-(100ΑΛ+49Α//-251Β//)
25//(A + 5B)(-l-2cos6>)- 
-(1OOA/1+49A// - 25 IB//) 
+ 100//(A + 5B)sin<9cos(#/2)
-sin(0/2) +
=(-15/8) cf •3/2
25//(A + 5B)(-l-2cos#)- 
-(100ΑΛ+49Α//-251Β//)
-100// (A + 5B) cos Θ sin Θ cos(<9 / 2)
[sin0cos(#/ 2) + cos#sin(6,/2)]-
=(-15/8) cr ■3/2
25//(A + 5B)(-l-2cos<9)- 
-(100ΑΛ+49Α//-251Β//)
-100//(A + 5B)cos(9sin 0cos(<9 / 2)
sin(3<9/2)-
(since s*n(^/2) = l + 2cos<9 and sin6) = 2sin(<9/2)cos(<9/2)) 
sin(#/2)





=(-15/8) c r'3/2 sin(0 / 2)
25//(A + 5B)[(-1-2cos0)(1 + 2cos0)-8cos0cos2(£/2)]- 
-(100ΑΛ+49Α//-251B//)(1 + 2cos0)
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=(-15/8)cr'3/2 sin(0 / 2)
25//(Α + 5Β)Γ(-1 -4cos0-4cos2 0-8cos0cos2(0/2)) 
< L
- (l 00A/1+49A// - 25 IB//) (l + 2 cos 0)
>
The representation (-l-4cos0-4cos20-8cos0cos2(0/2)] can be simplified 
into:
-1-4 cos 0 - 4cos2 0-8 cos 0 cos2 (0 / 2) =
, . n . 1 + cos(20) l + cos0
2 2
= -1 - 4 cos 0 - 2 - 2 cos(20) - 4 cos 0 - 4 cos2 0 = 
= -3 - 8 cos 0 - 2 cos(20) - 4 =
= -5 - 8 cos 0-4 cos(20)
so
(-15/8)cr'3/2sin(0/2)
25 μ (A + 5B) (-5 - 8 cos 0 - 4 cos(20)) - 
-(l 00A/1+49A// - 25 IB//) (1 + 2 cos 0)
= (-15/8)cr‘3/2 sin(0 / 2)
-125//( A + 5B) - (100A/1+49A// - 25 IB//) + 
+[-200//(A + 5B) - 2(100ΑΛ+49Α// - 25 IB//)] 
+ [-lOO//(A + 5B)]cos(20)
cos 0 +
(cos 0 ///^ + sin 0 ) =
= (+15/8)cr'3/2 sin(0/2)
(100A/1+174A// + 374B//) +
+ (2OOAA+298A// + 498B//)cos0 + 
+lOO//(A + 5B)cos(20)
Partial derivative of sum 2 with respect to x
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Λ—(cos θ + sin ) =
= C°S ^ ^ (C°S ^ +Smem^)~^^o(C°s9m^ +sinemm) =
a & cost/ —
dr
(-15/4)c/tr"1,2sin(0/2)<
(24A + 124B)(l + 2cos0)+j 
+4(A+B)cos2(0/2)
sin0 d
(-15/4)c// r1/2 sin(6> / 2) <
(24A + 124B)(1 + 2cos0) +j
r 00 +4 (A+B) cos2 (0/ 2)
cos Θ ■ (+15/8)c/v r"3/2 sin(6* / 2)
J(24A + 124B)(l + 2cos<9) + 
j+4 (A+B) cos2 (0/2)
sin Θ , * r- 1 Λ\ -1/2--------(-15/4)c//r 1/2
1 f(24A + 124B)(l + 2cos0)+ 
— cos(0/2)(








= (+15/8)c// r"3/2 cos 0 sin(0 / 2)




J(24A + 124B)(l + 2cos0) + 
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(24A + 124B)(l + 2cos£) +
+4 (A+B) cos2 (0/2)
[cos Θ sin((9 / 2) + sin Θ cos(<9 / 2)] +
= (+15/8)c//r'3/2-
+sin6)sin(#/2)
|-4 sin θ(24A +124B)- 
j-8 (A+B) cos(<9 / 2) sin(# / 2)
(8cos(#/2)sin(#/2) = 4 sin#)
= (+15/8)c//r ■3/2
f(24A + 124B)(l + 2cos£)+]
>sin(3<9/2)-
+4 (A+B) cos2 (0/ 2)
-4 sin2 #sin(#/2) j(24A + 124B) + (A+B)}
| (24A +124B) (1 + 2cos (9) + 
|+4 (A+B) cos2 (Θ / 2)
(l + 2cosf?)-
= (+1 5/8)c/2 r"3/2 sin(# / 2) ■
-4 sin2 #j(24A + 124B) + (A+B)j
= (+1 5/8)c/2 r'3/2 sin(# / 2)
+(24A + 124B) (l + 2cos6*) -4sin2 Θ 
4 (A+B) [cos2(£/2)(l + 2 cos Θ) - sin2 Θ]+■
Some simplifications can be performed:
(l + 2cos6*)2 -4sin2<9 =
= l + 4cos<9 + 4cos2#-4(l-cos2#) = 
= -3 + 4cos Θ + 8cos2<9 -
= -3 + 4cosfl + 81+cosO^) =
2
= 1 + 4cos<9 + 4cos(2$)
and
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cos2(#/2)(l + 2 cos#)-sin2 Θ =
l + cos#,, . l-cos(2$)
=-----------(1 + 2 cos Θ)----------——- =
= — (l + 2 cos Θ + cos Θ + 2 cos2 Θ-Χ + cos(20) j =
= ^3 cos Θ + 2 cos2 Θ + cos(2$) j =
= ^3 cos Θ + %1 + co^2^ + cos(2fl)j =
= ^- (l + 3 cos <9 + 2 cos(2#))
After these simplifications:
(+15/8)c// r'3/2 sin(<9 / 2)
(24 A + 124B)(1 + 4cos# + 4cos(2 Θ)) +
1
+4(A+B) -(1+3 cos0 + 2cos(2f?))
= (+15/8)c//r"3/2sin(6,/2)
f(24A + 124B)(1 + 4cos0 + 4cos(20)) 
|^+2 (A+B) (1 +3 cos Θ + 2cos(2#))
(24A + 124B) + 2 (A+B) +
= (+15/8)c// r‘3/2 sin(0 / 2) + [4 (24A +124B) + 6 (A+B)] cos6>






(26A + 126B) +
+ (lO2A + 5O2B)cos0 + 
+ (100A + 500B)cos(2£)
Partial derivative of sum 2 with respect to v
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I cos 0 + sin 9myyx j =
- sin0 J-(cos0+ sin9mm) + (cosΘ+ sin6myyx) =




(24A +124B) (1 + 2cos Θ) +1 
(-15/4)c//r'1/2sin(0/2)(v 
y ’ μ [+4 (A+B) cos2 (0/2)
i(24A + 124B)(l + 2cos0) + | 
(-15/4)c//r'l/2sin(0/2)<+
71 +4 (A+B) cos2 (0 / 2)
> +
= sin Θ ■ (+15/8)c/2 r'3/2 sin(0 / 2) (
((24A + 124B)(l + 2cos0) +
(+4 (A+B) cos2 (0 / 2)
COS Θ , - - r 11.+--------(-15/4)c//r ■1/2
Ic„s(,/2)j(24A + 124B)(1 + 2COSi')+! +
2 +4 (A+B) cos2 (0/ 2)
+ sin(0/2)
(24A + 124B)(-2sin0) +
+4 (A+B) 2cos(0 / 2) (- sin(0 / 2)) ~
= (+15/8)c// r'3/2 sin0sin(0/2)
i (24A + 124B)(l + 2cos θ) + 
I+4 (A+B) cos2 (0/2)
+
cos(0/2)
j(24A + 124B)(l + 2cos0) + 
|+4 (A+B) cos2 (0/2)
+
+(-15/8)c//r'3,2cos0-
-4(24A + 124B)sin0- 
+sin(0/2) V '
I -8 (A+B) cos(0 / 2) sin(0 / 2)
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(+15/8)c// r'3/2




\ . . >cos0sin(0/2)
[-8(A+B)cos(0/2)sin(0/2)|
(+15/8)c//r'3/2
f(24A + 124B)(l + 2cos0) + 
|+4 (A+B) cos2 (0/2)
-cos(30/2)] +




f(24A + 124B)(l + 2cos0)+]
'-cos(30/2)] +
(+4(A+B)cos2(0/2)
+4 cos Θ sin Θ sin(0 / 2) {(24A +124B) + (A+B))
co s(30/2)
(because----- -------- - = -l + 2cos0 )
v cos(0/2)




+8cos0sin2(0/2){(24A + 124B) + (A+B)}
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= (+15/8)cμ r~3 cos(#/2)
= (+15/8) c μ r'3 cos(θ12)
+4 (A+B) |^cosl 2 {Θ / 2) (1 - 2cos <9) + 2 cos Θ sin2 (Θ / 2) J
(24A +124B) [l - 4 cos2 Θ + 8 cos Θ sin2 (<9 / 2) J +
+4 (A+B) |^cos2 (β 12) — 2cos#cos2 {Θ / 2) + 2 cos <9 sin2 ((9 / 2) J
(24A + 124B)^(l + 2cos<9)(l-2cos#) + 8cos#sin2(<9/2)
= (+15/8)c// r'3/2 cos (Θ / 2)
(24A + 124B)
, .l + cos(2 Θ) „ „l-cos<9 
1-4----------—- + 8cos#----------- +
+4(A+B) l + cos<9 _ „l + cos# _ „l-cos# --------------2cos#--------------h2cos6'------------
= (+15/8)ομ r cos(# / 2)
(24A +124B) [l-2-2cos(2#) + 4 cos Θ - 4 cos2 Θ J +
+4 (A+B)^l + cos# - 2cos# - 2 cos2 # + 2 cos Θ -2 cos2 <9 j
= (+15/8)c//r cos(#/2)
(24A + 124B) -1 + 4 cos Θ - 2cos(2<9) - 4 1 + cos(2#) +
+4(A+B)i l + cosff-4—Cos^^
2
= (+15/8)c^ r_3 ~ cos(# / 2)
(24A +124B) [-3 + 4 cos Θ - 4cos(2#)] 
+4 (A+B ) 1 + cos # - 2cos(2#)]
+
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= (+1 5/8)c/7 r"32 cos(9 / 2) < +
+
3(24A + 124B)-2(A+B) +
[4(24A + 124B) + 2(A+B)]cos0 + 
[4(24A + 124B) + 4(A+B)]cos(2£)
dy
(cos Θ + sin dm>yx) =
= (+15/8)c//r"32cos(0/2)·
-(74A + 374B) +
+ (98A + 498B)cos# - 
-100 (A + 5B)cos(2$)
-
With the calculation of these 4 expressions, i.e. the partrial derivatives of 
sum 1 and sum 2 with respect to x and y, the estimation of Subterm C of Pv is 
now feasible.
Subterm C of Px:
Dx ( «Axo + nymyxx ) + Dy ( + nymyyX ) =
= sin2 edAcosOm^ +ύηθsin2 edy(cos9+ sin6>wTO] + 
+ cos20 <3y (cos#m^ -rsin^^-sin^ccst? dx [cosOm^ + sm6myyx j =
= sin2 <9 - (-15/8) c r'3/2 cos(<9/2)<
(l 00A2+74A// - 126B//) - 
-2 (100A/1+49A// - 25 ΙΒμ) cos Θ
-100//(A + 5B)cos(2<9)
— cos9 sin#· (+15/8)cr-3/2sin(£/2)
(100A/1+174A// + 374Βμ) +
+ (200AA+298A/r + 498B//)cos# + 
+ 100/;(A + 5B)cos(2#)
+
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+cos2 ^·(+15/8)c/yrv2 cos(<9/2)<
-(74A + 374B) + 
+(98A + 498B)cos<9- 
-100(A + 5B)cos(2£)
- sin Θ cos Θ ■ (+15/8) c μ r'3/2 sin(6* 12)
(26A + 126B) +
+(102A + 502B)cosf? + 
+ (100A + 500B) cos(2<9)
(+15/8) c r'3/2 cos(# / 2)
[-(100A2+74A// -126Βμ)ύη2 θ - (74A + 374B)//cos2 θ] +
+ [2(l00A2+49A/u -25 lB//)sin2 ^ + (98A + 498B)//cos2 tfjcostf- 
+ [ΐ00μ(Α + 5B)sin2 6>-100μ(Α + 5B)cos2 tf]cos(20)
-(+15/8)cr'3/2 sin6,cos6)sin(6)/2)
[(100A2+174A// + 374B//) + (26A + 126B) μ] + 
[(200ΑΛ+298Α// + 498Βμ) + (l 02A + 502B) μ] cos6>- 
[lOO/;(A + 5B) + lOO//(A + 5B)]cos(20)
For practical reasons, the penultimate set of brackets is called term (i) and the last one 
term (ii).
Term (i) is:
> The term in the first line:
-100 Αλ sin2 Θ+Αμ [-74 cos2 Θ - 74 sin2 0] + Βμ [-374 cos2 θ +126 sin2 0] = 
= -100 A/tsin20-74Ayu + B// [-248 cos2 0-126 cos2 0 + 126 sin2 0] =
= -100AAsin2 θ-Ί\Αμ + Βμ -2481 + C0S*2^ _126cos(20) =
= -100A/L sin2 θ- ΊΑΑμ + Βμ [-124 -124cos(20) -126cos(20)] =
= -1 OOA/t sin2 θ-ΊΑΑμ + B//[-124 - 25Ocos(20)]
The term in the second line (multiplied by cos0):
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2 (100A/L+49A// - 251Βμ) sin2 6» + (98Α + 498Β) μ cos2 θ =
= 200Αλ sin2 θ + A//(98cos2 θ + 98sin2 θ) + Βμ[498cos2 θ - 502sin2 θ\ = 
= 200AT.sin2 0 + 98Αμ + Βμ^498οο$2 6»-498sin2 #-4sin2 #] =
= 200Αλ sin2 (9 + 98 A//+ Βμ 498cos(2(9) - 41~cos(26>)
= 200Αλ sin2 Θ + 98 Αμ + Βμ [-2 + 500005(26»)]
> The third line (multiplied by cos(20)):
100μ(Α + 5B)sin2 θ -100// (A + 5B)cos2 Θ = 
= -100μ(Α + 5B)cos(2(9)
The full form of term (i) is:
(+15/8) c r~3/2 cos(# / 2) <
-[l OOAAsin2 θ + 74Αμ + Βμ(124 + 25Ocos(20))] 
+^200Αλ sin2 θ + 98Αμ + (-2 + 500cos(26»)) Βμ] 
+ [-lOO//(A + 5B)cos(20)]cos(20)
+
cos(? + ■
The same procedure is followed for term (ii).
Term (ii) is:
-(+15/8)cr12 sin Θ cos Θ sin(<9 / 2) ■
'[(ΐ00ΑΤ+174Αμ + 374Βμ) + (26Α + 126Β)μ] 
+ [(200ΑΑ+298Αμ + 498Βμ) + (l 02A + 502B) 
+ [ΐ00μ(Α + 5B) + 100μ(Α + 5B)]cos(2$)
μ] cos#
and can be written as:
> The term in the first line:
(1 OOA/l+174Αμ + 374Βμ) + (26A +126B) μ = 
= 100ΑΛ+200Αμ + 500Βμ
> The term in the second line (multiplied by cos0):
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(200A/1+298A// + 498Βμ) + (102A + 502B) μ = 
= 200Α/1+400Αμ +1ΟΟΟΒμ
> The third line (multiplied by cos(20)):
100//(A + 5B) + 100//(A + 5B) =
= 200μ(Α + 5Β)
The full form of term (ii) is:
(+15/8)cr'3/2 sin Θ cos Θ sin(<9 / 2)
(ΐ00Α/1+200Αμ + 500Βμ) + 
+(200Αλ+400Αμ +1 ΟΟΟΒμ) cos Θ + 
+[200//(A + 5B)]cos(2^)
= -(+15/8)cr ■ 2 sin(<9 / 2) cos(# / 2) x cos 9 sin(<9 / 2)
(100ΑΤ+2ΟΟΑμ + 500B/i) +
+ (200A2+400A/i +1 ΟΟΟΒμ) cos Θ - 
+ [200μ(Α + 5B)]cos(2$)
= -(+15/8)cr"3/2 · 2 sin2(Θ / 2)cos(Θ/ 2) cosΘ
(\00Αλ+200Αμ + 500Βμ) + 
+(200A/l+400A// + 1000B//)cos# + 
[2OO//(A + 5B)]cos(20)+
The full Subterm C of P* is the sum of term (i) and term (ii):
(+15/8) c r'3/2 cos(0/2)
- [l 00 Αλ sin2 θ + ΊΑΑμ + Βμ (124 + 250cos(2£))] +
+ [^200A/Lsin2 # + 98A/i + (-2 + 500cos(2#))B//Jcos# 
+[-100μ( A + 5B) cos(2<9)] cos(20)
+
-(+15/8)cr'3/2 · 2 sin2(Θ/ 2) cos(9 / 2) cosΘ
(l 00ΑΛ+200Α// + 500Βμ) +
+ (200A/l+400A// + 1000B/^)cos# + > = 
+ [200//(A + 5B)]cos(2£)
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-[l ΟΟΑΛ sin2 θ + 1ΑΑμ + Βμ(124 + 250cos(26>))] - 
-2 sin2 {θ / 2) cos θ (100ΑΛ+200Α// + 500B//) +
=(+15/8) c r'3 2 cos(0/2)< + 1
[200AA sin2 Θ + 98 A// + (-2 + 500cos(2£)) B//] 
-2 sin2 {Θ / 2) cos 0 [200ΑΛ, + 400A// +1 ΟΟΟΒμ]
>cos<9 +
+(
[-100//(A + 5B)cos(26*)] - 
-2sin2(#/2)cos#^200//(A + 5B)]
>cos(2$)
The term enclosed in the first brackets,
-[l OOA/lsin2 θ + ΊΑΑμ + B//(l 24 + 250cos(2<9))] - 
-2sin2(6»/2)cos£(100A/l+200A// + 500B//)
is further simplified this way:
100A/l[^-sin2#-2sin2(<9/2)cosf?] = 
= 100A/1
l-cos(2(9) -l-cos6> _ --------- —--2-----------cosy
= 100 Αλ 
= 1OOAA
--^■ + icos(26>)-cos0 + cos2 Θ
11 .... „ l + cos(20)
--------h—cos(26i)-cos6,h----------------------
2 2 2
= 100 A/l + icos(20) - cos Θ + j + ^cos(2$)
+—cos(26,)-cos# + — cos(20)= 100 A/l 
= 100Αλ [-cos/9 + cos(2/9)]
and
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A/i[-74-400sin2(#/2)cos#[] =
= Αμ -74 - 4001 ~ cos #
= Αμ [-74 - 200cos# + 200 cos2 #] =
= A/ - ^^.,,nnl + COS(2^)-74-200cos# + 200-
= Αμ [26 - 200 cos # +100 cos(2#)]
and
Βμ [-(124 + 250cos(2#)) -1000 sin2 (# / 2) cos #] = 
= Βμ - (124 + 2 50cos(2#)) -1000cos #
Βμ[-(124 + 250cos(2#)) - 500cos # + 500cos2 #] =
l + cos(2#)
: Βμ -124 - 250cos(2#) - 500 cos # + 500-
= B//[-124- 250ces(20)'-5OOcos6» + 25O+ 250ces^]: 
B//[l26-500cos#]
Similarly, the term enclosed in the second brackets, multiplied by cosΘ, 
[200Αλ sin2 # + 9%Αμ + (-2 + 500cos(2#)) Βμ] -
-2 sin2 (# / 2) cos # [200AA + 400Αμ +1000Bμ] 
becomes, bearing in mind that:
2 sin2 (<9/2) cos# = 2-—C0S^ cos# = cos#-cos2 # = cos# - ^ + cos(^^)
2 2
= cos# ■— ~cos(2#)= -^ (-1 + 2 cos # - cos(2#)),
then,
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Αλ 
= Αλ
200sin2 θ - 200—(—1 + 2 cosθ - cos(2θ))
2001~C0S(2^ +100 - 200 cos θ +100cos(20)





Αμ 98-4Oo|(-l + 2cos0-cos(20))
= Αμ [98 + 200 - 400 cos θ + 200 cos(20)] = 
= Αμ [298 - 400 cos 0 + 200 cos(20)]
Βμ -2 + 5OOcos(20)-lOOO^-(-l + 2cos0-cos(20))
= B//[-2 + 5OOcos(20) + 500-1 OOOcos Θ + 5OOcos(20)] = 
= Βμ [498 -1000 cos θ +1000 cos(20)]
The term enclosed in the third brackets, multiplied by cos20,
[-lOO/^(A + 5B)cos(20)]-
-2sin2(0/2)cos0[2OO/i(A + 5B)] 
is:
-100μ( A + 5B)cos(20) - 200μ(Α + 5B)|(-1 + 2 cos Θ - cos(20)) =
= -1OO//(A + 5B)cos(20)-1OO//(A + 5B)(-l + 2cos0-cos(20)) =
= -100μ(Α + 5B)[cos(20) + (-1 + 2 cos Θ - cos(20)) J =
= -lOO/i(A + 5B)(-l + 2cos0)
Finally, the overall term, consisting of the three aforementioned brackets is:
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+1 OOA/l [- cos Θ + cos(26*)] +
+Αμ[26 - 200 cos Θ + 100cos(2£)] + 
+B/u[l26-500cos^]
(+15/8) c r'3/2cos(#/2)- +
200A/l(l-cos<9) +
+A//[298 - 400 cos Θ + 200cos(2£)] + 
+Βμ [498 -1000 cos θ +1000 cos(2£)]
cos6* + >
+ [-1OO//(A + 5B)(-1 + 2cos0)]cos(20)
If the terms are grouped with respect to Αλ,Αμ,Βμ , the following expression is 
acquired:
(+15/8) c r'3/2 cos(6*/ 2)
100A/L [- cos Θ + cos(26*) + 2 cos θ (l - cos Θ) ] +
+Αμ
[26 - 200 cos θ +100 cos(26*)] +
+ [298 - 400 cos Θ + 200cos(2#)] cos Θ + 




+ [498 -1000 cos θ +1000 cos(2#)] cos Θ + 
+500(1 -2cos(9)cos(26*)
The brackets multiplying 100A/1 are:
-cos6* + cos(26*) + 2cos#(l -cosf?) =
= -cos# + cos(2#) + 2cos6*-2cos2 Θ =
= -l + cos6*
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the brackets multiplying Αμ are:
[26-200cos6* + 100cos(26>)] +
+ [298-400 cos Θ + 200 cos(2<9)] cos6> +
+ 100(1 -2cos0)cos(2$) =
= 26-200 cos <9+ 100 008(26*) + 
+298cos£-400cos26>+ 200cqs(2#)Tos^ + 
+lOOcos(20)- 200£θ^2θγζόίθ =
= 26+ 98 cos 6*-400 cos2 <9 + 200cos(2$) =
= 26 + 98 cos Θ - 4001 + CO^2^+ 200cos(2£) =
= 26 + 98 cos Θ - 200 - ^D0cos(2^ + ^0©coe(26^ =
= -174 + 98cos6*
and the brackets multiplying B// are:
[126- 500 cos 6*] + [498 -1000 cos θ +1000cos(26*)] cos Θ + 
+500(1 -2cos6*)cos(26*)=
=126-500cos6* + 498cos6*-1000cos2 Θ + !OOQs&s@&yc5s0 + 
+500cos(26*)-H)Qilcos#aJsC25y =
= 126 - 2 cos θ -10001 + co^s(26>) + 500 cos(2£)=
= 126 - 2cos^ - 500 - 5OOces(20T + 5OOcos(20T 
= -374-2cos6*
Finally, Subterm C of Pv in its most compact form becomes:
100A/l(-l + cos#) +
Subterm C of Pv= (+15/8) c r"3/2cos(#/2)· +A//(-174 + 98cos0) + 
+B//(-374-2cos$)
►
CALCULATION OF SUBTERM D: (DJnj) Rt
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(Djnj)Rx=[Dxnx+ Dyny)Rx
Each one of Dxnx,Dyny will be estimated separately.
Dx"x = dx(nx)-nxD(nx) = dx(nx)-nxnrdr (nx) =
= ("x ) - «X [”x5x («X ) + «Α K )] =
= dx{nx)~ nx2dx {nx)~ nxnydy (nx) =
= (l “«x2 )dx («χ) ~ nxnydy (nx) =
= (l -cos2#)^ (cos#) - cos# sin 0dy (cos #) =>
=> Dxnx = sin2# <9.(.(cos#)-cos#sin#5:>,(cos#)
The derivatives <9,(cos#), dy (cos#) should be estimated in order to continue.
d (cos#) = cos#—(cos#)(cos#) ■ 
xV ’ dr ' r d6y ’
. sin#, . , sin2#
= 0---------(-sin#) =---------
r r
#x(cos#) = sin2 #
and
a i n\ . Λ d , cos# d ,dy (cos#) = sin #—(cos#) +-------—(cos#):
n cos#, . , cos#sin#= 0 +------- (-sin#)------------------ =>
r r
dy( cos#) = - cos# sin#
Consequently,
Dxnx - shr #2 „ sin2 # -cos#sin# cos#sin#
sin4# | cos2#sin2#
sin2# / . 2 2
-------- (sin- # + cos“#):
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In the same manner,
Dyny = dy (ny ) ~ nMny ) = dy(ny)~ nynrdr (*y ) =
= dy (ny) -ny \nxdx (ny) + nydy (ny)] =
= dy{ny)-nynA(ny)-ny2dy(*y) =
= {l-ny2)dy{ny)-nynxd*{ny) =
= (l-sin2 #)0^( sin^)-sin6>cos6)5;t(sin^)=>
=> Dyny -cos2 Θ 0y(sin#)-sin#cos#0Jt(sin#)
The partial derivatives 0v(sin#), 0v(sin#) will be obtained first.
0 (sin#) = sin#—(sin#) + C°S^—(sin#) = 
yV ’ dr' 2 r 0#v ’




0, (sin^) = cos^|:(sin^)-^^(sin^) =
sin# cos#„ sin#,= 0--------- (cos#) = -
r r
0.v (sin#) = ■
sin# cos#
Therefore, Dvn is:
2„cos2# . Q (-sin#cos#)
a -sin#cos#-Dyny = cos #
cos4# sin2# cos2# =---------+------------------
r
cos2 # (cos2 # +sin2 #):
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=> Dyny =
cos2 Θ
The sum [DjU^ = + Dyny leads to:
(DJnJ) = Dxnx + Dyny =
sin2 Θ cos2 Θ -------- +---------
= -=> 
r
= (Dini) = 7
Eventually, Subterm D of Px takes the form:
( Djnj )R* = ( °χηχ + Dyny) Rv
(da)r,=
R,
Having estimated all Subterms of P^, its full form can be acquired. First, the sum: 
Subterm B+ Subterm C will be calculated.
Then, Pr= -( Subterm B+ Subterm C) + Subterm D.
CALCULATION OF SUM: SUBTERM B+ SUBTERM C 
Subterm B+ Subterm C=
= (+15/ 8)c μ r'3/2 cos(# / 2) x 200 (A + 5B) + ·
1 OOA/t (-1 + cos +
+Αμ (-174 + 98 cos θ) + 
+B//(-374-2cos<9)
+(+15/8) c r"3/2cos(<?/2)
= (+15/8) c r cos(<9/2)
100 Αλ (-1 + cos θ) +
+Αμ (200 -174 + 98 cos#) + 
+B/;(l000-374-2cos£)
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= (+15/8) c r'3/2cos(#/2)
100A/l(-l + cos<9) + 
+A/^(26 + 98cos#) + 
+B//(626-2cos6l)
Subterm B+ Subterm C=
= (+15/8) c r'3/2cos(<9/2)
100A/l(-l + cos6,) + 
+Αμ (26 + 98 cos Θ) + 
+B/^(626-2cos0)
CALCULATION OF SUM: -(SUBTERM B+ SUBTERM C)+ SUBTERM D
Now,
-(Subterm B of Pv + Subterm C of Pv) + Subterm D of Pr
(-15/8) c r'3/2cos(6*/2)
100AA(-l + cos6,) + 
+Αμ (26 + 98 cos Θ) + 
+B//(626-2cos$)
1 +
-(-15/2) c r'1/2cos(#/2)[(13A+63B) μ + (50ΑΛ + 49A// - Βμ)cos θ\ =
=(-15/8) c r‘3/2 cos(6)/2)
1OOA/1(-1 + cos0) + 
+Αμ (26 + 98 cos Θ) + 
+B/i(626-2cos6*)
) +
+ (-15/8)cr-I/2cos(^/2)[4(13A+63B)/i + 4(50A/l + 49A/i-B/y)cos6']
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=(-15/8) c r'3 2cos(#/2)
=(-15/8) c r"3/2 cos(# / 2)
(-1OOAA + 26 A// + 626Βμ) + 4(13 A+63B) μ +
+ [(1ΟΟΑΛ + 98Αμ -2Βμ)+ 4 (50 ΑΛ + 49Αμ - Βμ) J cos θ
-100ΑΛ + Αμ (26 + 52) + Βμ (626 + 252) +
* + [Α/1(ΐ00 + 200) + Αμ(98 + 196) + Βμ(-2-4)]οο8# >_
=(-15/8) c r cos(# / 2)
-100ΑΛ, + 78Αμ + 878Βμ +
' {+ (300ΑΛ + 249Αμ - 6Βμ) cos 0 J
=> -(Subterm Β of Ρχ + Subterm C of Ρχ) + Subterm D of Px =
Γ-100Α/1 + 78Αμ + 878Βμ +
=(-15/8) c r'3/2cos(#/2H , .
[+(3ΟΟΑΛ. + 294Αμ-6Βμ)οο80
It should be reminded that Px also contains the term (μμ** +«>T>X). The full form 
for Px is:
-(η,τ. + nyTyXi +
+(-15/8) c r'3/2 cos(#/2)
ί-ΙΟΟΑΑ + 78Αμ + 678Βμ + 
|+(300A/l + 294Aμ-6Bμ)cos6,
3m„
The product Px —should now be estimated. The component
\ ox ) v
of Px will not be included in this estimation of the product (since this term, after 
being integrated, vanishes for r—>0).





(-15/8) c r'3/2 cos(6* / 2)
(-100Α2 + 78Αμ + 878Βμ +
I +(300A/l + 294Αμ - 6Βμ)οο8 ΘI
)r1/2 cos(<9/2)[(49A-251B)+25(A + 5B)(2cos£+l)] =
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(-1ΟΟΑΛ + 7 8 A// + 878B//)(49A-251B) +
+ (-100A/l + 78A// + 878B//)(25A + 125B) + 
+(-100 Α/ί + 78Αμ + 878Βμ)(50Α + 250B)cos£ + 
+(300AA + 294Αμ - 6B//)(49A-25 lB)cos<9 
+(300A/l + 294A// - 6B//)(25A +125B)cos£ 
+(300A/l + 294Αμ - 6B//)(50A + 250B)cos2 Θ
(-100A/L + 7 8 A// + 878B//)(49A-251B+25A + 125B) + 
+(-100A/l + 78A// + 878B/y)(50A + 250B)cos£ +
+ (300Α/1 + 294Αμ-6Β//)(49Α-251Β+25Α + 125B)cos<9 
+(300A/l + 294A// - 6B//)(50A + 250B)cos2 Θ
=(^)cr-'cos2(^/2)
(-100ΑΛ. + 78A// + 878B//)(74A-126B) +
+ (-100AA + 78A// + 878B//)(50A + 25OB)cos0 + 
+(300A/l + 294Αμ - 6Βμ)(74Α-126B)cos<9 
+(300A/l + 294Αμ - 6B//)(50A + 250B)cos2 Θ
=(~~)c r’1 cos2(<9/2)
(-100Α/1 + 78Αμ + 878Βμ)(74Α-126Β) +
(-100ΑΤ + 78Αμ + 878Βμ)(50Α + 250B) +
+ (300A2 + 294A/i - 6Βμ)(74Α-126Β) 
+(300Α/ί + 294A// - 6Βμ)(50Α + 250B)cos2 Θ
+ cos# +
The product (-100Α/1 + 78Αμ + 878Β//)(74Α-126Β) becomes:
(-100ΑΛ + 78Α// + 678B//)(74A-126B) =
= -7400A1 λ +12600AB/1 + 78 · ΊΑ A1 μ -78-126ΑΒμ +
+ 878 · 74AB// - 878 ■ 126B2// =
= (-7400A2 +12600AB) /l + (5772A2 + (-9828 + 64972)AB -110626B2) μ = 
= (-7400A2 +12600AB) /l + (5772A2 + 55144AB -110626B2) μ
The sum
(-100A/L + 78Αμ + 878Βμ)(50Α + 250B) + 
+ (300AA + 294A//-6B/i)(74A-126B)
becomes:
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(-1 OOA/l + 78A// + 878Βμ)(50Α + 250B) +
+(300AA + 294A// - 6B//)(74A-126B) =
= -5000A2! - 25000ABA + 78 · 50 A2 μ + 78 · 250AB// +
+ 878 · 50ΑΒμ + 878 · 250B2// +
+300 · 74A2 A -300-126AB/1 + 294 · 14 A2 μ -294-126ΑΒμ -
- 6 · 74AB// + 6-126B2// =
= (22200 - 5000) Α2λ + (-25000 - 37800) ΑΒλ +
+(3900 + 21756) A2//+ (19500 + 43900 - 37044 - 444) ΑΒ//+ (219500 + 756) Β2//
= (l7200Α2 -62800AB)/l + (25656A2 + 25912AB + 220256B2)//
and finally (300Α/ί + 294Αμ-6Βμ)(50Α + 250Β) transforms into:
(300AA + 294 Αμ - 6B//)(50A + 250B) =
= 300 - 50A2/l + 300 ■ 250AB/1 + 294 · 50 A2 μ + 294 · 250AB/Z -
- 6 · 50AB// - 6 · 250B2// =
= (l 5000A2 + 75000AB) /l + (14700A2 + 73200AB-1500B2) μ = 
= 15000(A2 +5AB)/l + (l4700A2 +73200AB-1500B2)//




=(+225/32) c r"1 cos2 (Θ/2)·
(-7400A2 +12600AB)/L + (5772A2 + 55144AB -110628B2) μ -
+ [(17200A2 -62800AB)A + (25656A2 +25912AB + 220256B2)// 
[l 5000( A2 + 5B) A + (14700A2 + 73200AB-1500B2) μ] cos2 Θ
cos (9 +
CALCULATION OF P,
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P> = npTpy~npdrmrpy ~ Dp( «r/»w) + (Dj”j) nr"p™rPy =
= npTpy~nPdr™rPy ~ Dp(nrmrpy) + (Ζ)Λ) Rv =
= “ A( nrmrx>) + (Djrij) Rv +
nyTyy ~nydrmryy - Dy{ nrmnx)
= ("xTxy+”yT>y)-(”*drmrxy + nyerniiyy)-[Dx( nrm^)+ Dy( )] + (£,.«,.) R, = 
= («Λ, + %) - ("Am^ + nydxm^) - [Dx ( nxmxx>,) + Dy ( )] + (DJnj) R „ -




+ Dy ( η^+η^)
4-
+ (DJnj)Ry
The process followed for the calculation of Pt will be performed for the 
calculation of Pv, too.
The term (Subterm A’) is ~ rvl.
3u
The product (ηχτ +n τ )—-dT ~ rvl rI/2 rdd~r2 -» 0 for r—> 0.
' · y y ' dx
Consequently, this Subterm does not contribute to the final result.
CALCULATION OF SUBTERM B’: «Α mxxy+nydxmxyy +
+nxdymyxy+nydymyyy
nxdxmxxy + nydxmxyy + nxdymyxy + nydymm =
\ d sin# d
= cos# cos#—-----~Mmxxy + sin#
„ 5 sin# 5 
cos# — /7?--------------
dr w /· a# w
+
r a cos# a +cos# sin0—m^ + ———m)ay + sin#
a cos# asin# — H------------- /m ,a,. >»' ,· do yyy
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2/3 5 = cos #— m
dr
cos#sin# d . n n d sin2# d
- ——3gm^+sm9cose^—raem^ +
d cos2# d . d cos#sin# d
+cos#sin#^/«w + ^^^/ww+sin G—mm + m
5# w
■ +«Amw+«A"^+BAmw
= cos2#—wrrv + sin#cos#
dr 309
'a a cos#sin# " a a
drm™ + drm™_ r
lit v_,a# ^ a#
sin2# 5 cos2# d . 2/1 3------------- H--------------------- w,„, + sin # —
r ## w r d9 ™ dr m
The partial derivatives included in the above expression will be calculated before 
performing the rest of the calculations.
-> Yr = (-15 / 8) c/2 r'3/2 [25 (A + 5B) sin(5# / 2) - (49A + 249B)sin(# / 2)]
-> ^= (+t 5 / δ) c r'3/2 [25// (A + 5B)cos(5# / 2) + (1 OOA/l+51 Αμ - 249B//)cos(# / 2)] 
"Vv = (+15/8) c// r'3/2 [25 (A + 5B) cos(5# / 2) + (51A + 25 IB) cos(# / 2)]
d
—»—a# = (+15/4)c// r'l/2
25(A + 5B)cos(5#/2)|- 
-(49A + 249B)cos(#/2)|
= (+15/8)c// r"1/2 [l 25 (A + 5B) cos(5# / 2) - (49A + 249B) cos(# / 2)]
a—>—ma# 3W = (-15/4)cr'l/2
25//(A + 5B)cos(5#/2)| +
+(1 OOA/t +151 Αμ + 25 lB//)cos(# / 2) i
= (-15/8)cr'1/2
125//(A + 5B)cos(5#/2) +
+(1 OOAi +151 A// + 251 B//)cos(# / 2)
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(-15/4)c Γι/2
-25//(A + 5B)sin(56»/2)|-
-(100 AA + 51 Αμ - 249B//)sin(6>/ 2)|
= (+15/8)cr'l/2 125//(A + 5B)sin(50/2) +
+(100 A/l + 51 A// - 249B//)sin(0 / 2)
-> —a# w
= (-15/4) c// r -1/2
-25(A + 5B)sin(56>/2)|- 
-(51A + 251B)sin(0/2)^
= (+1 5/8)c/2 r‘l/2 [125(A + 5B)sin(5<9/2) + (51A+251 B)sin(0/2)]
->Jr'»w=(+15/*)cr'“
25//(A + 5B)sin(5£/2) +
+(100ΑΛ +151A// + 25 lB//)sin(0/2)
These partial derivatives are substituted in the expression for Subterm B’ 
deducted already.
+«A™ =









cos#sin# ~ a a
> w a^ r _a# a# w'_
sin2# a cos2# a , . 2/3 d
■—Tem^—Tem”+sme^m^
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= cos2# ( — 15/8) c/i r'3,2 [^25 (A + 5B) sin(5# / 2) - (49A + 249B)sin(#/ 2)] +
+sin#cos#
i(+15/8)c r'3'2 [25//(A + 5B)cos(5#/2) + (100AA+51 A//-249B//)cos(#/2)] 
{+(+l5/8) c// xm [25(A + 5B)cos(5#/2) + (51A + 251B)cos(#/2)]
+
cos#sin#
(+15/8)c// r‘l/2 Ί 25 (A + 5B) cos(5# / 2) - (49A + 249B) cos(# / 2)] -
—(— 15/8)c r'1/2
125//(A + 5B)cos(5#/2) +
+(100 A/l +151 Αμ + 25 lB//)cos(# / 2)
sin2#
(+15/8)cr 1/2
125//(A + 5B)sin(5#/2) +
+(100ΑΛ + 5 1A// - 249B//)sin(#/ 2)
+
+-
cos2# (+15/8)c// r'1/2 [l25(A + 5B) sin(5# / 2) + (51A+25 lB)sin(#/ 2)] +
+sin2#-(+15/8)cr ■3/2
25//(A + 5B)sin(5#/ 2) +
+(1 OOA/l +151 Αμ + 25 lB//)sin(# / 2)
= (-15/8) c// r'3/2cos2#[25(A + 5B)sin(5#/2)-(49A + 249B)sin(#/2)]
Ο00ΑΛ+51Α//-249Β// +
+
+(+15/8) c r‘3/2sin#cos# 50// (A + 5B) cos(5# / 2) -
+ 51A// + 251B// 
100ΑΑ+102Λ// + 2Β//
cos(#/2)
-(+15/8)cr"3/2cos#sin# 250//(A + 5B)cos(5#/2) +
-49A//-249B//+ N 
+100AA + 151A// + 251B//y 
100A/1+102A// + 2B//
cos(# /
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-(+15/8)cr'3/2sin2# 125//(A + 5B)sin(50/2) +
+(100 Ai + 51 A// - 249B//)sin(#/2)
+(+15/8)c// r3/2cos20[l25(A + 5B)sin(50/2) + (51A+25lB)sin(6>/2)j +
+(+15/8)cr'3/2sin20
25//(A + 5B)sin(5#/2) +
+(100AA + 151A// + 251B//)sin(#/2)
=(+15/8)c// r3/2cos2<9
[l25(A + 5B)-25(A + 5B)]sin(5<9/2) 
100(A + 5B)
+ [51A+251B+49A+249B] sin(6> / 2) 
100/1 + 5005 = 100( A + 5B)
t
+(15/8)c r'3/2cos θύηθ
[-200// (A + 5 B)] cos(5tf / 2) +




(100ΑΛ + 151Α// + 251Β//- 
[-100 A/l - 51 A// + 249B//
100 Αμ + 500Βμ = 100// (A + 5B)
sin(#/2)
=(+15/8)c// r3/2cos26>[lOO(A + 5B)sin(5^/2) + 100(A + 5B)sin((9/2)J + 
+( +15/8)cr'3/2cos#sin0[-2OO//(A + 5B)cos(5#/2) j + 
+(+15/8)cr3/2sin2<9[-100//(A + 5B)sin(5#/2)+100//(A + 5B)sin(#/2)J
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=(+15/8)c r3/2·
100//(A + 5B)sin(5#/2)[cos26*-sin26*J + 
+//sin(#/2)[l00(A + 5B)cos2£ + 100(A + 5B)sin26*] +
+(-200) μ (A + 5B) cos(56* / 2)sin#cos Θ
=(+15/8)c r3/2·
100// (A + 5B) sin(56* / 2) cos(26*) 




100μ (A + 5B) sin(5# / 2) cos(26*) +
< +100//(A + 5B)sin(6*/2) +
+(-100)// (A + 5B) cos(56» / 2)sin(2£)
V2 J100μ (A + 5B)[sin(5# / 2) cos(26>) - 008(56* / 2)sin(26*)] + 
(+15/8)c r |+100//^A + 5B^sin(6)/2)
K+15/8)cr-i100^A+5B)Sin(i,/2)+U
[+lOO//(A + 5B)sin(0/2)J
=(+15/8)c//r372 [200(A + 5B)sin(0/2)] =>
Subterm B’ of Pv = (+15/8)c//r3/2sin(0/2)[2OO(A + 5B)
CALCULATION OF SUBTERM C’:
A( nxmxxy+nymyxy) +
+ A ( nxmxyy+nymm)
The decomposition of this Subterm in 2 parts gives: Dx{ + nymyxy) and
A( nxm*xy+nymxxy)·
FirSt Part: A( Τ^ν+^''Ln )
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Dx( ”xfnX9+nym)ay) =
= dx ( njn^ + nyniyxy) - nxD{ nxmm + nymyxy,) =
= ( njn„y + nymm) - nx nr dr ( nxm^ + nymyxy,) =
= dx ( nxmxxy + nvmyxy ) ~ «v [ ^ ) + Hy 5y ( + «,/«, „ )
= dx ( n*mxxy + nymyXy ) ~ "*8, ( + ny,myxy ) - ΠχΠγ8 y ( «, + riymyxy ) =
= ('“ nr2 )dx ( nxmxxy + nymyxy ) " + "y™y*y ) =
= (l" cos2 °)d* ( nxm~y + nymyxy) ~ cos Θ sin Θ Sy ( ηχτη^ + nymyxy,) =>
=>£>,( nxmxxy+nymyxy) =
= ύη2θδχ( η^+η^)-cost? sin(95r( ηχη}^+nymyxy) 
Second part: Dy ( «,/»„ + nymm)
Dy( nxmxyy+nymyyy) =
= dy ( n*m*yy + nymyyy)"nyD( n*m*yy + nymm) =
= 8y ( + nymm) - nynr dr ( ηχτη^ + nymm) =
= 8y( + nymm)-ny[nxdx( nxmw + nymyyy) + nydy( «,mw + nymm)]
= dy ( nxmxyy + nymm) - ny nx 8X ( nxmm, + nymm) - ny2 ( nxmm + nymm) =
= (l-ny2)dy( nxmxyy + nymyyy)- ny nx dx ( + nymm) =
= (l - sin2 Θ] dy ( nxm^ + nymm) - sin Θ cos Θ dx ( + ny myyy) =>
Dy | HxΜχγγ + ny^yyy ) ~
= cos2 0dy(nxmxyy + nymyyy) - sin Θ cos Θ dx ( njn^. + nymyyy)
Each part’s explicit calculation follows.
First part:
Dx{ nxmxxy+nymyxy) =
= sin2 θδχ ( nxm^ + nymyxy,) - cos Θ sin 0dy ( nxmxxy + nymyxy)
For practical reasons, the following auxiliary sums will be estimated first.
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sum 1’: (ζοϊ,Θ m^ + ύηθ 
sum 2’ : (cosO+ ύηθ
Calculation of sum 1’: (cos^m^ + sin ^ )
cos 9mrrv +sin 9mvxv =xxy y*y
= cos Θ ■ (+15/4) c μ r'1/2 [25 (A + 5B) sin(50 / 2) - (49A + 249B)sin(<9 / 2)] + 
+sin Θ ■ (-15/4) cμ fm [25 (A + 5B)008(56» / 2) + (51A+25 lB)cos(6> / 2)] =
25 (A + 5B) [cos Θ sin(50 / 2) - sin Θ cos(56* / 2)]
= (+15/4) ζμ r ■1/2 (49A + 249B) cos Θ sin(6> / 2) - 
(51A+251B)sin6»cos(£/2)
= (+15/4) z μ r'1/2<
25(A + 5B)sin(30/2)-
- (49A + 249B) cos Θ sin(£ / 2)
- (49A+249B) sin Θ zos(9 12)- 
-(2A+2B)sin6»cos(6»/2)
= (+15/4) c μ r'1/2<
25(A + 5B)sin(36»/2)-
- (49A + 249B) [cos Θ sin(6» / 2 + sin Θ cos(6» / 2)] 
-(2A+2B) sin (9 cos(6» / 2)
= (+15/4) c// r']/2·
25(A + 5B)sin(36»/2) - 
-(49A + 249B)sin(36»/2) 
-(2A+2B) sin 6»cos(6» / 2)
= (+15/4) c μ Γι/2
= (+15/4) cr'I/2
isin(36»/2)[25A + 125B-49A-249B]| 
j-(2A+2B)sin6»cos(#/2)
|sin(36» / 2) [-24 A -124B] 
j -(2A+2B) · 2 sin(6> / 2) cos(0 / 2) cos(0 / 2)
(by using the identity: sin(36»/2) = sin(6»/2)(l + 2cos6l) )
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= (+15/4) c μ r12 sin(#/2)
(l + 2cos0)[-24A -124B] 
-(2A+2B)-2cos2(6»/2)
= (+15/4) ομ r'l/2 sin(#/2)< 
= (+15/4) c μ r'1/2sin(#/2)<
(-24A -124B) + 2 (-24A -124B) cos Θ -
-(2A+2B)-/1 + C°S<9 
A
(-24A - 124B) - (2A+2B) + 
+[2(-24A-124B)-(2A+2B)] cos6M
= (+15/4) ομ r sin(#/2)
(-26A-126B) +
+[2(-25A—125B)]
= (+15/4) cμ r-|/2sin(^/2)[(-26A-126B)-50(A+5B)cos^]:
the result for sum 1’ is:
cos 0mr„, + sin Θ mvrv =wy y\y
= (+15/4) cyt/ r'1/2sin(^/2)[(-26A-126B)-50(A+5B)cos^]
Calculation of sum 2’: [cos9+ ύηθ
(cos 0171^+ sin 9mm} =
cosΘ· (-15/4) cr'I/2 \25μ(Α + 5B)cos(5£/2) + (1OOA/l + 51 Αμ- 249B//)cos(0 /2)] + 
+ sin#-(-15/4) cr'1/2[25//(A + 5B)sin(56,/2) + (lOOA/l + 151A// + 251B//)sin(0/2)J
= (-15/4) cr'1/2 ■
25//(A + 5B)[cos <9cos(5<9/2) + sin 0sin(50/ 2)] 
+(lOOAzl + 51A//-249B//)cos0cos(0/2) +
+ (1 OOA/l +151 Αμ + 251 Βμ) sin Θ sin(0 / 2)
+
: (-15/4) cr ■1/2
25//(A + 5B)cos(3<9/2) +
+ (1 OOA/l + 5\Κμ - 249B//)cos0cos(0/ 2) +
+
1 OOA/l + 5 \Αμ - 249Βμ + 
+ 100A/2 + 500B//
sin0sin(0/2)
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= (-15/4) cr-1/2
25(u(A + 5B)cos(3^/2) +
+(1 ΟΟΑΛ + 51A/2 - 249B//)cos(<9 / 2) + 
+ (l00A// + 500B//)sin#sin(#/2)
= (-15/4) cr-1/2
= (-15/4) cr"l/2cos(#/2)
25μ(Α + 5B)cos(3#/2) +
+(100 Αλ + 5 ΙΑμ - 249Βμ) cos(<9 / 2) +
+(1 ΟΟΑμ + 500B//) · 2 sin2 (θ / 2) cos(£ / 2) 
(since: cos(3#/2) = cos(#/2)(-l + 2 cos 6*))
25//(A + 5B)(-l + 2cos<9) + 





[25//(A + 5B)(-l + 2cos# + 4-4cos<9)-
[+(100AA + 51A//-249B;«)
= (-15/4) cr'l/2cos(0/2)
f25/2(A + 5B)(3-2cos^) +
+ (l OOAA + 5 ΙΑ// - 249B//)J
the result for sum 2’ is:
cosOm +sm0m =(-15/4) cr /2cos(<9/2)
[25/2(A + 5B)(3-2cos^) + 
[+(100A1 + 51A//-249B/2)|
The next step is to obtain the partial derivatives of sum T and sum 2’ with 
respect to x and y.
Partial derivative of sum T with respect to x
fa (cos0mxxy+sm0myxy) =
n d ( n ■ η \ sin<9 <9 / „ . . \= cos0—(cos0mxxy+sm0 myxy)----——(cos Θ + sin Θ myxy) =
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= cos6>—{(+15/4) ομ r'1/2sin(0/2)[(-26A- 126B)-50(A+5B)cos#]}- 
{(+15/4) cμ r'1/2 sin(0/2)[(-26A - 126B)- 50( A+5B)cos#]J =
3
sin Θ d





= (-15/8) ομ r'3/2cos#sin(<9/2)[(-26A-126B)-50(A+5B)cos#]-
+
-(+15/8) c// r sin#
cos(# / 2) [(-26A -126B) - 50( A+5B) cos #] 
+ sin(#/2)[lOO(A+5B)sin#]
+
= (-15/8) ομν -3/2




= (-15/8) ομ r ■3/2
f[(-26A-126B)-50(A+5B)cos#]sin(3#/2) 
|+100(A+5B)sin2 #sin(#/2)
(since: sin(3#/2) = sin(#/2)(l + 2cos#) )
+
= (-15/8) ο μ r"V2sin(#/2)
[(-26A-126B)-50(A+5B)cos#](l + 2cos#) + 
+ 100(A+5B)sin2 Θ
= (-15/8) c μ r'3/2 sin(# / 2)
(-26A - 126B)(l + 2cos#) + 
+50(A+5B)^-cos#(l + 2cos#) + 2 sin*
but
-cos#(l + 2cos#) + 2sin:# = 
= -cos#-2cos2# + 2sin2# = 
= -cos#-2cos(2#)
thus
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(-15/8) c// r'3/2 sin(6*/2)
(-26A-126B)(l + 2cos<9) + 
+50(A+5B)(-cos6l - 2cos(26'))









or equivalently the partial derivative of sum 1’ with respect to x is:
dx
(cosθηι^ + sin0mw| = (-15/8) cμ r'3/2 sin(#/2)
(-26A -126B) +
+(-l 02A - 502B)cos Θ - 
-lOO(A+5B)cos(20)
Partial derivative of sum 1’ with respect to v
Λ
—(cos0«^+sin0/»iw) =
n d i „ . Λ \ cos# d i n . . \




+“~^~^{(15/4) ζμ r’1/2sin(6>/2)[(—26A —126B) — 50(A+5B)c°s^]j· =
= (-15/8) c μ r'1/2 sin Θ sin(# /2)[(-26A -126B) - 50(A+5B)cos # J +
COS Θ , 1 - , .\
+------- (+15/4) ομ r 72
cos(#/2)|[(-26A-126B)-50(A+5B)cos#] 
+ sin(#/2)[0 + 50(A+5B)sin#]
i
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= (+15/8) c// r-3/2





= (+15/8) c μ r -3/2
[(-26A - 126B) - 50( A+5B)cos# jcos(3#/2) 
+100(A+5B)cos#-2sin2 i?cos(/?/2)
+
= (+15/8) ομ r cos(/?/2)
The factor 2cos#sin2<9 is:
[(-26A-126B)-50(A+5B)cos#](-l + 2 cose) 
+100(A+5B)-2cos#sin2 Θ
\
n A ■ 2 η ο λ1~ COS 0 „ 2/i2 cos 6/ sin o' = 2 cos 0----------- = cos Θ - cosΘ =
= cos
1
Ω l + cos(2$) 1 . 1 ....
<9----------- ---- - =------h cos Θ —cos(2$) =
2 2 2
= — (-1 + 2cos#-cos(2#))
and
(+15/8) c μ r'3/2 cos((9 / 2)
[(-26A - 126B) -5O(A+5B)cos0](-l + 2 COS0) 
+100(A+5B)-2cos#sin2 Θ
4
= (+15/8) c μ r cos(#/2)
= (+15/8) c// r cos(#/2)
[(-26A -126B) - 50( A+5B) cos (-1 + 2 cos 0) + 
-^-100(A+5B)■^(-l-l-2cos#-cos(26,))
-(-26A - 126B) + 2(-26A - 126B)cos£ +
+5O(A+5B)cos0-5O(A+5B)· 2cos2 Θ +
1 +cos(20)
+(-5 0) (A+5B) +100 (A+5 B) cos Θ - 5 0 (A+5B) cos(20)
= (+15/8) c μ r'3/2 cos(# / 2)
26A+126B-50A -250B+
+[-52A - 252B+50( A+5B) +100( A+5B)]costf + 
+(-5O)(A+5B)cos(20) - 50( A+5B)(1 + cos(2 0))
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[-24A -124B - 50( A+5B)] + 
+[50A+100A-52A+250B+500B-252B]costf + 
+[-50(A+5B)-50(A+5B)]cos(2£)
= (+15/8) c μ r'3/2cos(/?/2)·
(-74A-374B) +
+(98 A+498B) cos Θ 
-100(A+5B)cos(2<9)
sum’s 1’ partial derivative with respect to y is:
= (+15/8) ζμ r cos(/?/2)
[cosOm^ + sin/?mw,) = (+15/8) cμ r3/2 cos(/? / 2)
(-74A-374B) +
+(98 A+498B) cos Θ - 
-100 (A+5B) cos(26?)
Partial derivative of sum 2’ with respect to x
fa (cosemxyy + Sm0mm) =
= cos^lcos^+sin^)------ —(cos/? +sm0myyy) =
= COS/?------
dr




i25//(A + 5B)(3-2cos^) + 
{+(100 Αλ + 51 Αμ - 249B//) J
i25//(A + 5B)(3-2cos<9) + 
|+(100A/l + 5 \Κμ - 249B//)j
= (+15/8) cr cos(/?/2)cos/?(
j25//(A + 5B)(3-2cos<9) + 
|+(l00AA + 51A/r-249B//)j
sin/?
(-15/4) cr 1/2 -si„(i?/2,l{25/'(A + 5B>(3-2COSff)+U2 [+(100AA + 51A//-249B//)J 
+ cos(<9 / 2) {25//( A + 5B) (0 + 2 sin θ) + 0}
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= (+15/8) cr'3/2cos(#/2)cos#
25//(A + 5B)(3-2cos#) + 
+ (100ΑΛ + 51Α//-249Β//)
+(-15/8) cr sin<9
-sin(^/2)j25jU(A+5B>(3-2cos<9>+ L
[+(l OOAA + 5 \Αμ - 249B//) J 
+lOO//(A + 5B)cos(#/2)sin0
= (+15/8) cr"3/2 ·
j25//(A + 5B)(3-2cos0)+ | 
{+(1OOAA + 51 Αμ - 249B//) ] ^ 
+100//(A + 5B)sin2 #cos(#/2)
cos Θ cos(# / 2) - sin # sin(# / 2)] I
= (+15/8) cr'3/2·
[25//(A + 5B)(3-2cos0) + ] 
i . )cos(3#/2) +
[+(100A/L + 51A//-249B//)|
+100//(A + 5B)sin2 #cos(0/2)
= (+15/8) cr'3/2cos(#/2)·
i25//(A + 5B)(3-2cos0) + 
|+(1 OOA/l + 5 \Αμ - 249B//) 
+100//(A + 5B)sin2 Θ
(-1 + 2cos#) +
(+15/8) c r'3/2 cos(0 / 2) ·
-25//(A + 5B)(3-2cos#) + 50//(A + 5B)(3-2cos#)cos0- 
-(l 00A2 + 51 Αμ - 249B//) + 2(1 OOAA + 51Αμ- 249B//)cos6> + 
+100//(A + 5B)sin2#
(+15/8) cr‘3/2 cos(#/2)·
-75μ(Α + 5B) - (100A2 + 51 Αμ - 249B//) +
+[50μ(Α + 5Β) + 150μ(Α + 5Β) + 2(ΐ00Α2 + 51Αμ -249B//)]cos# - · 
-lOO//(A + 5B)cos20 + lOO//(A + 5B)sin2 θ
= (+15/8) c r'3/2 cos(# / 2) ·
[lOOA/l + (-75-51) Αμ +(-375+ 249) Βμ] +
+ [200Α/1 + (50 +150 +102) Α// +(250+ 750-498)13//] 
-100//(A + 5B)cos(2$)
cos#- ·
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= (+15/8) c r'3'2 cos(# / 2) <
-(1OOAA +126A// +126B//) +
+ (200AA + 302A// + 502B//)cos# 
-100// (A + 5B) cos(2#)
the partial derivative of sum 2’ with respect to x is:
d
dx
= (+15/8) c r'3/2 cos(0 / 2)
-(100ΑΑ + 126A// + 126B//) + 
+(200AA + 302A// + 502B//) cos Θ ■ 
-100//(A + 5B)cos(26>)
Partial derivative of sum 2’ with respect to v
—(cos Θ + sin Θ mm) =
■ nd t n ■ n \ cos# d i _ . „ \







|25//(A + 5B)(3-2cos#) + 
|+(100AA + 51A// - 249B//)J
|25//(A + 5B)(3-2cos#)+|' 
{+(100ΑΑ + 51 Αμ - 249B//) j
= (+15/8) c r'3/2 sin # cos(# / 2) (
[25//(A + 5B)(3-2cos#) +
[+(100AA + 51A//-249B//)
+
COS @ c r λ\ 1/2+------- (-15/4) cr 1/2
r
,mnA2S^+i^-2cose)+\+
2 [+(100AA + 51A//-249B//)J 
-cos(#/2)[25//(A + 5B)(0 + 2sin#) + 0
50//(A + 5B)sin Θ
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i25//(A + 5B)(3-2cos0) + | sin#cos(0/2) +
(+15/8) cr'3/2- [+(100A/l + 51A//-249B//)j + cos6)sin(#/2)
-100// (A + 5B) sin Θ cos Θ cos(# / 2)
= (+15/8) cr"3/2·
25//(A + 5B)(3-2cos6>) + 
+(1 ΟΟΑ/ί + 5 \Αμ - 249B//)
sin(3#/2)~
-100// (A + 5B) · 2 sin(0 / 2) cos2 (Θ / 2) cos Θ
By using the identities:
sin(36l / 2) = sin(# / 2) (1 + 2 cos 6*)
and
2 cos2 (Θ / 2) cos θ = X cos Θ =
n 2 n n 1 + cos(2$)
= COS Θ + COS Θ - COS θ H---------------- -------- =
2




f2*(A + 3B)(3-2««,) + l _
[+(100AA + 51A//-249B//)JV
-100//(A + 5B)~(l + 2cos# + cos(260)
25//(A + 5B)(3-2cos6,) + 50//(A + 5B)(3-2cos<9)cos<9 +
+ (l 00ΑΛ + 5 \Αμ - 249B//) + 2 (l 00A2 + 51 Αμ - 249B//)cos# - · 
-50//(A + 5B)(l + 2cos6> + cos(260)
= (+15/8)c r‘3/2 sin(# / 2) <
75//(A + 5B)-50//(A + 5B)cos<9 +
+150//(A + 5B)cos6>-100//(A + 5B)cos2<9 +
+ (100A2 + 51 Αμ - 249B//) + 2(100A2 + 5\Αμ-249B//) cosΘ - 
-50//(A + 5 B) (1 + 2cos# + cos(2£))
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= (+15/8)c r sin(0/2)
1 00 Αλ + (75 + 51-50) Αμ + (75 x 5 - 249 - 250) B// + 
200Αλ + (-50 + 150 + 102-100) Αμ +
+ (-250+ 750-498-500) B//
-50//( A + 5B)cos(20) -100// (A + 5B)^^M
+ cos#-
= (+15/8)cr sin(<?/2)
(lOOA2 + 76A//-124B//) +
+ (200AA +102Αμ - 498B//)cosΘ -
-50// (A + 5B)cos(2f?) - 50//( A + 5B) - 50// (A + 5B)cos(2£)
= (+15/8)c r'3/z sin(0/ 2)
[l00AA + (76-50)A// + (-124-250)B//] 
+ (200A2 +102Αμ - 498B//) cos Θ - 
-100//(A + 5B)cos(2f?)
+
= (+15/8)c r'3/2 sin(# / 2) <
(l00A/1 + 26Αμ - 374B//) +
+(200A/1 +102Αμ - 498B//) cos Θ - 
-100//(A + 5B)cos(26>)
the partial derivative of sum 2’ with respect to y is:
(cos Θ + sin Θ mm) = (+15/8)c r 3/2 sin((9 / 2)
(lOOA/l + 26Αμ - 374B//) + 
+(200A/l + 102A//-498B//)cos^- 
-100 μ (A + 5B) cos(20)
Having calculated the partial derivatives of suml’ and sum 2’ with respect to x 
and y, the full form of Subterm C’ of Pv can be reached.
Dx ( n*mxxy + nymyxy ) + Dy ( ) =
sin2 Θ dx ( ηχηι^ + ) - cos Θ sin Θ dy ( njn^ + nymyxy) +
+ cos2 Θ dy ( ηχτη^ + nymyyy) - sin Θ cos θ 3X ( ηχπι^ + nymm) =
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= sin #(-15/8) c // r"3/2sin(#/2)





+ (98A+498B)cos# - 
-100(A+5B)cos(2#)
+
+ cos #(+15/8)cr‘3/z sin(#/2)
-sin#cos# (+15/8) cr'3 cos(#/2)
(1 OOA/l + 26A// - 374B//) +
+ (200A/l + 102A//-498B//)cos# 
-100//(A + 5B)cos(2#)
-(1 OOA/l + 126A// + 126B//) +
+ (200A/l + 302A// + 502B//) cos# - 
-100//(A + 5B)cos(2#)
= (+15/8)c r"3/2 sin(# / 2)
-(-26A - 126B) //sin2 # + (l OOAA + 26A// - 374B//)cos2 # + 
-(-102A -502B)//sin2 # +
+(200ΑΛ +102 A//- 498B//) cos2 #
+ [l00//(A + 5B)sin2 #-100//(A + 5B)cos2#]cos(2#)
cos# +
-(15/8) c r'3 sin # cos # cos(# / 2) + cos# +
(-74A - 374B)μ - (l OOAA +126A// +126B//) +
(98A+498B) μ +
+ (200A/l + 302A// + 502B//)
+ [-100//(A + 5B)-100//(A + 5B)]cos(2#)
To help perform the calculations, the penultimate set of brackets is called term (iV 
and the last one term (iiV.
Term (iV
Each part of term (iV will be simplified separately.
> The representation:
-(-26A- 126B)//sin2 # + (100A/L + 26A//-374B//)cos2 # becomes:
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- (-26A -126B) μ sin2 Θ + (1 ΟΟΑΑ + 26Αμ - 374Βμ) cos2 θ =
= 100A/l cos2 0 + ^26 sin2 6*+ 26 cos2 #)A// + (l26sin2 0-347 cos2 Θ^Βμ = 
= 100AA cos2 0 + 26A// + (l26sin2 0-126cos2 <9-248cos2 θ}Βμ =
= ΙΟΟΑ/Lcos2 θ + 26Αμ + ^-126cos(20) - 2481 + c°s(2g)jB// =
= 100Αλ cos2 Θ + 26Αμ + (-124- 250 cos(20)) Βμ
> the representation:
j^-(-102A-502B)//sin2 0 + (2OOA/l + lO2A//-498B//)cos2<9j becomes:
[- (-102 A - 502B) μ sin2 θ + (200AA +102Αμ - 498Βμ) cos2 θ] =
= 200Αλ cos2 θ + (l 02 sin2 <9 + 102 cos2 θ) Αμ + (502 sin2 Θ - 498 cos2 θ) Βμ = 
= 200A/lcos2 0 + lO2A// + (4sin2 <9 + 498sin2 0-498cos2 Θ^Βμ =
= 200Αλ cos2 θ + \02Αμ + ^Α λ-—-^2θ) - 498 cos(20) j B μ =
= 200A2 cos2 θ +102 Αμ + (2 - 500 cos(20)) B μ
> the representation:
|^100//(A + 5B)sin2 0-lOO//(A + 5B)cos2 becomes:
100//(A + 5B)sin2 Θ - 100μ(Α + 5B)cos2 Θ =
= -100//(A + 5B)cos(20)
Term (iV transforms into:
(+15/8)cr-J/2sin(0/2)
[l 00ΑΑ cos2 Θ + 26 Αμ + (-124- 25Ocos(20))B//J +'
2OOA2cos20 + 1O2A// +
+(2-500cos(2<9))B//
+[-100 μ (A + 5B) cos(20)] cos(20)
COS0-
In the same fashion, term (iiV
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(15/8) c r sin Θ cos Θ cos{6 / 2)
(-74A - 374Β)μ - (100ΑΛ +126 Αμ + 126B/i) 
(98Α+498Β)μ +
+(200Αλ + 302Αμ + 502B//)
[-100//(A + 5Β)-100μ(Α + 5B)]cos(26?)
cos θ π­
ιε:
> Its first factor: (-74A-374B)//-(100AA + 126A// + 126B//) 
becomes:
(-74A - 374B)μ - (l ΟΟΑ/ί + 126Αμ + 126B//) = 
= -(ΙΟΟΑ/Ι + 200A// + 500Βμ)
> Its second factor: (98A+498B)μ + (200Αλ + 302Αμ + 502B//) 
is:
(98A+498B) μ + (200ΑΛ + 302Αμ + 502Β//) - 
= (200A/L + 400Α// +1000Β//)
and finally
> Its third factor: [-100//(A + 5B)-100/u(A + 5B)J takes the form:
-100//(A + 5B)-100//(A + 5B) =
= -200μ(Α + 5Β)
The simplified form of term (iiV is:
(-15/8) c rsin (9 cos # cos(# / 2)
-(ΐ00Α/1 + 200Αμ + 500Βμ) +
+ (200A/1 + 400Αμ +1000B//) cos Θ +
-[-200//(A + 5B)]cos(2<9)
where:
sin Θ cos Θ cos(Θ / 2) = 2 sin(# / 2) cos2 (Θ / 2) cos Θ -
■ „l + COS(9 „ . ,n ,„s yl + COS# n= sin(0 / 2) · 2-----------cos Θ = sin(<9 / 2) · /----- -j— cos Θ-
2 /
= sin(<9 / 2) (cos Θ + cos2 θ) = sin(<9 / 2) i cos Θ + '+ C0S^ ^ *
= sin(6* / 2) (1 + 2 cos Θ + cos(2<9))
• ThP sum of term fiV and term (ii)’ is:
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(+15/8)cr'J/z sin(6*/2)
[l OOAA cos2 Θ + 26 Αμ + (-124-250 cos(20)) B//] -
200AJ. cos2 6* +102A// +_
+ (2 - 500cos(2#)) Βμ
+[-100// (A + 5B) cos(20)] cos(26>)
cos<9- > —
—(15/8) cr‘3/2 •sin(6>/2)^(l + 2cos<9 + cos(261))·
—(l 00A/1 + 200Αμ + 500B//) +
+ (200Αλ + ΑΟΟΑμ +1000B//)cos θ +
+ [-2OO//(A + 5B)]cos(20)
100A2 cos2 Θ + 26 Αμ + (-124- 250 cos(2#)) Βμ +
f o
(+15/8)c r‘3/2 sin(6» / 2)
+
V *■)
(l + 2cos# + cos(20))(-l)(lOOA/l + 2OOA// + 500B//)
200Αλ cos2 θ +102 Αμ + (2 - 500 cos(2(9)) B// +
f i Λ1
+
(l + 2cos6> + cos(2#))(200A2. + ΑΟΟΑμ +1000B//)
cos(2$)
V 2y
100//(A + 5B)cos(2<9) +
cos Θ
\ z/
(1 + 2 cos Θ + cos(2#))(-200) μ (A + 5B)
The first component when simplified becomes:
100Αλ cos2 Θ + 26Αμ + (-124- 250cos(26l))B// +
f \\
(1 + 2 cos Θ + cos(260) (-1) (100ΑΑ + 200Αμ + 500B//) =+
v J
= 100AA cos2 (9 + -^-(l + 2cos0 + cos(26>))
+Αμ
+B//
26 + 200—(l + 2 cos#+ cos(2#)) +
-124 - 250cos(2#) + 500—(1 + 2 cos Θ + cos(2#))
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-1 OOA/l — +—cos(20) + — + cos 0 +—cos(20) 
_ ** 2 2
4-
+Αμ [26 + 100 + 200 cos 0 + 100 cos(20)] + 
+B/^-124-^5iLcesf20y + 25O + 5OOcos0 + 25ikes(^0T] =
= 1OOAA [l + cos 0 + cos(20)] +
+Αμ [126 + 200cos 0 +1 OOcos(20)] + 
+Βμ (126 + 500 cos 0)
The second component (the one multiplied by cos0) when simplified 
becomes:




(l + 2cos0 + cos(20))(2OOA/l + 400Λ// + 1000B//) =
cos20--^-(l + 2cos0 + cos(20)) +
+Αμ [l 02 - 200 (1 + 2 cos 0 + cos(20)) J + 
+B//[2-5OOcos(20)- 500(1 + 2 cos 0 + cos(20))j =
= 200A/1
1 + cos(20) 
2
-—- cos 0 - cos(20) +
+A// [102 - 200 - 400 cos 0 - 200 cos(20)] +
+B/z[2 - 5OOcos(20) - 500 -1 OOOcos0 - 5OOcos(20)] = 
- -200Αλ cos0 +
+A//[-98 - 400 cos 0 - 2OOcos(20)] +
+B μ [-498 -1000 cos 0 -1 OOOcos(20)]
The third component (the one multiplied by cos20) is simplified into the form: 
-lOO/i(A + 5B)cos(20) +
+ί-Γ|(1 + 2cos0 + cos(20))(-2OO)/i(A + 5B) =
v 2)
= -100μ (A + 5B)cos(20) +
+100μ(Α + 5B)(1 + 2cos0 + cos(20)) =
= -100μ (A + 5 B) [- cps(20T +1 + 2 cos 0 + cpstffi) J =
= -1ΟΟμ(Α + 5Β)(1 + 2οο5 0)
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By unifying the three components, the obtained overall form is:
(+15/8)c r'3/2 sin(0 / 2)
+
100 ΑΛ [l + cos 0 + cos(20)] +
+Αμ [126 + 200 cos 0 +100 cos(20)] + 
+B// (126 + 500 cos 0)
-200Αλ cos0 +
+A/i[-98 - 400 cos 6*- 2OOcos(20)] + 
+Bμ [-498 -1000 cos θ -1000 cos(20)] 
[-100μ (A + 5B) (1 + 2 cos 0)] cos(20)
cos0 +
Alternatively, by grouping it in terms of Αλ,Αμ,Βμ\ 
❖ Αλ:
lOOAl[l + cos0 + cos(20)-2cos2 Θ) =
= 100ΑΛ, ^ 1 + cos Θ + cos(20) - / 1 + cx^(2<9) 
= 100ΑΛ cos0
❖ Αμ:




126 +102 cos θ +100 cos(20) - 4001 + cos(2g) - +
+100008(20) + ^OOcos^cos(20y 
- Αμ [l 26 +102 cos θ + - 200 - 2OOc©s(20)' + Π)£οθ5(20Χ] =
= Αμ (-74 + 102 cos Θ)
❖ Βμ:
Βμ
126 + 500 cos θ - 498 cos θ -1000 cos2 θ - +
+500 cos(20) + KKKIcos#co§(20y
=Βμ[ 126 + 2 cos θ -1000 lt.cos(2^) + 500 cos(20)
-B//[l 26 + 2 cos 0 - 500 - =
=B//(-374 + 2cos0)
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Finally, Subterm C’ of P, in its most compact form is:
100 A/l cos Θ +
+(-74 +102 cos θ) Αμ + 
+(-374 + 2cos#)B/y
It should also be reminded that Pv has a component (nr + nr )· This
component’s order of r, after the integration, is greater than zero, which means that 
this term does not contribute to the final result for the ^-Integral.
CALCULATION OF SUBTERM D: (Djnj)Rv 
It has already been shown, while calculating the Subterm D of Pt that the operator
(Djnj) is:
{Djnj ) = Dxnx + Dyny =




In virtue of this, Subterm D' of P is:
R,.
Subterm D’ (Z)/n/)Ry= —
With all 4 Subterms of P} estimated, the full form of Pv can be acquired. First, the 
Subterms B’ and C’ will be summed. Then, P, =-(Subterm B’+Subterm C’)+ 
Subterm D’.
CALCULATION OF SUM: SUBTERM B’+ SUBTERM C’
Subterm B'+ Subterm C’=
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=(+15/8)c μ r3/2sin(<9 / 2) [200 (A + 5B)J- 
100ATcos# +
+(15/8)c r'3 2 sin(# / 2) +(-74 +102 cos θ) Αμ + 
+ (-374 + 2 cos θ)Βμ
- (+15/8)c Γ3/2 sin(# / 2)
= (+15/8)c r"3/2 sin(# / 2)
100 A/l cos (9 +
+(-74 +102 cos Θ + 200) Αμ + 
+(-374 + 2cos6* + 1000)B//
100ATcos# +
+(126 + 102 cos#)A// +
+(626 + 2cos#)B//
100AT cos# +
Subterm B’+ Subterm C’=(+15/8)cr'3/2sin(#/2) +(126 + 102 cos#)A// + 
+(626 + 2cos#)B//
CALCULATION OF SUM: -(SUBTERM B’+ SUBTERM C’)+ SUBTERM D’
Subterm D’ is: —, where Rv is:
r
R v =(-15/2)c r'1/2sin(# / 2) {50A/L + 63 [Αμ + Βμ) + [50ΑΛ + 51 Αμ + Βμ] cos θ}
Then, -(SUBTERM Β’+ SUBTERM C’)+ SUBTERM D’, which is:
(-15/8)cr"3/2sin(#/2) +
100 AT cos (9 +
+ (126 + 102 cos (9) Αμ +
+(626 + 2 cos (9) Βμ
+(-l 5/2)c r‘3/2sin(<9 / 2) {50AT + 63 (.Αμ + Βμ) + [50AT + 5\Αμ + Βμ] cos<9} =
4 · 50ΑΤ + (126 + 4 · 63) Αμ + (626 + 4 · 63) Βμ +
+[(100 + 4-50)A/1 + (102 + 4-51)A// + (2 + 4)B//]cos<9
j200AT + 31% Αμ + 878Βμ + 
j+(300AT + 306A// + 6B//)cos<9
= (-15/8)c r'3/2 sin(# / 2) 
= (-15/8)c r'3/2 sin(# / 2) \
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-(Subterm B’ of Pv+ Subterm C’ of Pv) + Subterm D’ of Pv
(200A2 + 378A// + 878B// + 
=(-15/8)cr-3/2sin(^/2) ,
'[+ 300A/1 + 306A// + 6B// cos<9
y includes the component + nyryy\, so the final expression for Py is:
Pv = [nxrxy + nyTyy ) +( ~ 15/8)C ^ sin(^1 2)'
r200A/l + 378A// + 878B// + 
+(300A/l + 306A// + 6B//)cos6> j
The component’s (ηχτ^ + ηντΛ order of r, after the integration, is greater than
zero, which means that this term does not contribute to the final result for the 
Ji-lntegral.
Omitting +nyryy}, the remaining Pv is:
Pv = (-15/8)c r"3/2 sin(#/2) [(200AA+378A// + 878Βμ) + (300AA + 306Αμ + 6Βμ)α)8 ]
du
Pv will be multiplied by —L,
J dx
^JL= (-—)r1/2 5ΐη(6,/2)Γ3(17Α-83Β)+25(Α + 5B)(2cos6M)l =
dx 4 L
= (~)r1/2 sin(<9 / 2) [(26A-3 74B)+50(A + 5B) cos <9]







= (-15/8)c r'3/2 sin(#/2)[(200A2.+378A/^+ 8785//) +(300ΑΛ. +306A// + 6B//)cos0 
•(-15/4)r1/2 sin(5/2)[(26A-374B)+50(A + 5B)costf] =
]■
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= (+225/32)c r~‘ sin2(#/2)·
(200AA+378A// + 878i?//)(26A-374B) +
Γ (200AA+378A// + 8785//)(50A + 250B) 
+ +(300AA + 506 Αμ + 6B//)(26A-374B)
+
+[(300AA + 3 06A// + 6B//)(50A + 250B)] cos
The decomposition of the last set of brackets into 3 parts gives:
First part
(200AA+378A// + 8785//)(26A-374B) =
- 200 · 26Α2λ - 200 · 374ΑΒΑ + 378 · 26A2μ - 378 · 374ΑΒ//+
+ 878 · 26ΑΒ// - 878 · 374Β V =
= (5200Α2 - 74800ΑΒ) A + (9828Α2 -118544ΑΒ - 328372Β2) μ 
Second part
(200ΑΑ+378Α// + 878 Βμ) (50Α + 250Β) +
+(300ΑΑ + 506Αμ + 6Βμ) (26Α-374Β) =
= 200 · 50 Α2 λ + 200 · 250ΑΒΑ + 378 · 50 Α2 μ + 378 · 250ΑΒ// +
+ 878 · 50ΑΒ// + 878 · 250Β2// + 
+300 · 26Α2λ - 300 · 374ΑΒΑ + 306 · 26Α2μ - 306 · 374ΑΒ// +
+ 6 · 26ΑΒ// - 6 ■ 374Β2// =
= (ΐ 7800Α2 - 62200ΑΒ) A + (26856Α2 + 24112ΑΒ + 217256Β2)μ
Third part
(300ΑΑ + 306Αμ + 6Β//)(50Α + 250Β) =
= 300 · 50 Α2 λ + 300 · 250ΑΒΑ + 306 · 50Α2// + 306 · 250ΑΒ// +
+ 6-50ΑΒ// + 6·250Β2// =
= (ΐ 5000Α2 + 75000ΑΒ) A + (l 5300Α2 + 76800ΑΒ// +1500Β2 )μ 
These 3 parts combined give:
cos 6’ + 
2 Θ
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rdu'
= (+225/32)c r sin2(#/2)
(5200A2 -74800AB)A +
+(9828A2 -1 18544AB-328372B2)// 
(17800A2 - 62200AB)/l +
+(26856A2 + 24112AB + 217256B2) μ 
(15000A2 + 75000AB)A +
+(l 5300A2 + 76800AB// +1500B2) μ
COS0 +
cos2 Θ
1.4 Integrations in J1
The Ji-lntegral can now be formulated, by integrating its parts in the interval 
[-π, π].
Integration of Wterms in Ji
Term W1
This integral is zero, due to the order of r (vanishes at crack-tip).
Term W2
This integral is zero, too, for the same reason.
Term W3
Bearing in mind that: dy=ni dT= cosΘ dT= cos0 r d0= r cos0 άθ, the value of the 
definite integral is: (in the interval [-ττ,π])
fJ-π





dy= £ (140625A2 r')rcos#d# =
= 140625A2 Γcos<9 άθ = 140625A2 [sinθ]* = 140625A2 [sin^r-sin(-zr)] =
J-/T
= 140625A2 [O-O] = 0 =>
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r ( δε·Π & d>-
£1 (-H)r'l,2cos(0/2)[5O(A + 5B)(cos0-cos(20)) + 124(A+B)] I r cosrtd//


















= £ 11 +■y I r 1/2co s(0 / 2) [50 (A + 5B) (co s Θ - cos(2 Θ)) + (-76 A+l 24B)] I r cos θά Θ;
r
inl& J dy=^^.(]7A- 83B)2 π 128
Term W4(d)
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By summing the results of the integrations of the W terms, we get:










+^(149A+249B)2 π + 2|-^(49A+249B): π + 7A “ 83ΒΓ π +
(49Α-251Β):λ· +2^(51A+251B)‘^+ - —(151A+251B)" Λ"
225,
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This means that Wdoes not contribute to Ji. Furthermore, we notice that, 
when integrating the squares of the strains’ gradient, we obtain 6 non-zero terms, 
whose sum, though, is zero!
Integration of R0 terms in Ji
Γ Rv D faOdr= Γ R XD («Οlx x ldx J lx x { dx J r d<9 =
= £ (+225/8)cr-‘cos2(^/2)
(481A2 +1512 AB - 3969B2) // + 
(l850A2-3150AB)/l +
+ (213 8A2 +76AB + 7938B2) μ 














dr= Γ R VDlϋχ J lx y {dx J r άθ =
(650A2 -9350AB)/L +
+(819A2 -10962AB-11781B2)// +
Γ (+225/8)c r 'sin2(6> /2)■J-7T +
(1900A2 -3100AB)/l +




+ (l275A2 + 6400AB + 125B2) μ
cos2#
rd0=>
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(26Α2 - 374ΑΒ) λ + (27Α2 - 618ΑΒ -1245Β2)μ
Integration of Ρ7 terms in Ji
Γρί^ν=Γρί^




= ί (+225/32) c r"1 cos2(6*/2)
S-π
+
(-7400A2 +12600AB) λ +
+ (5772A2 + 55144AB -110628B2) μ
(17200A2 -62800AB)/l +
+ (25656A2 +25912AB + 220256B2)//
15000(A2+5B)A +
+(l4700A2 + 73200AB-1500B2) μ
cos# + r άθ -
cos2 Θ
5625Γ pi^+Vir= ^^ολ·Γ-25Β2// + 3Α2(58Α + 173//) + ΑΒ(374Α + 2094//)]: 




V 5625dr= -------c πΓ 16
(l 74A2 + 374AB) λ + (519A2 + 2094AB - 25B2)//]
and also
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(du^ rn (ΟϋΛ
i P















Γ P.f^ldr= Γ-8725Β2μ + A2(76/1 + 8\μ)-4AB(3U + 461//)1:
y dx 16 L Jv




(76A2 -124AB)A + (81A2 -1844AB-8725B2)//]
The total sum for Ji is:
du„
λ = | Wdy-P.-^-^’-R.D
v dx
dT
= Jwdy-J| p»f^r+r,^ -|r,d
δχ
f du ^ (du λ







ctt[(i 74A2 + 374AB)/l + (519A2 + 2094AB - 25B2) μ] 




+124(Α2+Β)/1 + (ΐ73Α2+368Α-5Β2)μ 
] cn [(26A2 - 374AB) λ + (27A2 - 618AB -1245B2) μ
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=> J, = -140625c7r[^-25B2// + A2(/l + 2//) ] =
= -140625cn A2/l+(2A2 - 25B2)// ]:
J] = -140625c;r// —+(2A2 -25B2) 
μ \ ’
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APPENDIX 3
EXPLICIT CALCULATIONS FOR THE J2-INTEGRAL
2.1 Terms W in J2
Calculation of terms W
W is the same for Ji and J2. The only difference is that W is multiplied by cos© 
in Ji and by sinf? in J2.
2.2 Terms Rq in J2
Calculation of terms R„£>"<V
du
R n Ί1 dy
rdu0)
RD qq v J
is literally: 
= RD{duA + R n
(QUy\
J y l % J





= n ,.dr [duA = nv<3v (du*) + n v dy
{dux)
J J J l % )
d2u d2u nd2ux ■ n'= n„ _ _ + nv —-y- = cos6>------i-sin#- 2









l dy \ {dy) { dy ) y y { dy J
du d2uv d2uv d2uv
-n y +n —-T^ = cos6>—- + sin<9—~ 
dxdy y dy2 dxdy dy2
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These two expressions can be estimated only after calculating the partial
















has already been found to be:
λ2 1 Γ
= (.11) r-1/2 sin(0 / 2) {(49A-251B) - 25(A + 5B)[l + 2cos<9 + 2 cos(26»)]j
2.
dy
dur d , \ . Λ d i x cos# d , x
—- =—(wr ) = sin#.—(ux +-------) =
dy dyX ’ dr' x) r d0y ’
= sin# ^-{(-5/2)r3/2 [(49A-251 B)cos(3 #/2) + 75(A + 5B)cos(#/2)]}
+ cos^ _a_ r (_5/2)r3/2 r (49A-25 lB)cos(3#/2) + 75(A + 5B)cos(#/2)]} = 
r d6{
+
= sin#(-^)r1/2 [(49A-251 B)cos(3#/2) + 75(A + 5B)cos(#/2)] +
+ cos#r' 2(-5/2) (49A-251B) [- sin(3# / 2)] ~+ 75(A + 5B) [- sin(6> / 2)] I
15 |/2 j sin#[(49A-251 B)cos(3 ΘΙ2) + 75( A + 5B)cos( Θ/2)] -
(‘T)r |-cos#[(49A-251B)sin(3#/2) + 25(A + 5B)sin(#/2)]
The bracketed term becomes:
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sin# [(49A-251 B)cos(3 Θ/2) + 75 (A + 5B) cos(0/2)] - 
-cos# [(49A-251B) sin(3# / 2)+25 (A + 5B) sin(# / 2)] -
= (49A-251B) [sin#cos(3 6V2)-cos Θ sin(36> / 2)] +
+25 (A + 5B)[3sin6,cos(^/2)-cos^sin(6l/2)] =
= - (49A-251B) sin(# / 2) +
+25 (A + 5B) [2sin#cos( #/2)+sin #cos( #/2)-cos Θ sin(6» / 2)] =
= - (49A-251B) sin(# / 2) + 25 (A + 5B) [2sin#cos(#/2)+ sin(# / 2)] =













sin(#/2) -(49A-25IB) + 25(A + 5B) 2 sin#cos(#/2)
sin(#/2)
+ 1
= sin(#/2)[-(49A-251B) + 25(A + 5B)(2(l+cos#) + l) 
= sin(#/2)[-(49A-251B) + 25(A + 5B) (3+20056»)] =>
Λ -j r
-^r = (~) r,/2 sin(# / 2) [-(49A-251B) + 25 (A + 5B) (3+2cos#)]
dy2
The second order partial derivative is:
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sin^^|(~)r‘/2sin(^/2)[-(49A-251B) + 25(A + 5B)(3+2c°s6'):! + 
£7^^{(~)rl/2sin(^/2)[-(49A-251B) + 25(A + 5B)(3+2c°s^)]J =
= (-^)r'1/2sin#sin(#/2)[-(49A-251B) + 25(A + 5B)(3+2cos#)] +
+(--^-)r'l/2cos#
cos(#/2)|[-(49A-251B) + 25(A + 5B)(3+2cos#)] 
+ sin(#/2)[0 + 25(A + 5B)(0-2sin#)]
+
= (~ )r-1/2sin#sin(#/2)[-(49A-251 B) + 25(A + 5B)(3+2cos#)] -
+(-—)i"1/2cos# 
v 4 2




+sin#sin(#/2)[-(49A-251B) + 25(A + 5B)(3+2cos#)] 









[-(49A-251B) + 25 (A + 5B)(3+2cos#)]cos(# / 2) - 
-100(A + 5B)x 2sin(#/2)cos(#/2)sin(#/2)cos#
=(-—)r‘2 cos(#/2) 
8
[-(49A-251B) + 25( A + 5B)(3+2cos#)] - 
200(A + 5B)sin2(#/2)cos#
: (-—)ΓΙ/2 cos(#/2) 
8
-(49A-251B) +
25 (A + 5B)(3+2cos#-8sin2(#/2)cos#)“K
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Simplification of: sin2(#/2)cos# leads to:
sin2(#/2)cos# =




=—cos #--------- cos(2 #) = —







and the simplification already in progress continues this way:






+25(A + 5B) 3+2cos#-8
1 1
^ +cos # -—cos(2 #)
:(-li,r-COS(,/2) -(49Α·251Β) +
8 1+25 (A + 5B) [3+2cos# + 2 - 4cos# + 2cos(2 #)]l
= (-—) r"1/2 cos(# / 2) {- (49A-251B) + 25 (A + 5B) [5 - 2cos # + 2cos(2 #)]}:




This partial derivative has already been found to be:
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du
L = f („ ) = sine^(„ ) + £^±(„ ) =




= sin# — {(-15/2)r3/2 [(17A-83B)sin(3 0/2) + 25(A + 5B)sin( 0/2)]} + 
dQ |(-15/2)r3/2 [(17A-83B)sin(3 Θ/2) + 25(A + 5B)sin( 6>/2)]} =
15,3
= (—)-r1/2sin0[(17A-83B)sin(30/2) + 25(A + 5B)sin(0/2)] +2 2
+(-—) r1/2cos0 
2
(17A-83B)cos(30/2)-^ + 25(A + 5B)cos( 0/2)4-
= (—) r1/2sin0[3(17A-83B)sin(3Θ/2) + 75(A + 5B)sin(<9/2)] + 
+(~) r1/2cos0[3(17A-83B)cos(30/2) + 25(A + 5B)cos(0/2)] =
15 i3(17A-83B)[sin0sin(30/2)+cos0cos(30/2)] +






^ 4 ^ }+25(A + 5B)[cos(0/2)+2sin0sin(0/2)]
= (-^·) rl/2cos(0/2)·
3(17A-83B) +




sin0sin(0/2) _ 2sin(0/2)c9s(07,2)sin(0/2) _ 2sjn2(<9/2)= 1 -cos 
cos(0/2) “
so:
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du 15 3(17A-83B) +
—- = (-—) r1/2cos(#/2)i V \r A =
dy 4 |+25(A + 5B)[l+2(l-cos#)J
= (-— )r1/2cos(#/2)[3(l7A-83B) + 25(A + 5B)(3-2cos#)]=>
duy
~dy
(-^) r1/2cos(#/2)[3(l7A-83B) + 25(A + 5B)(3-2cos#)]
d2uy _ d ( duy)
-Hne 5 K] cos# d_i_ rdtiA




= sin# ^-|(~) r1/2cos(#/2)[3(17A-83B) + 25(A + 5B)(3-2cos#)] j + 




-(-y)r-1/2sin#{cos(#/2)[3(l7A-83B) + 25(A + 5B)(3-2cos#
-sin(#/2)i[3(17A-83B) + 25(A + 5B)(3-2cos#)] 
+cos( #/2) [O + 25 (A + 5B)(0+2sin#)]
= (~) r"1/2sin# jcos(#/2) [3 (17A-83B) + 25 (A + 5B) (3-2cos#)]
-sin(#/2)|[3(l7A-83B) + 25(A + 5B)(3-2cos#)] 




= (-y)r1/2sin#{cos(#/2)[3(l7A-83B) + 25(A + 5B)(3-2cos#)]






[3(17A-83B) + 25(A + 5B)(3-2cos#)J[sin#cos(#/2)-cos#sin(#/2)] + 
+ 100(A + 5B)cos#cos(#/2)sin#
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15^ ,i/2= (-—)r 
8




[3(l7A-83B) + 25(A + 5B)(3-2cos0)
sin#
+
+ 100(A + 5B)cos#cos(#/2)-
sin(#/2)
:(~)r-|,!sin(«2)
[3(17A-83B) + 25 (A + 5B)(3-2cos#)] +




[3 (17A-83B) + 25 (A + 5B)(3-2cos#)] 
+200 (A + 5B) cos #cos2 (#/2)
+
= (-—) r'1/2sin(#/2) (3 (l 7A-83B) + 25 (A + 5B) (3-2cos# + 8cos#cos2 (#/2))
where





-+cos# +—cos(2#) =—(l+2cos# + cos(2#))
/
and finally,
d2uv , 15.= (.—) r'1/2sin(#/2) |3(17A-83B) + 25(A + 5B)(3-2cos# + 8cos#cos2(#/2))j =
ay2 8
= (-—) r"l/2sin(#/2) 
8
3(17A-83B) + 25(A + 5B) 3-2cos# + 8-(l +2cos# + cos(2#))
= (- —) r-'/2sin(#/2)[3(l7A-83B) + 25(A + 5B)(5+2cos# + 2cos(2#))]: 
8
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d2ur d2uy. „dV ■ ^d2wvcos#------ + sin#- ,
(3x<V ' dy dxdy dy~:n^+nv^i
D
J
(du„\ d2ux d2ux ,3V . nd2ux
= n,----- + nv—f- = cos0------ + sin#—




=cos#(-—) r'l/2 sin(# / 2) {(49A-25 IB) - 25(A + 5B) [l + 2cos# + 2 cos(2#)]} +
+sin #(—) r'1/2 cos(# / 2) [(49A-251B) + 25 (A + 5B) (-5+2cos Θ - 2cos(2 6»))] =
=(-—)r"1/2<! 
8
(49A-251B) [cos Θ sin(# / 2) - sin Θ cos(# / 2)] —
cos Θ sin(# / 2) [l + 2cos# + 2 cos(2#)] + 





cos# sin(<9 / 2) + 2cos2# sin(# / 2) + 2cos# sin(<9 / 2)cos(2#) - 





cos # sin(# / 2) - sin Θ cos(# / 2) - 4 sin Θ cos(# / 2) + 
-25 (A + 5B) +2cos Θ [cos Θ sin(# / 2) + sin Θ cos(# / 2)] +




- sin(# / 2) - 4 sin 0 cos(# / 2) + 
-25(A + 5B) +2cos#[sin(3#/2)] +
+2cos(2 Θ) [—sin(6^ / 2)]
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-(49A-251B) sin(0 / 2) -
^ ^ sin0cos(0/2) |
sin(0/2)














-(49A-251B) sin(0 / 2) -
-1 -4x 2cos2(0/2) +





-l-4(l + cos0) +
-25(A + 5B)sin(0/2) +2cos0 + 4cos20-
-2cos(20)
-(49A-251 B)sin(0/2) -
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- (49A-25 IB) sin(# / 2) -
-l-4-4cos# +
-25 (A + 5B)sin(#/2) +2cos# + 2 + Txyxtffif) -
(.15 -,/2{-(49A-251B)sin(^/2)-
" 8 Γ j-25(A + 5B)sin(<9/2)(-3-2cos0)
= (+j) r'l/2 sin(# / 2) [(49A-25 lB) + 25(A + 5B)(-3- 2cos θ)] =
= (+y) r'1/2 sin(0 / 2) [49A-251B - 75 (A + 5B) - 50 (A + 5B) cos θ] = 
= (+y )r'1/2 sin(<9/2)[-26A - 626B - 50(A + 5B)cos#] =
= (-—)r‘,/2 sin(0/2)[(l3A+313B) + 25(A + 5B)cos6>] =>


























dy  dxdy dy2
r‘1/2 cos(# / 2) {3( 17A-83B)+25(A + 5B) [l - 2 cos Θ + 2 cos(2#)]} +
+sin#(-—) r'12sin(#/2)[]3(l7A-83B) + 25(A-i-5B)(5-i-2cos# + 2cos(2#))] =
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15, _|/2(-— )r 
8
3 (17A-83 B) [cos# cos(6> / 2) + sin <9sin( 6>/2)]
+25(A + 5B)





+25(A + 5B) cos Θ cos(6> / 2) - 2cos2<9 cos(<9 / 2) + 2cos6> cos(6> / 2) cos(20) + 




cos6)cos(^/2) - 2cos#[cos#cos(#/ 2) - sin #sin(<9/2) ] +





cos(# / 2) - 2cos Θ cos(3# / 2) +
+25(A + 5B) +4 sin 0sin(0/2)+
+2 cos(2$) cos((9 / 2)
3(17A-83B)cos(#/2) +
^ 0 cos#cos(3#/2) |
cos(#/2)
+25(A + 5B)cos(#/2)
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l-2(l-cos# + cos(2 6>)) +




3 (l 7A-83B) cos(# / 2) +
1
15χ .1/2)r
8 +25 (A + 5B)cos(# / 2)






[+25 (A + 5B) cos(0 / 2) (3 - 2cos0)
= (-y)r',/2cos(0/2)[3(17A-83B) + 25(A + 5B)(3-2cos^)] =
= (-y)r‘l/2 cos(0/2)[51A - 249B + 75A + 375B - 50(A + 5B)costf] = 
= (-y)r'1/2cos(^/2)[l26A+126B-50(A + 5B)cos^] =
= (-^)r‘1/2cos(0/2)[(63A+63B)-25(A + 5B)cos6>]
f duv )D yl dy J = (- — ym cos(£ / 2) [(63 A+63B) - 25 (A + 5B) cos θ]
So far, all those terms which contribute to:
R*D
have been obtained. Following these, the products: 
and
faO = R D
dux'
+ RVD
1^7 [φ J l ^ J
RXD 
R, D




Calculation of the product: R ,Dfdu. Λ
V ^ j
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R D duX
= (-15/2) c r'1/2cos(#/ 2) [(13A+63B)μ + (50A2 + 49 Κμ - B//)cos Θ] ■ 




(ΐ3Α+63Β)μ(ΐ3Α+313Β) + (ΐ3Α+63Β)μ25(Α + 5B)cos# + 
+ (50A2 + 49Ayu-B//)(l3A+313B)cos^ +





(13A+63B)25(A + 5B)// +
+ (50A/l + 49Αμ- B//)(13A+313B) 
+(50A/l + 49Αμ - Βμ)(25Α + 125B)cos2tf
+ COS0 +
The 3 parts of the term in brackets are:
• the first part:
(13A+63B)(13A+313B)μ = (l32A2 + 13 · 313AB+63 · 13AB+63 · 313Β2)μ = 
= (l69A2 +4888ΑΒ+19719Β2)μ
• the second part (multiplied by cos0 ):
(13A+63B) (25A + 125B) μ + (50AA + 49Αμ - Βμ) (13A+313B) =
= (13 · 25A2 + 13 · 125AB+63 · 25AB+63 · 125B2) μ +
+50 · 13A2A + 50 · 313ABA + 49 · 13AB/t + 49 · 313ΑΒμ - 
— 13ΑΒμ — 313Β2μ =
= (325A2 + 3200AB+7875B2) μ + (650A2 + 15650ΑΒ)λ +
+ (637A2 + 15324AB - 313Β2)μ =
= [(325 + 637) A2 + (3200 + 15324) AB+ (7875 - 313) B2] μ + 
+ (650A2 + 15650ΑΒ)λ =
= (9624A2 + 18524AB+7562B2)//, + (650A2 + 15650ΑΒ)λ
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• the third part (multiplied by cos2# ):
(50ΑΛ + 49 Αμ - Βμ) (25A + 125B) =
= 50 · 25Α2Λ + 50 · 125ΑΒΛ + 49 ■ 25Α2μ + 49 · 125ΑΒμ - 25ΑΒμ - 125Β2μ = 
= Γ250Α2Λ + 6250ΑΒΛ + 1225Α2μ + (6125 - 25) ΑΒμ - 125Β2μ =














+(1225A2 + 6100AB-125B2 )μ
COS# +
cos2#




= (-15/2)c r-1/2sin(£ / 2) {50AA + 63 (Αμ + Βμ) + (50ΑΛ + 5 ΙΑμ + Βμ) cos#} · 




)c r'!sin(# / 2) cos(# / 2) <
50A2, (63A+63B) - 50 · 25 ΑΛ. (A + 5B) cos# + 
+μ(63Α+63Β)~ - 63 · 25(Α+Β)μ(Α + 5B)cos# + 
+(50Α2, + 51Αμ + Βμ)οο8#(63Α+63Β)- 
-(50Α1 + 51Αμ + Βμ)25(Α + 5Β)οο82#
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225
: (+■-)c r''sin(<9 / 2) cos(<9 / 2)
O
+50AA(63A+63B) + //(63A+63B) 
-50-25AA(A + 5B)- 
-63-25(A+B)//(A + 5B) + 
+(50AA + 5 \Αμ + B//)(63A+63B)
+ cos#·
-(50AA + 5\Αμ + B//)25(A + 5B)cos2#
The first component of this representation is:
50AA(63A+63B) + //(63A+63B)2 =
= 3 150(A2+AB) A + 3969(A2+2AB+B)2 μ
■ The second component is:
-50 · 25AA(A + 5B) - 63 ■ 25( A+B)//(A + 5B) + (50AA + 5 \Αμ + B//)(63 A+63B) =
= -1250AA (A + 5B) -1575(A2+5AB+AB+5B2) μ +
+50 · 63 A2 λ + 50 · 63 ABA + 51- 63 A2 μ + 51· 63 AB// + 63AB// + 63Β2μ =
= -1250 (A2 + 5ΑΒ)Α-1575(Α2+6ΑΒ+5Β2)// +
+3150A2 A + 3150 ABA + 3213 A2 μ + 3213ΑΒμ + 63 AB// + 63B2// =
= [(3150-1250)Α2 +(3150-1250·5)ΑΒ]Α +
+ [(-1575+ 3213) A2 + (-1575-6 + 3213 + 63) AB+(-1575 - 5+63) B2 ] =
= (1900A2 -3100ΑΒ) A + (l638A2 - 6174AB-7812B2 )μ
Finally, the third component is:
-(50AA + 51A// + B//)25(A + 5B) =
= -25[50A2A + 250ABA + 51 A2 μ + 255AB// + AB// + 5B2//] =
= -25 5θ(Α2 +5AB)A + (51A2 +256AB// + 5B2)//
All three components placed together give:
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( duv 1R n y =
l fyJ
3150(A2+AB)A + 3969(A2+2AB+B)2 μ +
225 (1900A2-3100ABU +
COS0- >= (h------ )c r' sin(0 / 2) cos(0 / 2) + v
+(1638A2 -6174AB-7812B2)//8
-25^50(A2 +5AB)2 + (51A2 + 256AB// + 5B2)//]cos20
2.3 Terms Pz in J2
Calculation of terms P. f du. ^
( du. ^
\^y j
can expanded in this manner:
P. duz = Ρχ (dux^ + P (duA
[ty J y {%)
Pt and P^ are identical for Ji and J2.
The components of Pt, P^ that vanish at the crack-tip (r—>0), after being 
integrated, will not be included in the products Px f dux' and P
( druy'
[ty J y l dy J
Calculation of the product: P ' du,N
dy
It has been calculated that:
^ 1 C
= (.i^) r 1/2 sin(£ / 2) [-(49A-251B) + 25 (A + 5B) (3+2cos 0)] =
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= (~)r1/2 sin(£/2)[-49A+251B + 75(A + 5B) + 50( A + 5B)cosfl] =
= (-^)r1/2 sin(£/2)[(-49+75) A+(251+375) B + (50A + 250B)costf] - 
= (-^)r1/2sin(#/2)[26A+626B + (50A + 250B)cos6>]^
Λ 1 Γ
= (.i£) r1/2 sin(0 / 2) [26A+626B + (50A + 250B) cos Θ







(-15/8) c r cos(#/2)
(-100Α1 + 78Α// + 878Βμ + 
[+(300A/l + 294A// - 6B//)costf)
•(-15/4)r1/2 sin(0/2)[26A+626B + (5OA + 250B)cos6>] =
=(+^^-)cr'' cos(#/2)sin(#/2)
(-100 A/l + 78A// + 878Βμ)(26Α+626Β) + 
+(-100A/l + 78Αμ + 878B//)(50A + 250B)cos£ + 
+(300A/l + 294Αμ - 6B/u)(26A+626B)cos Θ + 
+(300A/l + 294Αμ - 6B//)(50A + 25OB)cos20
:(+^)cr-1 cos(0/2)sin(0/2)
(-100ΑΛ + ηΚμ + 878Βμ)(26Α+626Β) + 
(-100A/1 + 78Αμ + 878Βμ)(50Α + 250B) + 
+(300A/l + 294A// - 6B//)(26A+626B) 
[(300A/1 + 294A// - 6B//)(50A + 250B) | cos2<9
cos# +
+
The multiplications are performed separately. 
First part
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(-1 OOA/l + 7 8 A// + 878Βμ)(26Α+626Β) =
= -100 · 26 Α2 λ -100· 626AB2 + 78 · 26A2// + 78 · 626ΑΒμ +
+878 · 26ΑΒμ + 878 · 626Β2 μ =
= -2600Α2/1 - 62600ΑΒΑ + 2028Α V + (48828 + 22828) ΑΒ// + 878 · 626Β2 μ = 
= (-2600Α2 - 62600AB)/l + (2028Α2 + 71656ΑΒ + 549628Β2)μ
Second part (multiplied by cos0)
(-1 OOA/l + 78A// + 878B//)(50A + 250B) + (300ΑΛ + 294Αμ - 6Βμ)(26Α+626Β) =
- -100 · 50 A2 λ -100· 250AB/1 + 78 · 50 A2 μ + 78 · 250AB// + 878 · 50ΑΒμ + 878 ■ 250B2 μ + 
+300 · 26 Α2 λ + 300 · 626ΑΒ/1 + 294 · 26 Α2 μ + 294 · 626ΑΆμ - 6 · 26ΑΒμ - 6 · 626Β2 μ =
= (-5000 + 7800) Α2λ + (-25000 +187800) ΑΒλ +
+(3900 + 7644) Α2 μ + (19500+43900+184044 -156) ΑΆμ + (219500 - 3756) Β2μ =
- (2800Α2 +1 62800ΑΒ)ζΙ + (l 1544Α2 + 247288ΑΒ + 215744Β2) μ
Third part (multiplied by cos2fl)
(3 OOA/l + 294Αμ - 6B//)(50A + 250B) =
= 300 · 50 Α2 λ + 300 · 250AB/1 + 294 · 50 Α2 μ + 294 · 250AB// -
-6·50ΑΒ//-6·250Β2// =
= (l 5000A2 + 75000AB) A + (l 4700A2 + 73200AB -1500B2) μ =
= 15000( A2 + 5AB) 1 + (14700A2 + 73200AB -1500B2) μ
Concluding, the product P fdu^ 
V j
is:
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= (+-^-)cr'1 cos(6* / 2) sin(6> / 2)
(-2600A2 - 62600AB) Λ +
(2028A2 + 71656AB + 549628B2) μ + 
(2800A2 +162800ΑΒ)/ί.+
+(l 1544A2 + 247288AB + 215744B2)// 
15000(A2 +5AB)/l +






Calculation of the product:
A \
y
The partial derivative —-is:
dy
= (~) r1/2cos(^/2)[3(l7A-83B) + 25(A + 5B)(3-2cos0)] =
= (.^) r1/2cos(<9/2)[51A-249B + 75(A + 5B)-50(A + 5B)cos6>] = 
=(-1^.) r1/2cos(#/2)[(51+75)A+(-249+375)B-50(A + 5B)cos#] = 
=(.H) r1/2cos(6*/2)[l26A+126B - 50(A + 5B)cos6>] =>
The product
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= (-15/8)c r'3/2 sin(0/2)[(200AA+378A// + 878Βμ) + (300AA + 306A// + 6B//)cos 6>] · 
·(-15/4) r1/2cos(6>/2) [l 26(A+B) - 50 (A+5B) cosθ] =
Separate calculations give:
—> For the first multiplication:
126(200ΑΑ+378Αμ + 8785//)(Α+Β) =
= 126[200Az/t + 200AB/1 + 378A V + 378AB// + 878AB// + 878B2//] =
= 12ό[20θ(Α2 + AB) A + (378A2 + 1256AB + 878B2) //] - 
= 25200( A2 + AB) A + (47628A2 +158256AB +110628B2) μ
-> For the second multiplication:
-50(200ΑΑ+378Α// + 878Βμ)(Α+5Β) + 126(300ΑΑ + 306Α// + 6Β//)(Α+Β) =
= -50(200A2A + 1000ABA + 378Α2μ +1890ΑΒμ + 878AB// + 4390B2//) + 
+126(300A2/t + 300AB/1 + 306A2// + 306ΑΒμ + 6ΑΆμ + 6B2//) =
= -5θ(200Α2Α + 1000ABA + 378A 2μ + 2768AB/Z + 4390B2//) +
+126(300A2A + 3 00ABA + 306A2// + 3 12ΑΒμ + 6B 2μ) =
= [(-10000 + 37800) A2 + (-50000 + 37800) AB] A +
+ [(-18900 + 38856) A2 +(-138400 + 39312) AB+(-219500+756) B2]// =
= (27800A2 - 12200AB) A + (l9656A2 -99088AB - 218744B2)μ
—> For the third multiplication:
126(200ΑΑ+378Αμ + 878B//)( A+B) +
= (+-^-)c r ' sin(<9/2)cos(6V2)· + v cosf? +
+126(300AA + 306A// + 6B/z)(A+B)
-50(200AA+378A// + 878B//)(A+5B) +
+ [-50 (300AA + 306Αμ + 6Βμ) (A+5B)] cos2#
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-50(300Α2. + 306Α// + 6Βμ)(Α+5Β) =
= -50(300A2/l +1500ΑΒ/1 + 306Α 2μ +1530ΑΒ// + 6ΑΒμ + 30Β2//) =
= -5θ(300Α2/1 +1500ΑΒ/1 + 306Α2// +1536ΑΒ// + 30Β2//) =
= -15000( Α2 + 5ΑΒ)Λ - (ΐ 5300Α2 + 76800ΑΒ +1500Β2) μ
Combining these three results, the final form for the product into consideration is:
2.4 Integrations in J2
J2 can now be calculated, by integrating its parts in the interval [-π, π].
Integration of Wterms in J?
The terms consisting W are multiplied by sin0.
Term W1
This integral is zero, due to the order of r (vanishes at crack-tip).
Term W2
This integral is zero, too, for the same reason.
Term W3
775
= (+^)c r'1 sin(0/2)cos(#/2).
25200 (A2 + AB)/1 +





-(15300A2 + 76800AB +1500B2) μ
os26
+
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fJ-Ά





= 140625A2 £sin<9 άθ = -140625A2 [cos6*]^ = -140625A2 [cos;r-cos(-7r)]: 
= 140625A2 [cos7r-cos7r] = 0 =>
'de„ 3ε > fyy
dx δχ








= £ I (- y)r-1/2co s(<9 / 2) [50 (A + 5B) (co s Θ - cos(2 6»)) + 124 (A+B)] ] r sin£d<9 = 0:
& ( δε ^ 2








r‘1/2sin(6l/2)[-50(A + 5B)(cos0 + cos(20)) + (24A+124B)] ] r sin0d<9 = 0;
m f δε ^ 2
Γ . r sin #d <9=0[ dx J
Term W4(c)
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ΐ[ψ r sin0d<9=
-£[ Ι+γ r'1/2cos(0/ 2) J^50( A + 5Β) (co s # -cos(2θ)) + (-76A+124B) J I rsin6»d6>:
rn ( δε λ 2







0 I lr 1/2 sin(^/2)[-5°(A + 5B)(c°s^ + c°s(2<9)) + (24A-376B)] rsin0d6l = O=>
:π ( δε Ί
2
r sin#d0=OΗ dy J
Term W4(e)
2
r sin6»d 9=r [ dev
J-7, dy
fJ-ππ[ V 8
15 |r"1/2cos(<9/2)[50(A + 5B)(-cos<9 + cos(2<9)) + (76A+376 B)] rsin#d0 = O;







jripi r-1/2sin(6»/2)[-50(A + 5B)(cos6» + cos(26»)) + (-176A-376B)]j rsin<9dtf = 0:
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We observe that W consists of zero terms.
Integration of Ra terms in J?
j
- Γ (+—)cr-1cos(^/2)sin(^/2)J-^· 8
rd<9 =
(l69A2 +4888AB+19719B2)// + 
(650A2 +15650AB)A +
+ (9624A2 +18524AB+7562B2) μ
(l250A2 + 6250AB)1 +





r d<9 = 0:
(du λRXD dr=0S-π x J
and
( dUv λ nr (duA
-^dr=f R D y
{dy[ ^ y l&)
r άθ -
99
= Γ (+-----)cr1sin(61/2)cos(#/2)J-π g
3150(A2 +AB)2 + 3969(A2 +2AB+B)2 μ 
(l900A2 -3100AB)/l +
+ (l638A2 -6174AB-7812B2)μ 
-25[50(A2 +5AB)/t + (51A2 +256AB/a + 5B2)/i]cos2^
cos (9 — rd# = 0:
rn f du 'l
R, D dr=0S-π y
{&)
Integration of P, terms in J?
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r d# =Γρί^ΙΓ=Γρί^
{ fy J Lx Qy
= ( (+-^)cr1cos(6>/2)sin(0/2) 
·’■* 32
(-2600A2 -62600AB)2 +
(2028A2 + 71656AB + 549628B2) μ + 
(2800A2 +162800AB)/l +
+(l 1544A2 + 247288AB + 215744B2) μ 
I5000(A2+5AB)A +
+(l4700A2 + 73200AB -1500B2) //
+








«γ ( 3mvn] pi ( duv λ
f P —
L* y{dy Jdr= r άθ-





+(47628A2 + 158256AB + 110628B2)// 
(27800A2-12200AB)/l +
+(l 9656A2 - 99088AB - 218744B2) μ 
— 1500θ( A2 +5AB)/l- 
-(l 5300A2 + 76800AB +1500B2 )μ
COS0 + r άθ-0
cos2#
Noticing these results, we see that all terms in J2 are zero! This means that 
there is no energy dissipation in the direction which is perpendicular to the 
direction of the crack advancement!
y2=o
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APPENDIX 4
TRIGONOMETRIC IDENTITIES AND INTEGRALS
Some useful trigonometric identities and integrals are listed in this 
Appendix.
Trigonometric identities
Most of these trigonometric identities have already been in the 
calculations for the Ji and J2-lntgrals. Their full proofs are shown in the 
Appendixes containing the explicit calculations for Ji and J2 ( Appendixes 2 and 
3).
cos(a + b) = cos a cos b - sin a sin b, cos (a -b) = cos a cos b + sin a sin b 
sin(a + b) - sin a cos b + cos a sin b, sin(a -b) = sin a cos b - cos a sin b 
sin(2^) = 2sin6lcos6> , cos(26*) = cos2#-sin2#
sin6,sin(36l/2)
cos(<9/2)
= cos<9-cos(2/9), sin #cos(3#/ 2) 
sin(#/2)
= cos6* + cos(2#)
sin# sin(#/2) 
cos(#/2)
= s in# tan(# / 2) = 1 - cos #, cos# cos(3#/ 2) 
cos(#/2)
= l-cos# + cos(2#)
cos# sin(3#/2) 
sin(#/2)
= l + cos# + cos(2#), sin# sin(3#/2) 
sin(#/2)
= sin# + sin(2#)
sin# cos(#/2) 
sin(#/2)
= l + cos#
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sin(36*/2)
sin(6*/2)
= l + 2cos6* , cos(3#/2)
cos(6*/2)
= -l + 2cos0
sin(5#/2)
sin(6*/2)
= l+2cos# + 2cos(2#) 005(56* / 2) 
cos(#/2)
= 1 - 2cos# + 2cos(2 Θ)
cos(3#/ 2) + cos(0/ 2) = 2cosΘ cos(Θ/ 2), cos(3#/ 2) - cos(6*/ 2) = -2sin Θ sin(6>/ 2) 
sin(3(9 / 2) + sin(# / 2) = 2 sin # cos(#/ 2), sin(3# / 2) - sin(# / 2) = 2 cos # sin(#/ 2) 
cos(3# / 2) - cos(56* / 2) = 2 cos(# / 2) (-1 + 2 cos Θ - cos(2<9))
Trigonometric integrals
The following trigonometric integrals appear in the calculations for Ji and 
J2. They have been calculated using Mathematica.
Integrals for Ji
J* cos2(Θ / 2)cos θάθ-^· , j^[cos(6>/2)(cos<9-cos(20))]2cos0d0 = ^
J* sin2(6*/2)cos6*i66* = -y , J^[sin(0/2)(cos0 + cos(20))]'cos0rf0 = “ 
J* |^cos((9/2)(-cos6* + cos(26*))J cos θάθ-^
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Γ cos2(0/2)d0 = — , Γ cos2(6 !2)cos2 θάθ = ^~
Χ-π 2 *~π 2
ί ύγ^{ΘΙΤ)άθ - π, Γ sin2(#/2)cos#i/# = -— , ί sin2(#/2)cos2#£/# = ^-J-/r J-π 2 ^~π 2
Integrals for J?
I cos2(0/2)sin0i/0 = 0 , £ [cos(#/2)(cos#-cos(260)] ύηθάθ = 0 
J sin2(#/2)sin0£/6> = O , J* [sin(#/2)( cos# + cos(2^))J2 ύηθάθ = 0
ί cos(0/2)sin(#/2)c/0 = — , ί cos(W2)sin(#/2)cos#i/0 = OJ-λ· 2 ■*-*
£ cos(0/2)sin(#/2)cos2#i/# = O
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